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Bringing new life to old pages. Law School graduate &chard E. Spatz, '50, has found a new
career - prolonging the life of books by reduclng the effects of the acid that makes ink chng to
their pages. The Library of Congress and the Law Libra7 are among h s clients.
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African Amencan, Latino, and Native American alumni have fully entered the mainstream of the
American legal profession, and ia\v School Admisson Test (EAT) scores and undergraduate
grade point averages (UGP'4) seem to have no relationship to achievement after law school.
-David L Clzanlbel-s, Richard 0.Le~iipert,'68, and ?el-ry K. Adams, '72
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O n the eve of trial, Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, discusses the Law School's position in the
lawsult t h a ~challenges its admissions polic~es

I
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Yale Kamisar and Christma B. Whiman
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MAKINGSENSEOF JAPAN'S S O K A ~RACKETEERS
A
In the Japanese system, corporate extortion by solzaiya gangster-racketeers appears to be
widespread. Surprinngly, Japanese executives pay sokaiya despite the fact that payment can
result in civil and crimlnal liability
- Mark D. \Vest

Gregory Fox excepl m Alumm,
Class Notes and where otherwise noied.
The prob!em of assisted suicide forces us to carefully assess the meaning of death and djlng
(and by implication the meaning of life and living)
- Peter J. Hanzrnel; '89
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FROM DEAN LEHMAN

During my tenure as dean, I have used
my messages in Latv Quadmngle Notes to
explore various qualities that help to define
an outstanding attorney I have had
occasion to discuss how great lawyers
pursue intellectual growth and renewal,
maintain intepty, teach others about the
law, senre as mizens, and bolster our
profession's image. In the coming year, I
would like to turn my attention to a
different attribute that we admire when we
see it: patience.
The most memorable words I ever
heard about that quality came from the late
Justice Thurgood Marshall during the year
that I served as a law clerk to Justice
Stevens. I was meeting with one of the
Marshall clerks when Justice Marshall came
in to talk with him about a case. He
insisted that I stay, and after the case
discussion was completed we all talked
more generally about the practice of law.
During the course of that discussion,
Justice Marshall offered the following
obsen~ation:"There's only one lund of
reputation that a young lawyer can get in a
hurry
Since that day, I have often remembered
Justice Marshall's comment. And I have had
occasion to consider the different messages
it might convey On one level, Justice
Marshall was noting how much lawyers
value the quality of painstaking care. hgor
is assumed to the point of almost bemg
taken for granted. To be distinguished, a
lawyer must show a high level of care for a
long time. Conversely, even one careless
slip can do significant damage to a lawyer's
reputation along t h s critical dimension.
Yet Justice Marshall's words can also be
understood in a different way. I believe he
was telling us that our time as students was
coming to an end. We were in the midst of
a transition from lives as students to lives
as lawyers. From a campus world with
"

P
Reputation
emerges slowly
and painstakingly,
as a lawyer
demonstrates a
consistent ability
to perform work
of the highest
quality.

tests and grades to a far more subtle and
complex world, a world where many
different human qualities contribute to
success, a world with no closed-book
examinations and no four-point evaluation
scales. Reputation emerges slowly and
painstakingly, as a lawyer demonstrates a
consistent ability to perform work of the
highest quality.
This past May 15, as we launched the
Class of 1999 into their professional lives,
I thought back to Justice Marshall's words.
I wondered how well we had prepared our
students for this transition. The pressures
of contemporary practice are enormous,
and today there is added allure to the
dream of making one spectacular leap after
another up the ladder of professional
success. "Ever faster, ever onward," is a
tempting strategy.
How can we let our students know,
before they face such temptations, that
people do not receive a special prize for
reachng the end of life early? That the
quality of an accomplishment is not
defined by the speed of its production?

That the achievements that matter most to 1
us invanably require a sustained period of
careful attention, hard work, and patience7
This is a challenge for all of us in the
profession. It is a challenge for those of us
who hope to prepare new lawyers. And it
is a challenge for those of us who serve as
'
mentors to our new junior colleagues. I
look forward to exploring this theme
further in the year ahead.

I Debating judicial
1

'

A

interpretation:

HANDS
The 1-lon Cl~fforclTaylor, of the
Mlchlgan Supreme Court, and thc Hon
Avcrn Cohn, '49, of thc U S D~stnctCourt
for the Eastcrn Dlsrnct ol M~chigan,
squ'~rcdoff to dehatc "Const~rut~onal
and
Statutory Interpretation" at the Law School
In Apnl undcr sponsorsh~pof thc student
chapter of the Fedcral~stSoclc~yfor Law
m d Puhllc Pollcy Stud~es
"All ludlclally enforced const~tut~onal~sm
I~mltsmalonty rule," sald Taylor, who
described h~msclfas uslng an "ong~nallstor
textual~st"approach to the lnterprctatlon of
sratutes and the const~tut~on
Const~turlons
restraln the current population - unless
an arnendmcnt is passed - to act within
Thc Hon CllJford JLIIlot, 01 ilic hI~ch~gi(ii
S L L ~ I CCI TCITCUcI x~~, l n ~ n111s
\ ' n ~ ~ , q r ~ i t and
l l c t tc-~iuillitrrules set by those who went before them,
approach to lntcrprctlng stat~cicsand a CoiiCtltutlon dunng a dcl~atcat ~ h Law
c School In Apnl L ~ s t c n ~ n g
1s 111sdcbaic opponall, thc Hon A\fcm Cohn. '49. of thc Li S D~stnctCourt for the Eastern D~stncto f
Taylor said.
hltchrgan
Among Taylor's other points:
Judges should interpret the
-'Thejudge business is not so simple as
As a judge, "1 should attempt to
constitution and laws to mean what
Justice
Taylor ~vouldhare us believe,"
figure out, nrhat did these nrords mean
they meant at the time they were
countered
Cohn, who said he prefers the
to
the
ratifiers
of
the
const~tution?
adopted.
term
"construction"
instead of
What
did
they
understand
to
be
meant
Thomas Jefferson and James Madison
"interpretation" to describe his decisionby [for example] 'cruel and unusual
said the sense in which the U.S.
making process regarding constitutional
punishment'7"
Constitution was accepted and ratified
and statuton provision. "There's no one
"You want to have the interpretation
should be the guide in expounding ~ t ,
ol the constitution be tied to something answer," Cohn said. "Law evolves."
and that we should not make i t a
Among Cohn's other points:
that isn't subjective. . . . An orignalist
"blank paper" by construction. Chief
It is nise to remember that the same
judge
is
tqing
not
to
be
subjective.
Justice John Marshall said
Founding
Fathers who wrote the U.S.
acti\ist
judge
thinks
there5
The
constitutional limits should not be
Constitution retained slavery and
nothing nrong uith being subjective.''
changed "at pleasure."
passed the Alien and Sedition Acts.
If constitutional test IS amblpous or
\-ague. judges must engage themselves
In a construction eserclse
The common law always has played
a cntlcal role m judicial declsion
making "Ha\mg common law
authority does not mean and never has
meant that a judge can gn7epersonal
\rentv to h ~ or
s her own preferences.
Eoth judges often referred to hlstoncal
figures like Jefferson, hladison. John
hlarshall, and others, as well as legal
scholars Theodore J St Antolne, '54, the
James E and Sarah A. Degan Professor
Ementus of LIW.Introduced Taylor and
Cohn and moderated the debate and
question-answer session that followed. "A
u.5. District ~ o ~ cJ rU t~ S CA V C T ~ IC O I I I '49,
I , ~ E I I s Itst(71~r.stIlat "tl~c'ri-5~ I C Tc71lC c 7 1 1 ~ 1 \ ' ~ 1 ~ 10" 1 1 0 1 ~to i)lti3~7~i~t.t high-level disputation." St. Antoine called
stntutcs and a constitution. S ~ n t c dJroii~
.
left. arc Prc?fcssni.Erncrihrs ThcodowJ. St. Antoinc, 154. rzrho
'
the debate.
lnodcratcd thc dc/,atc, and Col~nSdcllatc opponent, thC Hon. Clifkol-d Tiylnr of thc Xlichigan Sup-cnlr Court.
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Japanese law program thrives
with new joint degree,
courses, alumni ties
Assistant Professor Mark D. West looks
back on the 1998-99 academic year as a
whirlwind time that ylelded significant
results. Since his arrival in September 1998
to head the Law School's efforts in Japanese
law studies, he has:
Shepherded to completion a new
joint degree program with the
University of Michigan's Center for
Japanese Studies
Overseen compilation of a
publication for students called Job
Opportunities in Japan for U.S. Law
Students and Law Graduates
Incorporated Japanese law teachers
into courses whose overall
responsibility lies with a fulltime Law
School faculty member
Assisted Law Library Director
Margaret Leary and library staff in
expanding the library's extensive
Japanese law collection
And seen an overall increase in
awareness of Law School offerings in
the area of Japanese law throughout
the School and the University of
Michigan.
The joint degree program, approved in
April, offers students the opportunity to
earn joint J.D. and M.A. degrees in law and
Japanese studies. "The degree offers a
unique opportunity for students to work
under the direction of two faculties with
diverse yet complementary specializations,
to learn from a closely supervised program
of courses tailored to students' professional
plans, and to be part of a small cohort of
outstanding and highly motivated graduate
and professional students," says the
description of the new program.
One of the aims of the joint degree
program is to "ensure that students attain
an optimal level of competence in Japanese
language." West, who has studied, taught,
and practiced law in Japan and speaks and
writes Japanese, is the first non-Japanese
teacher to teach the Japanese Law course
since Professor Emeritus Whitmore Gray's
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Mark D. West

Japanese Legal System course more than 10
years ago. West is especially proud that
during the coming academic year a seminar
in Japanese Legal Documents will be taught
in Japanese using Japanese materials.
This past academic year, West drew on
two visiting professors from the University
of Tokyo Faculty of Law - public
international law specialist Yasuaki Onuma
and comparative law specialist Kichimoto
Asaka - who each spent about two weeks
co-teaching the Japanese Law class with
him. "This is the perfect arrangement for
teaching a foreign or comparative law
class," West said. The combination allows
for an exchange between cultures and
specialists within a course in which a
permanent Law School faculty member can
draw together its different elements.
Taking a cue from the philosophy of
Law School Professor Mathias Reimann,
West also will be focusing on comparative
law of the corporation in his course
Comparative Corporate Law, which he
plans to teach during the 2000-01
academic year. Reimann has written that
comparative law should be integrated into

the general subject-matter curriculum, and
not taught merely as a separate
"comparative law" course. Professor Carl
Schneider, '79, will co-teach a similarly
oriented Comparative Family Law course
with a Japanese professor in winter 2000.
On the employment front, the new
25-page document, Job Opportunities in
Japan, lists every firm that appears in the
Martindale-Hubbell legal employment
directory as well as a few other firms.
"Where possible, the list indicates the
presence of University of Michigan Law
School alumni and the names of those
graduates who have affirmatively stated a
willingness to assist Michigan students and
graduates," according to West.
Japanese alumni of the Law School have
been exceptionally helpful in offering
opportunities for law students and new
graduates, West said. In addition, many
graduates in Japan who do not have
ongoing programs that can incorporate
students have offered to lend their help to
find positions for students or acquaint
them with the country
The Law School's formal faculty
exchange program with the University of
Tokyo Faculty of Law, now in its eighth
year, also is a boon to the program, West

said. TWOor h e Law School faculty
membts have taught in T~kyoeach year
since the propam began in 1992, and that
mqms&at a &@cant number of Law
tekhers can call on first-hand
eqieriknce in Japan in both their teaching
add their assistance to students.
Japan remains a heavyweight on the
world scene, and will continue to need the
services of growing numbers of lawyers,
West said. The country's recent economic
woes h e not decreased the need for
lawyers, he said. Legal work merely has
shifted toward domestic needs in Japan,
and the need for legal services there
remains hgh.
S&oi

The rich yield of

open discussion
Law School and University of Michigan
students, faculty and staff members have
followed closely as lawsuits, voter
initiatives, and other moves have sought to
dismantle program developed over the
past 30 years to promote diversity in
higher.education.
Since late 1997, hhas been no
sidelines-only watch: the Washington,
D.C.-based Center for Individual Rights
filed separate suits against the Law School
and the University of Michgan challenging
their use of race as a factor in r n a h g
I admission decisions. The suits are expected
to go to trial later this year. (See story on
page 51.)
As is appropriate for both the legal
profession and hgher education, the suits
have generated continuing discussion
throughout the Law School and across the
U-Mcampus. Discussion has extended
beyond the campus, too. In April, for
example, Professor and former Dean
Terrance Sandalow debated CIR Senior
Counsel Terrence Pel1 in a program
presented by the University Club of West
Michigan, an alumni group, and the
Muskegon County Bar Association.
Public programs have prohferated, and
countless private and small group

{I

discussiom, often informal in nature, have
deepened the campus communit>l's
consideration of the role and practice of
promoting diversity Opponents and
acdon have
proponents of
shared billing as members of discussion
groups, and a variety of talks and other
programs have explored the range of what
it is to be a member -or not a member of a variety of racial, ethnic, religious, or
other groups in the United States today
Overall, these discussions have widened
and deepened understanding, although
they have not always brought agreement.
One of the recurring themes of these
talks is that women of all races and ethnic
and religious groups stand to benefit from
programs that promote diversity But in the
vote on Initiative 200 in the state of
Washington that e h n a t e d affirmative
action, 58 percent of white women rejected
affirmative action, Viiting Professor Sumi
Cho noted during a program at the Law
School in February. The significant support
of white women for the measure is even
more surprising given the opposition's
particular targetmg of white women for its
campaign based on data showing that
white women have benefited the most
under affirmative action policies, she said.
'Why would white women seemingly
vote against their self interest!" asked Cho,
whose home base is at DePaul University
College of Law, where she is a professor of
law Exit interviews at the time of voting
indicated that white women fear that
affirmative action would limit the
employment opportunities of their
husbands, brothers, etc.," Cho said. In
other words, "perhaps they see individual
gains as offset by familial loss."
These kinds of insights often arise from
the discussions that are taking place at the
Law School and across the campus. Such
insights easily could remain hdden
without the free search for ideas and
perspectives that makes education at
Michigan truly "higher education."
Cho spoke as part of a program that
also featured talks by Gail Nomura, of the
University of Michigan's Program in

American Culture, and Michigan State
Senator Alma Wheeler Smith, a Democrat
from Ann Arbor who is the daughter of the
late Albert Wheeler, a civil rights pioneer
and former mayor of Ann Arbor. Presented
by a variety of Law School student groups,
the program was part of the National Day
of Action in Support af Aff~rmativeAction.

I

Making Policy to Meet
The Winds of Change -

I

People's understanding of climate change
remains sofilled with uncertainties that the
best policy to deal with it must be aflacible
policy, Kenndh Green,director of
environmental studies and senior policy
d y r t with the Reason M l i c Policy
Institute, tells a Law School audience during
a prugrarn in Februury. C w e isfomed by
many loops of natural phenomena - raina d snowfall, air ternperaturn and many
others -- and Ehere m many gaps in our
knowledge of what drives it, he said For
,example,scientists recently haw learned of
cycles ofactivio in the sun a d "many
people attribute 80 percent of clih~atechange
to solar activity,* he said =It5 not what we
know that tells us what we should do, it's
what we don1 know that taEs us iJit will be
effective or not," Green said The program
was sponsomi by the Federalist Societyfor
Law and Public Policy Studies.
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Some help for

PHOTO BY RILL \vOOD/UUI\TERSIn pH(3To SER\lCES

'Good Samaritans'

Visiting Prc~fcssorJoJinS. Bcchennan o~ctlincsthc needfol- a program that eascs identification o f patients
who havc ol~taincdout-qf-hospital "Do Not Rcsuscitatc" orders and pl-ovidcs lcgal a ~ ~ t l i o r i t v f melgclicv
or
mcdical ~vorho-sto l~onortllc~r~vishcs.

Good Samaritan laws help emergency
medical personnel do their work without
fear of liability for negligence, but state
emergency medical senrlces (EMS)
protocols make it difficult to honor the
wishes of patients who do not wish to be
resuscitated, Visiting Professor John
Beckerman told a midday discussion group
of the Health Law Society at the Law
School in March.
The laws don't allow EMS workers to
honor a patient's wish not to be
resuscitated unless a "Do Not Resuscitate
Order" (DNR), signed by a physician, is
immediately available at the scene of an
emergency, explained Beckerman, who is a
state-certified Emergency Medical
Technician (EMT) and member of a
volunteer first-aid squad in his home state
of New Jersey, where he rides a 12-hour
shift on an ambulance most Friday nights.
Without a DNR, he said, "EMTs are
required by state-imposed protocols to try
to resuscitate unconscious persons, unless
they are obviously and irreversibly dead."
Faced with an unconscious person, there is
no time to interpret a living will or to
interrogate a healthcare prosy to determine
the patient's wishes, so without a clear and
unequivocal DNR, EMTs must try their
best to resuscitate the patient, Beckerman
explained.
"Most of what we do consists of
stabilizing patients and transporting them
to hospital emergency departments as
quickly as possible," Beckerman said.
"Sometimes we lose, or cannot resuscitate,
a patient and that is a profoundly
depressing experience, particularly if the
patient is young. At other times, we know
we've helped to save a life, and the feeling
that brings is incomparable."
But in some cases the patient andlor his
family do not want emergency workers to
attempt resuscitation.
Beckerman cited two examples of the
difficulty that can arise when EMTs
encounter opposition to resuscitation
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attempts. In one case from New Jersey, a
woman's husband died at home after being
released from the hospital. She called the
county medical examiner (coroner) to
come to pronounce her husband dead and
also called the local first aid squad to "help
in lifting his body onto a bed where it
could repose in dignity to await the
coroner." Although the husband had
obtained a DNR order while in the
hospital, she was unable to produce it and
was distressed when the responding EMTs
and paramedics tried for 30 minutes to
resuscitate her husband.
In the other case, which occurred in
Wisconsin, the family of a dylng patient
who had executed both a living will and a
healthcare proxy was told by her hospice
nurses, "Above all, do not call 91 1" in
event of emergency, since without a DNR
order, EMTs responding to a 91 1 call
would be obliged to attempt resuscitation.
"Imagne an EMT, answering a 9 11 call,
perhaps in the middle of the night, faced
with an unconscious person, trylng to
understand and apply a directive like 'I
wish, in the event that I develop a terminal

or irreversible condition or become
permanently unconscious, that my life not
be sustained by artificial means or by
heroic or extreme medical intervention,'"
said Beckerman. "Medical first responders
simply can't investigate the facts necessary
to make such language meaningful, nor
have they the time to do so. The patient
would always be dead before we finished.
So with respect to emergency medical
services, a living will is effectively useless,
as is a healthcare proxy''
Instead, he proposed, people with valid
DNR orders should wear a necklace or
bracelet that informs emergency caregvers
of the fact, and statutes should authorize
EMS personnel to accept these as proof of
the patient's wishes in order to honor
those desires. Michigan has recognized
out-of-hospital DNRs for several years and
New Jersey accepted them last year, he said.
"Previously," he noted, "the Medical
Society of New Jersey had perversely taken
the position that anyone seeking a DNR
was presumed to be incompetent; hence,
the society made DNRs very difficult to
obtain."

According to Beckerrnan, DNRs become
effective when signed by patients'
physicians. EMS workers "would easily
become aware of them if they were
accompanied by plastic or metal
identification bracelets or necklaces, to be
worn by the patient, indicating the
existence of an executed out-of-hospital

DNR."
"All that would have to be done to
revoke an out-of-hospital DNR, if the
patient changed IS or her mind, would be
1 to remove the bracelet or necklace and
destroy the document itself. As an EMT
and a lawyer, I welcome the advent of the
out-of-hospital DNWbracelet or necklace
combination." It would help in respecting
patients' wishes and spare relatives the
emotional ' pain of seeing resuscitation
attempts being made on a loved-one who
did not want them.
Later in March, Beckeman presented
his paper "Confronting Civil g)iscovery's
I Fatal Flaws and Learning to Live with
Them" at the law SchoolS Legal Theory
Workshop. (He was also selected by the
law Scbol Student %mate as om of three
recipients of this year's prestigious L.Hart . . .
.
: M g h t Aurard far Excellence in Teaching
(See story on page 38.)

Offering Help - - -.
"Twenty percent ofprisoners a n illiterate, twenty p m t anef;mctionally illiterate mrd there is
another huge minority that are mentally ill," Kim Eastel; '96, of Prison k g a l Services of
Michigan explained dufiag a pmgrarn on public service openingsfor Iaw stdents inJanuary 1
teuch peuple a b u t their rlgh."Emter was one of t h m spcakm in the program, rponsod by
the Ofice df RWic Smit:e d the OfPccof C a w Services. The othnr w m ibnnie TennerieIlo,
'95, of the ~ k t i ~ Migrant
an
Legal Assistance Pmject, and Carmen Wells of the Michigan
Neighborhood AnpiGorps Pm@am. 'What I like about my job is my clients,"said Temerkllo.
"They atp!so happy to b v e a hwya: They do not take having a lawyerfor granted" Wells
q l a i n e d that her 0jfi.c~is seeking two law students to work with Detroit neighbolhoods as part
of its work in the Motor City. Ofice ojPublu Service Director Robert Precht introduced the
spedkers and explained that his o$ce maintains a &tabme of openings in public service work
that law students can use to heIpjnd a position.

Wsman's World View

-

Bringing afeminist perspective to the study ofintmational law pmvides "a counterweight to the
imbalances of the male manopoly" and rakes difiemt, valuable questionr, Hilary Charlaworth,
professor and dinector of the Centerfor Intemationul and Public Law at the Australiun National
Univmity, arplained during her talkfor the Intmwtional Law Workshop injanuuty. In her talk,
called "Feminist Challenges to I n t m a t i m l Luw"Charleswottk praised the value of "searching
for silencesJ'and noted that "all systems of knowledge depend on considering something
irrelevant. . . . The silence of women is a critical factor in the *parent stability of intmwtional
lam Charlaworth was thefirst speuker in the winter termfor the Intanahnel Law Workshop,
which is sponsond by the Centerfor International and Comparative LaHc Other speakers in the
winter term were:
JenniJm A. W d n q associate professor of political science at rhe University of Michigan, who
spoke on "Building Sepuration ofPowers in Common Law Aficu."
Political Science Pmfessos' HamM K Jacobson, who also is a senior mearch scientist with the
Centerfor Political Studies of the Institutefor Social Research at the Univerdty of Michigan,
spoke on "Using Military Forre IntemationaZZy: EstablishingAccountability."
Mary Ellen O'Connel, a visiting projessorthe University of Cincinnati College of Law,
who spoke on "NATO in Kosovo: What Constitutes Searity Council Authorizatian?"
N d a Mole, dimtor ofAdvice cm Individual Rights in E u q x Center in London, spoke on
"Immunity end International Law Fmm Pinockt to the Police."

-
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Spencer, Zearfoss, '92,
offer counsel at Office of Career Services
Students seeking summer jobs or
permanent placements are as much a part
of the scene at the Office of Career Senices
as the books about law firms and lists of job
openings that line the shelves. Likewise,
making an appointment with a counselor is
at least as much a part of the job search as
keeping your resume current.
With the addition of counselors Carol~n
R. Spencer and Sarah C. Zearfoss, '92, jobhunting students can draw on these
counselors' es~erienceas practicing
attorneys, as well as that of Director Susan
Guindi, '90, who previously practiced in
Washington, D.C.
The advantages to students of having a
staff of three attorneys are myriad, Guindi
commented. "Carolyn, Sarah, and I have
es-perience in and eqosure to a wide
variety of substantive practice areas and
work opportunities in both the public and
private sector. Whether you're looking for a
job in a mid-sized labor and employment
firm in the Detroit area or want to e'xplore
working for a city attorney's office or
anything in between, we'll be able to give
you practical insights and a wealth of
information beyond the cold resources of
our libran:"
Spencer, who was assistant director of
the Law School's Legal Practice Program
from 1996-99, earned her J.D. with honors
at the University of Connecticut School of
Law and her A.B. from Brown University
After law school she practiced with Wiggn
& Dana in New Haven, Connecticut, where
she handled federal and state litigation with
an emphasis on product liability, medical
malpractice, and insurance defense.
Subsequently she was an assistant
corporation counsel for the City of New
Haven. Immediately prior to coming to the
Law School, Spencer was a legal skills
instructor and acting director of legal skills
at Quinnipiac College School of Law and
sewed as a magstrate for the Connecticut
Superior (trial) Court.

No,'Offiic q f Cat,cci-Scn,iccs counscloi-s Cntolytl R. Zllct~cci-clnd S a i d C. Zcaijl)ss, '92, c$fci. law sttidmts
an approach to career counseling that combines tllefacilitics of the Law School with their own experience
ns practicing attorneys.

Zearfoss, who earned her A.B. in
psychology at Bqn Mawr College,
graduated magna cum Iaude from the Law
School in 1992. While in law school she
senred as associate editor and then editor
in chief for the Micl.liganJournaI of
lntemational ~ I V Her
.
student note, "The
Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination Against Women:
Radical, Reasonable, or Reactionary?",won
the Eric Stein Award as the best student
contribution to theJoumal. After
graduating, Zearfoss did a one-year
clerkship for the Hon. James L. Ryan of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit
and then worked for two years as a
litigation associate with the Detroit office of
Pepper, Hamilton & Scheetz. She then
returned to Judge Ryan to serve as a career

clerk for almost four years before coming to
the Law School as a Career Senices
counselor.
In April, Spencer and Zearfoss attended
the annual meeting of the National
Association of Law Placement in San
Antonio. Among the topics covered were
the role of career services offices and
current issues within law school as well as
increasing visibility and outreach to law
students, employers, faculty, and alumni.
Spencer and Zearfoss returned from the
conference excited about sharing this
information with students and applylng it
to enhance the operation of the Office of
Career Senices.
Guindi and her staff continually
reevaluate Career Services' information and
assistance programs and keep on the
lookout for new areas of service. They have
continued Career Senices' popular "How to
Succeed" series, in which attorneys share

wi~hstudents their ideas on how to succeed
In different work settings. Also, during the
ncademic year the Office invited groups of
15 first-year students to informal getxquainted programs.
Career Senices also has been working
cl~selywith the Office of Public Service,
;~ndthis past March the two offices cosponsored a well-attended panel discussion
on career issues facing gay and lesbian
attorneys. "These issues can be difficult and
very particuiar," Guindi explained, "and we
~vantedto gve students exposure to how
vanous attorneys have dealt with them."
She added that the Office also is
planning a series of luncheon programs in
the fall that will focus on a variety of career
choices.

Petitioners win
Campbell Court
Competition
Like any major trial, this one packed
the courtroom. Beforehand, court watchers
milled about outside the room, then
filtered down the aisles to find seats. A
hush settled as arguments were to begn.
When it was all over, third-year law
students Lisa Douglass and Wendy
Marantz, representing petitioners in the
final arguments of the 75th annual Henry
M.Campbell Moot Court Competition,
emerged as the winners.
Counsel for the respondent, third-year
students Matthew Roskoski and Randi
Rene Vickers, marked a competition well
fought but, in the end, unconvincing to
the three judges who decided the case: The
Hon. ~ o h nFeikens, '41, of the U.S. Disulct
Court for the Eastern District of Michigan;
the Hon. Karen Nelson Moore, of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit; and
the Hon. Alfred M. IVolin, of the U.S.
District Court for the District of New
!ersey.

This year's hl~otheticalcase, tried at the
Law School in April, involved a small
township whose public school system
adopted a program of vouchers to allow
students to attend private religious schools
within the district. The private schools
were segregated but did not have racebased admissions. "The voucher program
increased private school attendance, but
drained the public schools' revenue,
resulting in teacher attrition, cutbacks in
senices, and deteriorating physical plants,"
according to the "facts" of the case.
Atheist parents of a biracial child sued,
charging that the voucher system forced
them to send their child to a religious
private school or keep him in the
deteriorating public system. The Supreme
Court granted certiorari to hear the
following issues: 1) Whether the vouchers
impermissibly violate the 14th
Amendment; and 2) \%ether the vouchers
violate the Establishment Clause of the
First Amendment.
The Campbell Competition is named for
Henry Munroe Campbell, a Law School
graduate who in 1878 established the
Detroit law firm that ~vouldbecome today's
Dickinson Wright PLLC. Campbell, \\rho
for many years was legal counsel to the
University of Michigan Board of Regents,
successf~ullyargued before the Supreme
Court of hlichigan in 1911 that the
University and its governing body should
have constitutional autonomy.
After Campbell's death in 1926, his law
partners, in consultation nith then-h~v
School Dean H e n n M. Bates, established
the competition to foster training in
appellate ad\~ocacyThe first Campbell
Competition was held during the 1927-23
academic year.
Semi-finalists in this year's competition
included: Jasmine C. Abdel-Khalik,
Elizabeth Burke, Christopher G. Evers, Ted
A. Gehring. Charlotte Gibson, Jeffrey
Gifford, Miilliam G. Jenks, Kenneth J.
Pippin, Amar D. Sanval, Dante A. Stella,
Bizunesh K. Talbot. and Shani N. Warner.

Third-year law st~rdcl~
ts LVcl~dyh4arant;, abovc.
and Lisa Douglnss, below, us cou~isclfor thc
petitioners, yrcsclit thcil- winning yl-esentations in
final arglmcnts of t l ~ c75th annual H e n n A.1.
Calnpllcll hloc~tCourt Competition at thc Law
School in Aplil.

IS technological progress
It's a brave new (wrtual) world out
there. a world that is belng created as you
read thls by the geometnc espansmn of
computer-based actnlty worldnrlde. Do
lalvs developed m the paper and penal era
still apply? Do concepts of ownership and
pnvacy that predate pnntlng have standing
on this new frontlet-?\Vi11 credlt cards
evolve into "e-money" llke cash has
evolved into credlt and deb~tcards for so
many of us?
Esperts from around the countr).
gathered for tnro days at the Law School in
March to discuss these and other issues in
a s>mposiumpresented by the A4ichigan
Tclccom~nunicationsand Technolop Lnlv
Rc~liov.Sponsorship came from the Law
School and the University of Michigan
School of Information.
The conference, "Challenging
Traditional Legal ParadiLgms:Is Technology
Outpacing the Law!", also celebrated the
fifth anniversary of the Reviov. A pioneer in
the field of electronic academic publishing,
the Rcvicw is available on the World Wide
Web at wirt~r.la\v.umich.edu/mttlr.
Last
spring it also became available in printed
form at U.S. law libraries.
The Revie~v"was one of the first law
journals to champion the use of interactive
media to promote informed discourse
about the interrelated legal, social,
business, and public policy issues raised by
emerging technologes," according to
Editor in Chief Devin Gensch and
Managing EditorKonference Chair Sea
Ann Hutchinson, both third-year law
students. "The emergence of new
techniques and technologies in computing,
telecommunications, biotechnology,
multimedia, networking, and information
senices has created tensions within
traditional legal paradigms. Our purpose is
to examine these tensions and research the
future of law in these emergng areas today"
"I think this is a big thing for business
people and l a y e r s to understand, because
to my mind, technology is outpacing what
l a y e r s are thinking," ex~lainedJonathan
Rosenoer, director of electronic commerce
readiness for Arthur Andersen's computer

a runaway train?

Assistant Professor Ronald]. Mann of the Law
School c y l a i n s that credit cards, currently the most
popular means of purchase over the lntemet among
U.S. huvers, ale not sttitablefor widescale Internet
use. Some sort of electronic m o n q must be
dovelopedfor the small purchases that malze up
much o j lntemet commerce.

risk management practice and author of
rile Clickable Corporation: Successful
St?-ategesJorCapturing the Internet
Advantage, published this year.
Part of the Internet's appeal for commerce
is its low cost - it costs $32 for a counter
agent to issue a $400 airline ticket, but
only $6 to issue that ticket through an
interactive Web site, Rosenoer said. But
electronic commerce also is fraught with
issues of business practices, privacy
protection, security, regulatory compliance,
business continuity, and other queslions.
Rosenoer's talk was part of the
conference portion devoted to discussion
of electronic commerce; other discussion
topics that day included money; markets

,..j. security
and the rnillenlLluLlL,
standards, and privacy protection. 1he
second day's program was devoted to
intellectual property and antitrust issues;
topics included property rights in the
frontiers of technology; interface of
antitrust analysis and software protection;
how well Congress deals with technology;
and market power and competition in the
information age.
Assistant Professor Ronald J. Mann of
the Law School explained that Internet
commerce will require an easy-to-use
"money" that allows businesses to process
small orders at a profit. Many low-cost
items, like newspaper stories or sports
scores, are not appropriate for purchase by
credit card because of the processing fees
and surcharges that accompany their use.
In the United States, Internet buyers use
credit cards for 99 percent of their
purchases. "It is abundantly clear that
credit cards are not effective for these sorts
of things," Mann said. "Two to three
percent of the Internet market will be a
market with very slim margins."
In some parts of the world, Internet
buyers use "electronic money" that passes
through a bank to the seller, Mann
explained. But such money raises questions
of coverage under the Truth in Lending
Act, since no credit is involved. "It's a good
idea to broaden Truth in Lending Act
protection" to cover the use of such money,
Mann recommended.
In all, nearly 20 speakers addressed
issues raised by the spread of electronic
commerce. Among them were:
- Linda Markman, associate general
counsel for Compuware Corporation, who
said that technological advances have not
made obsolete current laws regarding
malpractice and breach of contract. Most
businesses e'xpect to face lawsuits
stemming from the Y2K bug (in which
computers that tally years in two digits will
not be able to read the year 2000 because
they will interpret "00" to be 1900). "The
Y2K bug ultimately may make some new
legal precedent. If that happens I would sec
it as part of a continuum." There will be
some "glitches" as computers shift into the

t

- Carey Heckman, a professor at Stanford 1

-ag

law school and a
professor at the
University of Michigan Law School in
1996-97, compared legal changes in
response to technological advances to the
growth of the horseless carriage. The first
horseless carriage simply was a carriage
with a motor instead of a horse, but over
time the automobile assumed an identity of
its own. The same will happen as laws
evolve from the current ones based on 19th
century ideas of commerce into forms
designed to deal with new ways of
conducting business. Heckman co-directs
the Stanford Law and Technology Policy
Center and the Cyberspace Law Institute,
which is a co-venture of Stanford Law
School and Georgetown Law Center.
-Marshall W Van Alstyne, assistant
professor in the University of Michigan
School of Information, noted that a
number of characteristics make the Internet
unique, like its lack of geographic
boundaries, its existence as a network of
networks, its lack of a central
administration,its low entry costs, and its
diverse sources of content. He also noted
that it only can be regulated where
information is transmitted and whe
received. Laws are confined geo
he said, as are community standards, but
the World Wide Web is without borders.
-"In simple t e n , technology has
outstripped copyright owners' ability to
enforce their rights," said David Haarz, '76,
of Dickinson Wright PLLC in Wishmgton,
D.C. Much the same is true for patents,
which are territorial in their application.
Conference proceedings were aired live
over the World Wide Web and are available
at the Review Web site. -

B
Paul M. KiIley outlines some of the issues he hasjaed as director of the University of ~ i c h i ~ aCollege
n
of
Engineering3 Computer Aided Engineer Network. He spoke as part of a discussion of "Security, Stan&&,
and Privacy Protection."Other pane1ists are Virginia Remierski, director of the University5 Ofice of Policy
Development and Education, and Asso& Professor Paul Resnick of the University of Michigan School of
Information

Law and Information offer new joint degree program

:

The Law School now offers a joint degree with the University of Michigan School
of Information to better train lawyers and information specialists to deal with future
I
needs in both fields.
The joint degree program is one of the few offered by comparable schools in this
country "Although the applications of h s new dual degree are numerous, it is
anticipated that the program will be most desirable to those wishing to develop
expertise in the field of intellectual property (IP), as it relates to cyberspace and other
technological advances," according to a Law School description of the program.
"Career opportunities for students who complete the program can be found in
both the public and private sector, from the U.S. Justice Department to the 'boutique'
IP firms across the nation. Of course, those planning a career in library science or
information services will also find this new program of special interest.'
Successful candidates in the eight-term joint program wdl receive a J .D. degree
from the Law School and an M.S.I. (Masters of Science in Information) fmm the
School of Information. The School of Information portion of the program offers the
option of s p e c i a h g in library information services or information economics.
As is typical of such joint programs, students must take the full first year at each
,
school, and may mix courses in their third and fourth years.
Changes in the way information is generated, conveyed, stored, and used in
comerce and other social interaction have been growing exponentially, accordng to
Assistant Professor of Law Ronald J. Mann, who was instrumental in the discussions
that led to the new joint degree program. The legal profession must keep abreast of
these changes, he said. Practitioners must learn to use the expanding technology, legal I
concepts must change to cope with it, and new interpretations or new law must be
fashioned to address it.
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Should media coverage devote

more than

60 Minutes to assisted suicide?

\!Then 60 Alinritcs aired the ~ideotapeof
the death of Thomas Youk last November,
the \renerable tele\ision news magazine
ratcheted up the debate over physicianassisted suicide to new intensity Airing of
the lideotape, which showed assisted
suicide advocate Jack Kevorkian
administering a lethal injection to Youk,
also heightened attention on media
coverage of the issue - an attention that
many experts said later pointed up serious
media shortcomings.
(Also as a result of that 60 Minutcs show,
Kevorkian, who had supplied the
videotape to the television news program,
was charged with and comicted of murder.
At deadline time, Kevorkian and his
attome)-s said they cvould appeal.)
Youk suffered from Lou Gehrig's disease,
a progressive, fatal illness. When Ke\~orkian
offered the 22-minute ~ldeotapeof Youk's
death to 60 Adinutcs, "it was immediately
"Thc tnedia ha\lcvct to fully l-cport that assisted suicidc is - and will renzain - a stoly ofinequality,"
Visiting Professor Mai-c Spindlman says during a program on media coverage of assisted death, held in
apparent that it was a very big news story,
Fcbruaiy. Callcd "Co\~clingAssisted Dcath: The Prcss, the Latv, and Public Policy," the program was
which is our business," 60 hlinutcs
yrcst-ntcd
1 7 ~t l ~ c
blichigan Jo~tmalisnzFellotvs, the Law School, and tlze LVK. Kellogg Fot~ndation.
correspondent Mike CVallace told an
60 bl~nutesconrsyondent Mike \Vallace sits to the left o f the podiunz. lnterpl-etcrJoan E. Smith,joregro-ound.
audience at the University of Michigan in
translated into Amciican Sign Languagejor l~earii~g
impaired audience members.
Februan: "It was virtually unanimous that
it was the kind of piece that Americans
The media took a beating from most
of the coverage centered on discussion of
should see."
participants, with CBS' 60 Minutcs often
the ethical issues involved in 60 Minutes'
60 Minritcs aired the secgment "to
senlng as critics' catalyst. Wallace
ainng of Kevorkian's videotape.
stimulate argument, to stimulate debate, to
acknowledged that 60 Min~itcsshould have
In terms of discussion of the issue, he
cover the issues, but to cover them in such
said, less than 5 percent of the stories
handled the issue differently by adding
a way that this nrould be more than just
intenlews and additional contest for what
focused on the views of ethicists. Caplan
the bare details of an issue," \Vallace said.
concluded that "Dr. Kevorkian hijacked the
viewers saw in the videotape. He told
\Vallace was one of a panel of journalists
participants that 60 Minutcs would air a
media \ l t h his own agenda. The result is 3
and esperts who discussed "Covering
widespread discussion of end-of-life that
segment featuring several other people
Assisted Death: The Press, the klw and
ignores many of the points of view of
~ l t LOU
h Gehrig's disease who had rejected
Public Polic)." in a symposium at the
people in the debate among policy
physician-assisted suicide for themselves.
Michigan Union. The program was
makers."
(This segment of 60 Minutes aired in
presented by the Michigan Journalism
Overall newspaper and television
March.)
Fello\vs with the LJniversityof Michigan
performance in covering the issue was
Keynote speaker Arthur Caplan,
Law School and the WK. Kellogg
"something close to failure," Caplan said.
director of the Center for Bioethics at the
Foundation. The Journalism Fellows
As for 60 Minutes' performance in using
University of Pennsylvania, told
program awards mid-career joumali sts
Kevorkian's videotape of YoukS death, it
participants that his content analysis of
~ l t fellowships
h
to study at the University
was "an opportunity missed," he said.
1,4170 news stories on physician-assisted
of Michigan for an academic year.
"The media have yet to fully report that
suicide in the period surrounding the 60
assisted suicide is - and will remain - a
hdinutcs show revealed that half of the
story of inequality," said Visiting Law
stories reported the issue as a crime story
Professor Marc Spindleman, who
Many of the stories dealt with Kevorkian
substituted for Professor Yale Kamisar.
the man and a little more than 25 percent

"Assisted suicide touches on a number of
Werent and interlocking inequalities: of
ram, sed, sexual orientation, class, age, and
-not least of a11 -disability"
Spindleman, a former researcher for
Kambaa, who is nationally k n o w for kLls
opposition to physician-assisted suicide,
mught a Law School semin;lr on PhysicianWisted Suicide in Context during the
z
a t e r tern. He also 'has written several
P ~ c lon
s the issue.
U.S., media have not shown a longstanding commitment to covering issues,
~ p h d l e m nsaid. "When death hangs in
+hebalance, the story of assisted suicide as
P itory of inequality cannot and should not
be told in silence."
'I think here are no ready answers to
these &@cult,philosophc questions,"
Spindleman said in his prepared remarks.
"But death isn't purely or merely a
philosophic exercise -and there is a grave
risk assaciated with endorsing the wrong
answer. Mistakes in death cannot be
undone. And mistakes, if any there be,
don't occur in a vacuum, but in a social
context of real inequality and misogyny
"Perhaps what worries me most is not
that the meda have given us no definitive
answer's, but rather that the medta have, on
the whole, shown no long-stanhg interest
or propensity to grapple with these,
questions -and they should."
(Another Law School faculty me-mber,
Assistant~rofessorPeter J. Hammer, '89,
examines the issue of assisted suicide in
"The Individual, the Community and
Physician-Assisted Suicide," which begins
on page 84.)
Some participants felt media coverage of
the issue had been adequate. Overdl
coverage of the physician-assisted suicide
has been "relatively fair and objective," said
Faye Girsh, director of the Hemlock
Society USA. "I thought the 6Q Minutes
coverage was brave, &Fortant, and
something that needed to be seen by the
American public. We don't see how people
die anymore." Added Wayne State
University Law Professor Robert Sear!
"Whatever else the CBS video has done, it
forces us to confmnt the real-life suffering
that was Thomas Youk's."
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What am I Bid!

-

"Pass"takes on a whole new moaning at the annual Casino Night, withfaculty members like
Professors Richard FriedmaP1, top, end Douglas Kahn as dealers at the blackjack tables. The annual

Old ways light new path to justice
Few attorneys sidestep court and
instead call on a grandmother, great uncle.
or community role model to help s o l ~ ~a e
dispute. In the traditional American Indian
system of peacemaking, however, that's
esactly what might happen. From off the
resenration, peacemaking looks like a kind
of alternative dispute resolution. On the
resewa tion, it's increasingly being seen as
the most sensible and least harmful way to
remedy ~vrongdoing.
Peacemaking and other traditional
means of dispensing justice are gaining
adherents on U.S. resewations as Native
Americans strugle to cope with many of
the same crime problems as the rest of the
countn: "There cannot be a quick fix to
re\?erse decades of problems and the
deterioration of our social systems,"
according to Ronald G. Douglas, '83, acting
chief judge for the Sagnaw Chippewa
Tribal Court and a justice of the Court of
Appeals of the Grand Traverse Band of
Ottawa and Chippewa Indians.
"The Peacemaker Court brings one
institution back into the community as a
\isible beginning of that process. The role
models are relati~resand neighbors. The
Indlan community values are not seen In
mones or [on] entertainment channels;
they are seen e v e n day in how we treat old
people, how we value the weaker person,
and in what possessions we value. Chlldren
lmltate, but it takes a lot of repetltlon and a
long tlme to get them to imltate what we
want them to copy Peacemakers lid1 be
1
bnng
there e v e n day and ~ 1 1eventually
changes that the community wants to
restore
Douglas' comments were part of the
Amencan Indian Law Day 1999 program
held at the Lanr School in March as a
prelude to the annual Ann Arbor Pow
\Vow. "Dance to Mother Earth " Presented
by the Nat1r.e Amencan Law Students
Association, Law Da). also Included
dlscusslons of resened treaty nghts, the
Indian Child \\'elfare Act, and gaming and
Indian Ianr

The peacemaking approach "sees crime
as something that a group commits, not as
an individual thing," Douglas esplained
during Law Day's panel discussion of
traditional justice programs.
Fellow panelist Phll Memberto, a
peacemaker with the Little Rver Band of
Ottawa in Michigan, said that peacemaking
"empowers us to handle our own affairs"
and seeks resolution of the problem rather
than punishment of the guilty Help may
come from distant relatives, or even the
clan, if the immediate family cannot handle
the issue.
Memberto, who mostly deals with
young people because "if we lose the youth
early on it's really hard to get them back,"
said his training as a peacemaker
with the wisdom of the
reacquainted h ~ m
Ottawa elders.
"A lot of times what they wanted to find
was a hollstic approach," he esplained,
"and of course in finding that holistic
approach you have to take responsibility
for what you did. The elders in our
community really thought things through.

They didn't just pass juaLgment. I ney aian't
always look for something punitive. They
tried to find a resolution for the problem."
Peacemaking seeks to keep transgressors
out of the adversarial judicial system and
the corrections system. "We do not want
them to get back into 'the system',"
Memberto said. "The most important thing
is that we're starting to develop some
healing."
However, "the gateway to tribal
sovereignty . . . is the tribal courts and the
police," noted panelist Robert Clinton, a
University of Iowa law professor and chief
justice of the Winnebago Supreme Court.
"As long as you've got the adversarial
courts, what should be the role of tribal
tradition and custom7" Clinton asked. It's
"not that simple" to apply tribal custom
and tradition to adversarial proceedings.
"There are limits to its codification," he
said of tribal custom. "It stops evolving
when it is codified." Incorporating tribal
custom into court proceedings, he added,
"is a matter of being respectful."

"

Jztdgc Ronald G. Dotcglas, '53, of the Coui-t of Appealsfor the Saginaw Chippewa, c.uplains the use of the
Pmconaher C o u n dumng American lndian Law Day 1999 at the Law School in March. Fellow panelists
are, left, Phil Mcmhcrto, a peacc.rnaher wit11 the Little R ~ ~ l Band
e r of Ottawa in Michigan, and right, Rol?cr-t
Clinton, a professor o f law at the Univcr-sitv of Iowa and Chie/Justlce o f t11c Winnebago Supreme Cotu-t
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Debating *

domestic violence laws
Cathy Young, \ice pres~dentof the
\Vomens Freedom Network and author of
CEASEFIRE' LM!li L\4m.zcr.zand Men M~cct
/[71ri Forccc to A c l i ~ c31ic
\ ~ Equnl~ty(The
Fret Press, February 1999), and Clinical
,.4sslstant Professor Andrea Lyon, author of
Rc Careful What You W s h For An
Examlnatlon of Arrest and Prosecution
Patterns of Domestlc Vlolence In Two
Cltles In Mlchlgan," M~ch~~nn]otlr-nnl
of
Gc-rldcr nrld Law, Vol 5 , Issue 2, 1999, met
In front of a packed audlence in March to
debate domest~c\riolence laws The dehate
~vassponsored by the Federalist Soclety for
and Publlc Policy Studles
"1 would llke to see domestlc ~rlolence
laws reformed, but I don't want to see
them dlscontlnued," said Young. Her
conceDt of reform would not go back to
the times when the police had to witness
the violence before they would take it
seriously, but she would like to see
responding police officers have more
discretion over whether to make an arrest
or not. She also believes that mandatory
prosecutions and personal protection
orders, where complainants are not
allowed to drop charges, "can interfere
\rsi~hthe possibility of reconciliation . . . .
They can dis-empower women, and can be
paternalistic toward women."
"Women are no less likely to abuse
power than men," she said. "We need to
be concerned for the rights of all people
involved." Domestic violence should not
be a gender issue - it is an individual
issue. Young is concerned that "domestic
Iiolence laws are being applied to cases
that are actually trivial," and she would
prefer to see domestic violence treated
Inore like any other assault.
I

u

The video ~ n o n ~ t captttres
or
Clincal Assistant Pl17fcsso~Andrca D. Lvon as she tclls a standing-l-oonr-on!\r
audience that " I thin]: tlrat to say that domcstic violmce is not an iss~teof goldel- is just blind." In a
the Federalist Societ?fo~-Law and Public Polic? Srttdics, Lvon
progra171lteld in h4arch atld sponsored
and Cat]? l i ~ t n gvice
, PI-esidortnf the \\b,tlcn4 Frcedom Net\vol.l:. dehatcd the question "\Vrat5 \tTrong
with Domestic \liolcncc Lalv?"

Although both Young and Lyon agreed
that there have been horror stones of abuse
toward cvomen, Young's lnten~eivs\ \ ~ t h
women have led her to conclude that the
problem 1s overstated
And then - from Lyon
"Do I thmk that domestlc nolence law
the \\ray ~t exists now 1s perfect? - The
answer is 'No '
"Do I thlnk the system 1s working great?
No I don't
"Do I thlnk therefore that n7eshould
stop thinklng about domestlc ~qolenceas ,I
senous Issue for women and about
women? - No I don't," Lyon declared m
her opening response to Young
The horror stones we hear about are
closer to the nonn, and women do, ~ndecd,
need all of the protection the law has to
offer, Lyon st'lted Because there are
problems wmth the law and how i t gets
applied doesn't mean that nre should get
nd of the laws "1 thlnk the Ia\vs always
need fine tunlng and we necd room for
dlscretlon," Lyon s a d

"Domestlc \qolence 1s an estremel);
senous problem for women," according to
Lyon - based upon her many years ol
representing batterers and thelr \Ictims. "If
you don't take ~t seriously earl): the l e ~ ~of
el
nolence moves up."
Lyon is concerned that "history matters the fact that ~t was considered to be okay
for men to beat thelr \\rives. for many
years, by men, the pollce, the courts . . .
It ma); not be 'safe' to still say that uqfe
beatlng 1s okay. but there are people who
stdl believe lt."

yesterday's rules
The end of the cold war has heated up
national security issues because the old
enemies are gone and the current ones are
moving, ever-changing targets. No longer
can those who threaten national security be
identified by the borders within which they
make their headquarters. No longer is there
a shared national understanding of n7ho the
good guys are and who the bad guys are.
"The threats are out there and we are
not sure esactly where or when we must
confront them," according to Elizabeth
kndskopf Parker, '68, former general
counsel for the Central Intelligence Agency
(CL4) and currently general counsel for the
University of isc conk in. "We really are not
well-informed as a nation. The national
consensus has been broken."
She opened the symposium "Post-Cold
War International Security Threats:
Terrorism, Drugs, and Organized Crime,"
held at the Law School in February; her
support and assistance were significant in
organizing and presenting the two-day
program and her presence and questions

throughout the formal and informal
discussions reflected her abiding interest in
the issue of changing security needs and
methods.
The conference celebrated the 20th
anniversary of the Michigan Jotimal of
International Law. Papers from the program
appear in 20.3 MiclziganJotirnal of
Inten~ationalLaw (Spring 1999).
Panel discussions ranged widely:
defining terrorism and the financial aspects
of terrorism; law enforcement and evidence
gathering in the international arena;
weapons of mass destruction as tools of
terrorism.
"These issues are highly important to
our world," Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81,
emphasized in his welcome to participants.
"The array of talent that has been assembled
in Ann Arbor [to discuss them] in the nest
two days is without parallel."
Organizers presented the symposium to
"contribute to the discussion of the
intersection of international law and

Elizabeth RindshopJ Parker; '68, and Assistant Dean for Intemat~onalPrograms Virginia Gordan confer
during the svniposlum on international security threats held at the Law School in Febnialy. Parlzer,Jor7ner
qeneral cololselJor tllc Cmtral lntelligence Agency and now general counselJor the University of
\\'isconsin, and others at the two-day program noted that changing international conditions are hluiring
the distinctioris between intelli~cnccgathcting and law enforcement agencies.
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The rlletoric that compares opposition to drug
prodtiction and distribution to a war is "extrcmeb
unhelpful," Anthony C.E. Quainton q l a i n s during
a panel discussion on the security threat posed
dntg trafficking. "Wars can be won. The
practicality ofthe war on drugs is that as long as
there are consumers it5 unlike!)) that tlte war on
drugs in the Andes, Asia, etc. will come to an end."
said Quainton, president and CEO of the National
Policy Association. During his 38-year career with
the U.S. Foreign Service, Quainton served as
ambassador to Peru, Kuwait, Nicaragua, and the
Central African Republic, headed tlte U.S.
government's counter-terrorism program, atid most
recent?v was director general oJ the Foreign Servicc
and director of personnel. Quainton also delivered
the two-day program's keynote address.

"It's not at all clear anymore that
all of the players in international
relations are government officials
- witness the efforts to eliminate
land mines. 1 think you will see
foreign relations of the United
States increasingly impacted by
NGOs (non-government
organizations)

consensus on security "fractured a bit"
during the Vietnam era. Then, during the
mid-1980s, there came a burst of
"transnational threats" like drug trafficking,
terrorism, and international crime. Often,
these new threats were of a mixed
character that incorporated parts of each.
The demise of the Soviet Union in 1989
"created yet another dramatic change in
the world" and a "real challenge to legal
structures of the world," she said.
For example, today the separation of
- ANTHONY
C.E. QUAINTON traditional intelligence gathering from law
enforcement is blurring. U.S. embassy
staffs now include intelligence gatherers
international security concerns," said thirdlike CIA agents as well as law enforcement
year law student Joshua Le\y, editor in
personnel like those with the Drug
chief of the Miclzigan Jounzal of Intel~zational
Enforcement Agency (DEA).
hv.
As David Bickford, former underThere was national consensus on
secretary of state and chief counsel to the
security issues after World War 11, Parker
British security and intelligence agencies
said. Americans knew the threats to them,
MI5 and M16, noted: U.S. intelligence
knew who to watch, and knew their own
sources apparently provided information
weak spots. International laws and security
to Turkish law enforcement personnel that
practices were formed during this period
the Turks used to capture an Armenian
and functioned well until the national
resistance leader in Africa recently, but the

."

U.S. intelligence people had no guarantee
that the resulting trial in Turkey would be
fair.
The "cultures" of law enforcement and
intelligence gathering are very different,
Bickford said. There are "grave concerns
espressed, and rightly so," over intelligence
operatives being turned into an
international police force, added Fred
Hitz, former CIA inspector general and
now a professor at Princeton University's
Woodrow Wilson School.
In addition, the rise of International
Criminal Organizations (ICOs) that
operate in many countries has outstripped
solely national ways to cope with them,
Bickford said. He suggested that the
international community adopt toward
ICOs an approach similar to what it uses
for "rogue" nations.
ICOs are a significant part of the new
reality of diplomacy and international
security, according to Anthony C.E.
Quainton, president and CEO of the
National Policy Association and a 38-year
veteran of the U.S. ForeiLp Senice.
"What we wanted were allies and
friends" after IVorld War 11. The world's
lines were defined by the United States
and the Soviet Union, explained
Quainton, the conference's kejmote
speaker and a member of the panel that
discussed dnlg trafficking. No\x7, "the
and as we
world has obviously chan~ed.
'
have responded to ;hose changes we hare
begun to realize that we have to deal with
highly pluralistic solutions.
"It's not at all clear anymore that all of
the players in international relations are
government officials - witness the efforts
to eliminate land mines. I think you will
see foreign relations of the United States
increasingly impacted by NGOs (nongovernment organizations!."
C
'

J. Gihnorc Cliildcrs, who was tlie prosecutor in the \Val-ld n a d c Center bonthing casc, cydaitis how Jic attd
his Lean1 had to squeeze tkeir case ~ n t oa short timc sllail hecat~schis opponctit, Rol7ct-t Prccht, light, tlicn
\cad attonie!for tllc defense, insisted on insutitig Itis clieiztk right to a s / ~ e c d ttial.
y
Childcrs, scliior trial
counsclfor tlte U.S. Attotxqt qf thc So~cthetnDistrict o f Nclv Ibt-k at tlte tinic q f the trial. tiow practices
~vitltOt~iclz,Heningtoli €+ Sutcliff it1 Nail l'nrh. Prccht, a fcdcral public dcfcndcr itt Ncw Yorl: Citv at tltc
time of the ttial, now is director qf LJIC Office qf Public Setvicc at tltc Law School. The two appcarcd on the
pallel "Prosecuting and Defcndiitg a Foreigti Cri tninal. "

-

Grpem in refugee and asylum law from
around the world joined f o m with law
students in April at the Law School to
wrestle with the growing issue of nations'
attempts to contain refugees within their
countries of origin. After digesting
background
that students in
Pmfessor James Hathaways Compararive
Asylum Law seminar had spent a tern
preparing, trading comments, and defining
their peas of agreement, the group of
ommeas visitors and students spent two
intemive days formdating recommendations
to disuibute to a wide range of policy
makers, refugee work leaders, and scholars.
Daily headhes of the rush of refugees
out of Koswo accented the urgency of the
participants" work. Their discussions also
coincided with the fifth anniversary of the
genocide in Rwanda that killed 800,000
people in about eight weeks in 1994.
(See story on page 22.)
This was the first coll~quiunof t h ~
kind to be held at the Law School since
Hathawa~director of the Law School's
pmgram in &gee and asylum law,
founded the program last year. At deadline
time, the group's 'recommendationshad not
been findiged for distzibution; they will be
discused in a later issue of Lmv Quadrangle
Nora.me ihrust:of the gathewg was
clear,however. As Hathaway, put it: "It
seems to me that in the field of ~ h g e law
e
:that inteIle-1
convemtion in the field of
nehgee law ought, if at all possible, to lead
to concrete results for the people who need
than-and that is the goal of this
colloqui~.~
W e couldn't be meeting at a better
time, in the sense that the world is talking
about refugees,"said moderator Philip
Rudge, who was spend.mg his find
weekend at the Tgw School after coteaclung with ~aihawayRudge, who has
taught at the University of Tubingen in
Gexmany and worked for the British
Ministry of Overseas Development in
Southeast Asia, most recently was the
founding general secretary of the European
Council on Refugees and Exiles.

~na ta~kto LW
days befoxt the ~

sw
b

fwulty a kw
q R@
u e had
~

Mela

nations to kp ~ f u g m ari&
s
thc
canrries they wish to Bee..&oo the
K m v o crisis, he said in notes preparedfor
that talkI ''I am Sure you noticed that
because there was no plan, ha
preparedness, the k t in@ndt of the
Europm countries was to dose @is

,

I'

In a circle ofsmperutia, rzjkgedasylum
law cxgertsjkm a m d rhe world d &w
studGnts~ O i n f o t r ~t a0 f 0 m~ W l d & # U
to durl with thegnwing isme ofintemd

anguish, the rush to help, &e genuine
I
humanitarian action, is in my view a deeper and more insidious
which
isaboYtthe&rowing~nof~~
for refugees and a falling off in what you
_
- might d l ehcal interGtionahsm." n
~nternationalexperts who took part in
Belgium, and author of several books and
the colloquium included:
a&les on refugee law, among them Who dr
Deborah Anker, of Harvard Law School,
a Rehgee? (KluweUw International,
head of the immigration and refugee clinic
1997)
,located at Greater Bo n L e d Services
Lee Anne de'za Hunt, director of the
Legal Aid Clinic at the 'Uniirersity of
and co-founder of &&%men Refugees
Capetown, South Aha,and a meqber of
Project
the team that drabd South &cab new
Jean-Yires Carlier, professor at the
refugee protection legislation
Universite cathdloque de Louvain in
\

*

1

I

jZight/wlocarion/qlum during a two-day
colloquiwn at the Law School in April.

I
1

!

Rodger Haines, deputy ~ h a i ~ e r s of
on
New ZealandL =gee Status Appeals
Authority, a lecturer in immigration and
refugee law at the Faculty of Law, Auckland
University, and a court lawyer who
specializes in administrative law,
immigmtion law, citizenship law, refugee
law, customs law, and extraditioinlaw
David Martin, University of Virgmia
prafessor of law who teaches immigration,
constitutional law, and international law,
and from 1995-98 general counsel bf the
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service
Veerabhadran Vijayakumar, who
introduced refugee and humanitarian law
as an undergraudate seminar course at the
National Law School of India University
and now holds the schoolb Chair in
Refugee Law endowed by the UN High
Commisioner on Refugees.
Law student participants included:
Deborah Benedict,Jonathan Chudler, Anne
Cysick, Michael Kagan, Rachel Lessem,
Sheila Minihane, L a k s b Nayar, Ali Saidi,
and Kathryn Socha. Student F d Richter
coptributed to the research but was unable
to-attendthe colloquium.
'

Rodgcr Huines, deputy chairperson of New ZeahdS Refugee Status Appeals Authority, mukes a point QS
law student Anne Cwick takes notes OR her cornputmfor one of the periodic briejings tha colloquiwn
participants uud tofocus earlier discussion and continue pmgnrs. Listening a n Deborah Ankn o f ~ a w d
Law School and Veerabhadran Vijayakumarof the National Law School of India

PHOTO BY PAULJARONSlWUNlWSITYPHOTO SERVICES

Libria~Bound-

Second-year fepmmWve Patricia Kim rmd third-year rrrpmmtativc David Smith sart d o d law
books that the Law School Student Senate co~ectcdforthe law school in Rdonnrvia, m
e&,whea
law students havejm books or other suppliesfor their studies. AnrdccEn law books are especially
uliefiil because LibPria3 legal structure is modeled aftm the U.S.syskrn. As one American working
with the law school in Monrovia qoH, "Thmare two books per class, onefor the tauher and
one on m f o r the studma -in most G ~ ~ S E S . The
"
Liberian law system is
exact replica of
the U.S. system," so "every book that is supplied here is of immediate and ubsoIute value."

Butch Carpenter weekend
features discussions, banquet
The Black Law Students Alliance's
annual Butch Carpenter Scholarship
Celebration extended over three days in
March this year, with two discussion
programs leading up to the 21st annual
banquet and the keynote address by the
Hon. Victoria Roberts of the U.S. District
Court for the Eastern District of Michigan.
Roberts, a University of Michigan
graduate and former president of the State
Bar of Michigan, recalled that when she
amved at the U-M in 1969 it was "a time
when this University was just beginning to
look beyond test scores and grades in
identibring minorities with merit to enter
the University. A risky proposition then,
and now, but a risk that would ultimately
contribute to a stronger black middle class,
a risk that would insure paths to success."
Slavery and legal segregation have been
eliminated in the United States. but a racial
divide still e&ts that puts a
added'1
premium on being white, Roberts said.

The
A.
ofthe District
C o u n f o r the Eastern District ofMichigan delivers
the keynote address at the 21st annual Butch
C a t ~ e n t e rScholarship Banquet in March.

"With the elimination of official
segregation, the challenge of the 21st
century is to reconcile laws and public
proclamations with how we really treat
people, and to eliminate the 'value added'
mindset that has caused an intrinsic value
to be placed on whites and led to a
devaluing of blacks - still a vestige of
slavery"
She quoted Theodore Shaw, head of the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund and a former
member of the Law School faculty: "When
white people would trade places with black
people and not feel like they're giving
something up, then we can say we're
done."
"This movement - to get us to a place
where race no longer matters - will need
your energy and creativity, and the support
of whites," she said. "While there is no
blueprint to follow, the alliances that led to
the &.ccesses of this century, and the last,
must be forged again, As part of the
emergng, burgeoning, educated black
middle class, the obligation - to get us to
a place where race no longer matters - is
yours, is ours."
The banquet and associated activities
honor Butch Carpenter, a law student who
was known for his dedication and
commitment to community development,
whose life was cut short during his tenure
as a law student. The Butch Carpenter
Scholarship, p7en in his honor each year,
this year was awarded to first-year law
students Alaina C. Beverly and Michael
Caine.

Olati Johnson, assistant counsel at the NAACP
Legal Defense and Education Fund Inc., maltes a
point during discussion of "The Legal Significance
of Affirmative Action in Society," a part of Butch
Carpenter Weekend in March. Herfellow panelist
is Godft-ey Dillard, '73, of Evans C Luptalz, I?L.C.
in Detroit and head of the Centerfor Aff'~ m a t i v e
Action Preservation (CAAP).
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The three-day weekend also included
programs on the two days preceding the
Saturday evening banquet.
Fridays program, devoted to discussion
of "The Poiitical Significance of Affirmative
Action in Society," featured Democratic
State Senators Alma Wheeler Smith, of Ann
Arbor, and Virgil C. Smith, of Detroit.
"Thirty years [of affirmative action]
might have been enough if Congress and
the [state] legslature had done their jobs
and made affirmative action work," Alma
Wheeler Smith said. "When affirmative
action was put in place, the legislature sat
on its hands. It didn't support education,
[or] counseling for students, didn't make a
dysfunctional village functional so that
when students went to school they were
prepared to function. . . . We use higher
education as the point at which the cycle of
poverty is broken. . . .
"Does the University of Michigan need
to maintain affirmative action? I think it
certainly does, until the legislature of
Michigan begns to do its job, which is to
spend dollars so that when a child begns
school the support is there so the learning
process that we expect takes place. Until
we live up to our responsibility, I think
affirmative action will be needed for a long
time."
Said Sen. Virgl Smith: Affirmative
action was meant to be "a goal of equal
opportunity" and "I think that that need
continues today." He added that "to our
country, our classroom, and our workplace,
I think that diversity is the strength of our
country . . . We are a melting pot, and the
strengt-hof our country is in that melting
pot."
The Butch Carpenter programs kicked
off on Thursday with a discussion of "The
Legal SiLgnificanceof Affirmative Action in
Society." Speakers were Olati Johnson,
assistant counsel of the NAACP Legal
Defense and Education Fund Inc., and
Godfrey Dillard, '73, of Evans & Luptak,
I-IL.C.in Detroit and head of the Center for

Affirmative Action Preservation ( CAAP).
Both the Legal Defense Fund and CAAP
tried unsuccessfully to become intervenors
on the University of Michigan and Law
School sides in lawsuits against the schools'
admissions policies.
"What we have happening in recent
years, in my opinion, is the phenomenon
of the reverse discrimination case - the
majority claiming they are being
discriminated against," said Dillard.
basica all^^, you have white folks suing white
folks about black folks." In response to a
question, he added: "We must get the

majority community to see that this
(affirmative action) is something beneficial
to them."
Said Johnson: "Affirmative action is a
very mild remedy" for past inequities.
Efforts to promote diversity are "worth
fighting for and worth defending." She
added: "You have to examine, without
being too defensive, what is behind the
debate."

Affilinativc actiorl progt-alns must continuc until Iawn~al:ersfit!fiIItllcir obligation to properly J11nd K-12
education and other pt-ograrns that will mcn t l ~ cplayingficld, Michigan Statc Scnator Alma Wllcclcr Smitll
qf Ann Arbor tclls listeners duting a disc~tssionqf "TIIcPolitical Si'p~ficnnccof Affinnativc Action in
Society" Scatcd next to hcl. is Statc Solator Vir@l C. Smith q f Detroit, liar co-panelist. In backp-ound arc
Roltvn McCoy affilmativc actiot~chaivJor the Black Law Students Alliance (BLSA) and BLSA President
Dclmnr Tllo1nas.

Speaker: Rwandan massacre could have been prevented
In six weeks in 1994, some 500,000
Rwandan Tutsis and politically moderate
Hutus were "butchered to death by their
neighbors"; by the time the W n g ended
about 800,000 Rwandans had been
massacred.
That's the situation that Gary Haugen
stepped into as chief investigator for the
United Nations in Rwanda in 1994. The
task was enormous, taking reports, visiting
massacre sites and mass graves, amassing
evidence. "It has been five years since this
happened, and it has been the most
tortured process to bring justice," Haugen
reported in a talk at the Law School in
March. His appearance was sponsored by
the Christian Legal Society
"I believe that genocide overwhelms
justice," Haugen said. "I am not going to
get justice for the murder of 800,000
people. . . , which is not to say that you
shouldn't try It is to say that you should
prevent this. Justice -reconciliation after genocide is a pretty dubious
proposition.

Gary A. Haugen, executive director of the
International justice Mission in Washington, D.C.,
tells a Law School audience that the international
community could have prevented the genocide that
killed 800,000 Rwandans in the mid-1 990s.

"The genocide could have been stopped
[but] the United States and the
international community chose not to, and
we need to digest that."
"I think there's a need for a new
foundation of costly responsibility, the
notion of being your brothers' keeper even
if they are beyond your borders."
Haugen now heads International Justice
Mission (IJM), a Washington, D.C.-based.
organization that works internationally to
seek relief for victims of genocide and
other wrongs. Among Haugen's
investigations are probes into police-run
child prostitution rings in the Philippines
and child slavery operations in India. Most
reports to IJM come from church-affiliated
workers like doctors, nurses, and teachers
who seek larger venues to address these
issues.
Haugen also is the author of Good News
about Injustice: A Witness of Courage in a
Hurting World (Intervarsity Press, 1999).

PHOTO BY BILL WOODNNNERSITY PHOTO SERVICES
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Environmental Specialists
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Att~meysfmrn the public and the private sector
explain their duties and the prejpararim that led them
to their n r m t work during the Environmental haw
S~detyDCareer Panel#held at the l a w School in
M a d . He,Assistant Sate Attorney Genera1Peter
Manning, '91,left, who coached the U-MS wornask
soccer team &ring his study at the Law School,
expiaim that M is one of 20 lawyers with the Rttomey
General5 Natural Resmrtes Division, which handles
lagation a d legal co~nseling
for the state
departtnents of EnvimnmmtaE Quality and Natural
k s o ~ ~ x eOrher
s . panelists i~lu&EL'Chris Bz&, of
Wson, Noah G,Ringsmuth, PC., of Traverse City
(shown); and Ndl Kagasrphead ~ f t h eLaw School5
Envimentel Law Clinic and Lake Supricrr Pmject
attorneyfor the Ndtiosurl
EeSevuticmS. Gxut
Lakes N a m l Resowe Center: Grmt Bilezm, '$9,
par~~er
in the enviraslmmtd law gmup, af Dy kenza
Gvssett, P Y C ; tarid William Gfier;m&i2 some
emissians attorney in the general cw~15el5ofice c$
Ford Motor Compmy.
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Juan Tienda Banquet speaker:
CLIENTS PROVIDE THE
STRENGTH TO CONTINUE
Patricia Mendoza draws her strength
from the people she helps. Sometimes, the
Chicago-based regional counsel for the
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund (MALDEF) confessed,
the setbacks are daunting, as was the case
with the Federal District Court5 refusal to
let MALDEF and other groups intervene to
defend affirmative action in the suits
against the University of Michigan.
(The University of Michigan and the
U-M Law School are defendants in separate
suits brousht by the Center for Individual
hghts to challenge the schools' admission
policies to achieve diversity among
students. The cases are expected to go to
trial later this summer and in the fall.
(See story on page 51.)

"It's times like this that I feel I'm fighting
an uphill battle, and 1 start to question if
it's time to get out," Mendoza confessed to
the more than 200 people attending the
15th annual Juan Tienda Banquet in
March. The banquet and related
scholarship awards are presented each year
by the Latino Law Students Association in
honor of Tienda, a law student who died in
an automobile accident in 1976. This year's
record-setting banquet attendance included
13 members of Tienda's family
"What has kept me in is the memory of
the people I have met along the way,"
Mendoza ex~lained.For example, among
those who sought to intervene in the U-M
suits was a Latino man, one of eight
brothers, the son of migrant workers.

Mendoza wondered if the family would
stay in the suit after she told the man's
mother that as the single Latino among the
intervenors he, and his family, would draw
attention and become the target for
questions from reporters.
Was she ready for this? Mendoza asked.
"We don't have a choice," the woman
answered. "We want something better for
our children and we will do whatever we
can to make this possible."
Mendoza also noted that although
affirmative action programs are facing
growing attack in the public sector,
attempts to diversify are becoming
increasingly common in the private sector.
Business leaders appreciate that the
exponential growth in the Latino
population means that they must embrace
that growth to protect and enlarge their
profits.
"The reality is that as a group Latinos
are making huge inroads into America,"
Mendoza said.
Latinos were u~dercountedby five
percent in the 1990 census, and MALDEF
has launched a nationwide drive to ensure
that they are not similarly undercounted in
the 2000 census, Mendoza said.
Mendoza received the Latino Law
Students Association's J .T. Canales Award
"for her excellence not only in the legal
field but also for her community spirit."
The Canales Award is named for the first
Latino graduate of the Law School, who
later became a Texas state lawmaker and a
staunch defender of Latino rights.

First-year law students andJuan Tienda
scholarship winners Angelica Oclzoa and Marccla
D. Sancltez talte a mommt from banquet activities
withJuan Tienda Scholarship Committee
Chairman Martin Castro, '88, of Baker €+
McKende in Cl~icago."The empowerment of our
commlinity is based on edzication," Cnrtro said in
introducing the winners. "Use your degree,
especially your law degree, to help your
community. "

Thanks to the generosity of supporters,
two firsit-yqr law students received Juan
Tienda Sch~larshipsthis year: Angelica
Ochoa, from veining, and Marcela
Sanchez, from New Mexico. Both are
members of the Latino Law Students
h o iation and are volunteers with the
Law choolb Family Law Project. Sanchez
also is an associate editor with the Journal
of G d r and Law.
A mariachi band provided dinner music
for the event. Following dinner, attendees
watched a performance by the
undergraduate group Ballet Folklorico
Estudiantil de la Universidad de Michigan.
Participants wound up the evening dancing
to the live salsa music of Orquestra
Sensational.

's
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By the year 2020 Latinos will have profound economic, political, and cultural impact, keynote speaker
Patricia Mendozu, regional counsel of the Chicago ofFce of the Mexican American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund, tells attendees at the 15th annual Juan Tienda Scholarship Banquet in March. More than
200 persons attended the banquet, sponsored by the Latino Law Students Association.

Fund oBce in the District af Golumbie, explains
that de jw segregation of the past has been . . - .
qIaced by de hcto repgation und that ?'prmi;r''..
like culture, hguage, and "ccrmfort&i~ifyI"Ern
.take the place o j race as tke basis for
discrimination. Dmeo and panelist Wntw Ahmsld, ' cent- a stqffartornqt with t k Worker Rights Unit
of the A s h Ptu3.c Anmican kgu1 Center in Los
Angela, were speakers at rhe Law SchooZr im
Janwary in tk$rst ofthe spring 1999 Speakers ,
Series presented by theMichiganJaurnal of Race &
Law. A h a d said that his Asian backgmnd creates
"a wonderful pht~ormnfromwhich to deal with the
i s m a of Asian Ptacijic Islanders and 0 t h Asicm
people. Their pmgrm was called "riying the
System Lawyers and Raciu1Jmtice. " At far 1@ is
maderrnor Sumi K. Cho, a visiting p m f i s o r ~ r n
,DePal University Callege of h w
'
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Speakers 'rechart
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The speakers had gathered to discuss
"New Directions in Social Justice:
Recharting Race in Law." Four speakers
took turns in the program, each coming to
the topic from a different viewpoint: Asian
Pacific Island American; Hispanic; African
American; and Native American. The result
was a rich, varied view of how race or
ethnic background affect lawmaking and
interpretation, and how the law in different
places and at different times reflects that
background.
Held at the Law School in January as
part of the University's Martin Luther Kmg Jr.
celebration, the program was sponsored by
the Asian Pacific Law Students Association,
the Black Law Students Alliance, Latino
Law Students Association, and the Native
American Law Students Association.
Speakers included Donna Budnick, of
the Michigan Commission on Indian
Affairs;a aria Montoya, assistant professor
of history and American culture and Latino
studies at the University of Michigan;
Professor of Law Sallyznne Payton; and Leti
Volpp, a professor at IVashington College
of Law at American University. Clinical
Assistant Professor of Law Lorray Brown of
the Law School moderated.
"How many of you have been to a
reservation?" Budnick asked the audience.
About one-third of her listeners raised
their hands. Virtually none of her listeners,
however, whether reservation visitors or
not, knew of the unique legal systems that
characterize American Indian reservations.
Budnick explained that Indian nations'
tribal councils act as both executive and
legslative arms of their governments and
that individuals cannot sue their Indian
nation because of the principle of sovereign
immunity.
Montoya, drawing on her academic
research as well as her role as an expert
witness in a property rights case in
Colorado in 1988, explained how the
different backgrounds of the Hispanic
community and the developer who clashed
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Government privatization of services and other aspects of "third party goven~ment"have "the consequences
of moving power and resources away from government," Professor of Law Sallyanne Payton, right, q l a i n s
during a program a t the Law School inJanuary. The program, "New Directions in SocialJustice: Rechatting
Race in Law," was sponsored by fozir law student organizations as part of the Univet-sitylr Martin Luther
King Jr celebration. Other panelists are, from left: Donna Budnick, Michigan Commission on Indian Affairs;
Leti Volpp, Washington College of Law, American University; and Maria Montoya, University of Michigan.

in that case were reflected in their different
ideas of property.
On one hand, members of the small
Hispanic community of San Luis had used
land surrounding their settlement like a
commons; they hunted there, gathered
firewood there, and generally used it as a
resource that all residents shared. When a
developer bought the acreage and wanted
to cut timber on it, residents found
themselves facing "a deep economic issue,"
Montoya said. The situation and the case
that resulted from it brought the concepts
of common use and private ownership into
direct conflict.

Payton said that laws and judicial
interpretations have reined in elected
leaders and showed them that they have "a
responsibility to all of the people."
Privatizing government services can put
into power managers who do not share the
public servant's ideal of multiple benefits
from services.
Private businesses control their risk by
controlling their clientele, she said. She
cited as an example the private contracting
of prison care. "Running a prison is a
government function if there ever was
one," she said. "What are we doing here?"
Volpp noted that Asian Pacific
Americans come from many different
countries, cultural and colonial traditions,
and ethnic backgrounds, but too often are
thought of as a single, unified group. She
added that "national orign and gender can
be obscured and not thought about enough
in the Asian American rubric."
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Paula C. Johnson has some steely advice
for future lawyers on both sides of the
aisle:
- "If you're a prosecutor and
recommend incarceration, you ought to
know what this is about. It's important
for students to get an appreciation of
the reality of prison."
- "It's also important for defense
attorneys. My interviews are replete
with stories of attorneys who met their
client in the morning and pled them out
in the afternoon."
The interviews that Johnson refers to
are the heart of the book she is writing,
Inner Lives: Profiles of African American
Women in Prison, to be published next year.
An associate professor of law at Syracuse
University College of Law, where she
organized and conducts a seminar on

women in the criminal justice system, and
a freelance photographer,Johnson
described her work during a program at
the University of Michigan Law School in
February Her talk was sponsored by the
Law School's clinical law program and
Office of Student Services.
African American women make up
more than half of women prisoners in the
United States, Johnson said. Mostly, they
were convicted of nonviolent, economic
crimes. Husbands and boyfriends visit
them much less often than wives and
grlfriends visit male inmates; women
prisoners who turn around their lives often
do so in order to care for their chldren.
"I am angered when I walk through the
[prison]gates and I see the waste of these
women's lives," Johnson said.

'These women are not seen at all," she
continued. "BS always been striking to me
to see all that we have in cormnon. . . .
There's very little to that wall that separates
those of us who are good citizens from
those who are not ."
Johnson, who is African American, said
that racial kinship with her subjects helps
her appreciate the t h . line of opportunity
that separates her from them. "Something
happens when we look at each other on
opposite sides of the bars," she said. "We
r e c o p e each other, and it is a very
disturbing thing."
"Thisbook is not my book," Johnson
said. "I see myself as a conduit, a facilitator
for getting these women's voices out. Itb
their book, and I'm trying to communicate
that."

Many Sources, Many Laws,A systeth b e d on Roman-Dutch law, a parallel system of
"customary," or U - v elaw, and the attempt to impose English law on
the mmix; all make up the legal histo? of southern Afica and
Botswakz, explains Bqmi Orlhogile, of the Faculty of Law at the
University of Botswaki and p ,member of the Commission of Inquiry
into thejy,iiciary in Botswana. Orlhogile spoke as part of the winter
term Distinguished Speakers Series in Law and Development,
sponsod by the Law Schoolf Centerfor International and
ComparativeLaw and the Hotace G. Rackkarn School of Graduate
Studies. fie talks were held at midday in the Michigan Union. The
series opened inJanuary with Bryant Garth, of the American Bar
Foundation, speaking on "TheDifiion o f h : Invention, Adoption,
and Imyrosition. " Other series s p e d m , their filiations, atad their
John Bmce, Wisconsin Land Tenure Center; "Property Rights"
Ebrah'im juma, University of Dar es Salaam Faculty of law,
The Politics oJ Wn
P a l Collie World Bank, *States,Markets, and Dmelopment"
Rick Messick, World Bank, "Legal Frameworksfor Competitive
Markets"
K a t h y Hendlr): Universityof ~ i w o n s i nLnw School,
"Does Law Really Matter?"
In another pmgram spend by thg Centerforlnternational and
Cmptzrative bw,Professor Liming Wan& of the PeopleS University
Lav Department in China, spoke in March on "Chioak New Contract
Law: H o i ~It was Drafted and W
h
a It Says."Wang spent a year at
M i c h i ~ nand at the time of his talk was visiting as ,a scholar at
Hanard. He iseditor of the standard civil law textbook wed in China
and pluyed a prominent role in drajlpag the countryS new contract
stactrtc.
'
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Commencement speaker:

Three hundred and twenty-five names
appeared on the Law School's
commencement propm in May as
recipients of a J.D. or LL.M. As these new
graduates walked across the stage of Hill
Auditorium - flashing grins of their o\m
and accompanied by whoops of
congratulation and the popping of camera
flashes brought by well-wishers - the
significance of each one's special moment
was inescapable. So was their membership
together in the special family that joins
them to 18,000 previous Law School

*'

1

Thc .lo\. of l l jo11 ~ ~ ' ctlonc.
l l I\ tcl1c.c rr.11 I n st c~tl~cc~ft.
J . Chris Larton [ti his wavc toJamily anclJncnds
as Jio crnsscs tJic stage.

"Our tour of duty has come to a close,"
Law School Student Senate President
Yolanda McGill told her fellow graduates.
Law school's attraction lay in "the challenge
of striving to be all that we can be,
whatever that may mean to each of us as
individuals."
If you checked any of your ideals when
you entered law school three years ago, go
back and pick them up again, McGill
advised. "It takes strength of character to
be all that you can be."
Like all commencements, this Senior
Day paired excitement over a job well done
with anticipation of another about to begn.
Each graduate's path had been bent
through the prism of law school, and none
would forget.
"Every practicing lawyer will tell you
that the law school eqerience remains the
most important shaping experience of your
lawyering career," commencement speaker
Abner J. Mikva told the graduates.
Mikva, former White House counsel
and retired Chief Judge of the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit, also senred five terms as a
congressman from the Chicago area. He
currently is a visiting professor at the
University of Illinois Law School.
"La\v school may not always enhance
your original reasons for wanting to be a
lawyer, but it is the stamping mill that
determines who you are from here on out,"
Mikva said. "To paraphrase that old jelly
commercial, with a name like Michigan,
you have to be good.
"That no doubt accounts for why people
are suing to get in here, and claiming that
your admission people used the wrong
biases in choosing all of you instead of the
people they didn't choose. My own biases
lean with those that got you here. I think
that a law school that turns out smart
lawyers who have been exposed to a

profession by portraying opposing counsel
as well as allied counsel as professional,
honorable people.
"You have come to know that, upon
reflection, issues are more complicated
than they appear from a distance," Lehman
said. "You have come to see that good and
admirable people may hold different and
inconsistent perspectives on a complex
problem."
"The practice of law is an ethically
challengng career," Lehman advised.
"Every day, you will have to reconcile your
duties and desires to promote your client's
interests with other duties and desires to yourselves, to your communities, to the
legal profession, and to the larger society. I
hope that you will feel that struggle every
day; when it is no longer a struggle, you
should worry about what you are
becoming."

Law scl~nol1s "the statnp~ng~ I I tllat
I dct~tni~ncs
who you arefrom here on out, " Law School Senior
Day commenicenient spcalter Abnei-J. hdihva tells
graduates and well~vishcrs.

con~mcnco,~ent
ntay bc a timc of tradition and
solemnitv - lxtt it also is a time for laughter:

diverse student body and background is
good for the profession."
"You should be asking yourselves, now
and later, why did you go to law school3
First of all, you ought to realize that the
persons sitting next to you are asking the
same questions, and have the same
confusion, about how to mix career and
altruism, about finances and ideals, about
raising families and pursuing justice. You
are not some lonely predators coursing a
barren desert for what little prey there is to
be found. On the contrary, you are now
and will continue to be engaged in the
demanding, but collegial process of a role
in a social contest. You are at the levers of
social change.
"It is possible to be a mother and an
important, useful member of the legal
profession. It is possible to do well, while
doing good. And it is possible for those of
us inside the profession to have enough
pride in what we do to force those critics
outside the profession to be impressed tha~
we became lawyers."
In his remarks, Dean Jeffrey S.
Lehman, '81, touched on the graduates'
role in shaping the image of the legal

U-M awards Barak
honorary degree
Aharon Barak, president of the Supreme
Court of Israel, a member of the advisory
board of the Law School's Center for
International and Comparative Law, and a
former visiting professor at the Law School,
was awarded an honorary degree during
University of Michigan commencement
ceremonies in May.
Barak, who taught at the Law School
from 1990-93, is a native of Lithuania who
immigrated to Israel in 1947. A graduate of
the School of Law at Hebrew University in
Jerusalem, he rose to become a professor
and then dean of the school. He also has
studied economics and international
relations at the Kaplan School and done
research at Hanrard Law School.
As Israel's attorney general from 197578, he was the lsraeli delegations legal
adviser for the negotiations and Camp
David talks that led to an Israeli-Egyptian
peace treaty He was named to the Supreme
Court of Israel in 1978, became deputy
president of the court in 1993, and
president in 1995.
L'oduate StpvmJenJzs and daughter Sabrina stride hond-in-hand with other graduntcs toward
F l l l l Auditorium for Law School coniincncctnerit c~crcises.

1 I Simpson helps train Albanians
for legal life within Council of Europe
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A.W Brian Simpson, the Charles E and
Edith J. Clyne Professor of Law, says law
school facilities may be overcrowded and
libraries inadequate in Albania, but future
l a y e r s there are "very good students and
very quick and have been taught by
dedicated faculty members."
Simpson was part of a team of
Westerners who taught Albanian law
students at the University of Tirana earlier
this year as part of a British Foreign Officesponsored program to help Albania assume
a full role as a member of the Council of
Europe.
Albania joined the Council of Europe in
1995, Simpson said, but full, functional
integration into the organization demands
much more than signing on and flashing
your membership card. Ten countries Belgum, France, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Ireland,
Italy, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden signed the treaty that established the
council in 1949 in partial fulfillment of
Winston Churchill's vision of "a kind of
United States of Europe."
Council membership has expanded
continually, and after the breakup of the
Soviet Union has added several countries,
like Bulgaria and Poland, that formerly
were in the Soviet bloc, as well as Croatia,
formerly part of Yugoslavia, and Albania, a
communist country that dodged the yoke
of Moscow by aligning itself first with the
People's Republic of China and then going
it alone. Membership in the council
brought such counthes into a brave new
world that includes western- and
European-style law and requires becoming
a signatory to the European Convention on
Human Rghts.
There is no tradition of case study in
Albania and other formerly communist
countries, Simpson explained. Legal
interpretation in these countries usually
had been based on statutory texts.
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International traditions of human rights
were nonexistent. In addition, Albania is
extremely poor and has a small educated
middle class and few lawyers in private
practice.
Simpson and three other Westerners
spent a week in January teaching in the
Albanian capital as part of the British
Know-How Program. The other teachers
were British lawyers Luke Clements, Alan
Simmonds, and Nuala Mole. Mole is
executive director of the AIRE (Advice on
Individual Rghts in Europe) Centre in
London and a regular speaker in the Law
School's International Law Workshop
series.

Their week-long course covered:
Structure of the Council of Europe.
Origns and function of the European
Convention on Human Rghts and
principles of interpretation and
application.
Features of the convention, like
guarantees of the protection of the right
to life and political freedoms.
A hypothetical case and mock
argument in the style of the European
Court of Human Rghts at Strasbourg,
France.
For Simpson, teaching with Mole was a
reunion of sorts; she had been his student
when he taught at Oxford University in
England. And for Mole, teaching in Albania
was part of AIRE's continuing education
efforts.
Mole founded AIRE in 1991, and has
accepted student interns from the
University of Michigan Law School almost
since the organization's founding. AIRE has
made its presence felt in cases of individual
rights throughout Europe.
Two of AIRE's more widely known cases
are D v. United Kingdom and Osman v.
United Kingdom. In D, in which the plaintiffi
name remained publicly unknown, the
European Court of Human kghts ruled
that a country's obligation to protect
human rights cannot be terminated by the
act of removing a person from its borders.
The case involved a drug dealer, who was
in the final stages of AIDS, whom Britain
tried to deport to his native island of St.
Kitt's. The court ruled that Britain could
not deport the man because of the
conditions to which he would return - a
lack of medical care and a lack of family to
provide support.
In Osman, the court ruled that police
cannot be wholly unaccountable for
negligence in operational activities.
Previously, police had been legally shieldf 1
from such liability.

Halberstam
joins Law School faculty

Katz joins teaching ranks
at Law School

Daniel Halberstam is joining
the Law School faculty in
September as an assistant
professor. Halberstam, a
graduate of Yale Law School,
where he was articles editor of
the Yale Law Journal and editor
of the loumal of Law and the
Humanities, earned his B.A.
summa cum laude in
mathematics and psychology
from Columbia College, where
he was Phi Beta Kappa. He had
obtained his Abitur at the
Gutenberg-Gymnasium in
Wiesbaden, Germany
After graduation from law
school, Halberstam clerked for
judge Patricia M. Wald of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit and then for
Justice David H. Souter of the
U.S. Supreme Court.
He comes to the Law
School from a post as attorney
advisor in the Office of Legal
Counsel at the U.S.
Department of Justice. He also
has worked as attorney advisor
to Chairman Robert Pitofsky at
the Federal Trade Commission

Ellen Katz is joining the
Law School faculty in
September as an assistant
professor. Katz eamed her J.D.
at Yale Law School and clerked
for Judge Judith W Rogers of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the D.C. Circuit and then for
Justice David H. Souter of the
U.S. Supreme Court. She also
has practiced as an appellate
staff attorney with the U.S.
Department of Justice's
Environment and Natural
Resources Division and its
Civil Division.
Katz's most recent article,
"State Courts, State Officers,
and Federal Commands After
Seminole Tribe and Printz," was
published in the Wisconsin Law
Review. She also has published
in the Chicago-Kent Law Renew
and Westem Legal History.
At Yale, she was articles
editor of the Yale Law Joumal
and won the Joseph Parker
Prize for the best paper in legal
history and the Benjamin N.
Cardozo Prize for the best brief

PHOTO BY SUSAN PACHOLSKI

Daniel Halberstam

and as a judicial fellow to
Judge Peter Jann at the Court
of Justice of the European
Communities in Luxembourg.
Halberstam's article
"Commercial Speech,
Professional Speech, and the
Constitutional Status of Social
Institutions,"was published
this spring in the University of
Pennsylvania Law Review. His
teaching interests focus on
European Union law,
constitutional law, and
administrative law.

Women's View
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Ellen Katz

submitted in Yale Moot Court
competition.
Katz eamed her B.A. in
history summa cum laude from
Yale College, where she was
Phi Beta Kappa and managmg
editor of f i e NewJoumal. She
is a member of the bars of New
York State and the District of
Columbia. Her teaching
interests include property,
environmental law, federal
courts, legal history, and equal
protection.

"Is law school &sf@
to &clop a set of skills that
you identify as male?* Pmfcssor]111~ S. SchClttq
right, asks during a midday pmgmm on " k m i n g
Gentlewren" at the l a w Schoal in F&nsary. S~pinrsored
by the W o m Law Students As-on,
the prognrm
ctrew its title*
the sturPy ofthe sanu name of
women students at the Univnsity 4 Pennsylvcntia
~ A WS c h d by Lani Gui& MkhcIle Fine, andJane
Galin ("Becoming Gentlemen,* 143 UniwKtty of
Pmnsylwnia Law Review 1). Abut 40 law a d e n &
including rr ham@l of malt students, talked oftheir
feelings during a wideqerima,t h @ ,
ranging discussion of Law School pedagogy, the
c u v b 1 and
~ the cfimte among students
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would benefit entire region
Israelis and Palestinians have a great
deal in common - a similar language,
similar civil culture, a shared geographic
regon - and peace betwken them would
offer a "peace dividendnthat could benefit
the entire Middle East, according to an
Israeli law and economics professor who
joins the Law School faculty this fall.
Professor Omri Ben-Shahar detailed the
benefits during a midday program at the
Lawyers Club Lounge in February. Cosponsored by the Jewish Law Student
Union and the Middle Eastern Law
Students Association, Ben-Shaharb talk
dealt with "The Economics of Middle East
Conflict and Peace."
Ben-Shahar taught here as a visiting
professor from Tel-Aviv University duAn
the 1998-99 academic year. (See
accompanying story.)
With its six million people and GDP
(Gross Domestic Product) of $95 billion,
"Israel is the economic empire of the
Middle East," Ben-Shahar said, "and maybe

-

that is where we should start tracing the
resentment" that many non-Israelis in the
region harbor against Israel.
Israel has "a highly developed economy
that has made the transition to high tech
industry, whereas neighboring Arab nations
are much poorer," according to Ben-Shahar.
Peace in the region would benefit
everyone, he said. He outlined soqe of the
benefits that peace throughout the i-egioh
would make possible:
Construction of a pan-Arab highwqy
that would link countries of the region.
Construction of a natural gas pipeline
from Egypt through Israel to Gaza.
Construction of an oil pipeline from
the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean
Sea that would eliminate the long
voyage tankers now make.
A sharing of Israel's successful desert
agriculture with the rest of the region.
An increase in tourism and the
possibility of developing a "Red Sea
Riviera."
An economic boom from a nonexploitative,coupling of Israel's hightech industrv with the rest of the
region's plentiful labor supply
A "peace dividend through which
"people realize that making peace makes
you better off" would reinforce the
motivation of both sides to end generations
of hostility, he concluded.

I
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Omri Bendhahar

Ben-Shah joins Law School faculty
Omri Ben-Shahar, whose research focuses on the intersection a.& law and
economics,joins the University of Michgan Law School faculty funtime
September 1. He previously taught as a professor of law and economics at Tel-Aviv
University was a research fellow at the Israel Democracy Institute, senred as a
panel member of Israel$ Antitrust Court,and clerked at the Supreme Corn of h d
Ben-Shah taught two courses - Contracts, and l a y and Economics -as a
visiting professor at the Law School during the 1998-99 academic year. He holds
a B.A. in economics and LL.B. from Hebrew University, and an LLW,
S.J.D.
and
4 Y-- ?+. <
Ph.D. in economics from Harvard.
A winner of the Provost Prize and a Lady Davis Fellow at Hebrew Universig
he also was a Fulbright Fellow and, at Harvard Law School, was at^ O h Fellow in
Law and Economics and a Senior Fellow.
Ben-Shahar has written for many journals, among them the University cf
Chicago Law M e w , Journal of Lmv.Economics and Org~nization,h&m&ond Review
of Law and Ecmics; and University of Pennsylvania Law Revleiy. He is a-frequent
presenter at annual meetings of the American Law and Economics &&ciation
and presented two papers at the association3 most recent annual meeting.
(See story on page 36.)
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television attention
William I. Miller dealt with the most
distasteful aspects of human life in his
latest book - and has drawn worldwide
attention from those who want to know
more.
Miller, the Thomas G. Long Professor of
Law, waded into the history and dynamics
of what is revolting to us to write fne
Anatomy qf Disgust, published in 1997 by
Hanrard University Press. Within a few
days of the official publication, Miller was
the inaugural interviewee on the Ann
Arbor-based Community Television
Network's new show Rip-Rap, subtitled
frle Acaden~icBook Television Progumn. The
inteniew with Miller aired last year.
Then, last summer, a television crew
spent time with him in Ann Arbor - there
are scenes of Miller relaxing at home by
shooting baskets in his backyard, as well as
an extensive interview in hii office on the
fourth floor of Hutchins Hall - for an
hour-long special that aired last fall on
German television.
The German documentary, a film by
Claudia Wassmann, opened with idyllic
scenes like Miller riding his bicycle through
his neighborhood. It also portrayed what
disgusts us with harsh images of human
and animal viscera, maggots at work,
death, and similar distasteful pictures.
"Once you start looking [into the idea of
disgust], a whole world opens up," Miller
told the interviewer. Miller spoke in
English and a German speaker overdubbed
his comments for the documentary
"I believe that disgust is part of a lot of
good," Miller says. "Disgust isn't just about

bodily effluvia; for instance, so much of
our moral discourse depends on disgust, as
when we say 'that makes me sick.' And
where would our sense of taste and
discernment be without disgust?"
Miller says his interest in the role of
disgust grew from his lifelong professional
study of heroic societies like those of early
Iceland. "What I'm interested in is norms
and their violations and the sanctions that
are imposed if you violate them," he told
Rip-Rap.
"It's tough to find the tone to talk about
disgust and signal to others that you are
dead serious about this," Miller confessed.
Tlze Anatomy of Disgust has received
critical praise in the United States and
abroad. "One wouldn't have thought that
the subject of disgust could exfoliate so
elaborately, or throw off so many
provocative insights, as it does in these
pages, not only into the way we live now
but into the way we have always lived,"
reviewer Joseph Epstein wrote in Tllc New
Yorl:er "The capacity for disgust, it turns
out, may be as significant as any quality we
possess. Our antipathies define us as surely
as our sympathies."

"Miller rightly perceives that disgust
helps to define our identities, create
hierarchies, and order our world; but I
remain puzzled about its biolopcal
significance," reviewer Anthony Storr \note
in the United Kingdom's Tl~c02~scnlc1:"If
animals can do without it, why can't \vel
Miller is courageous in tackling a subject
that few authors have approached, but this
is not a book for the faint-hearted."

Kamisar:
Miranda answers
a practical need
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The recent decision by the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit Court in United
States v. Dicl:crson "restricts the
ability of the Rehnquist Court
- and every court - to
interpret constitutional provisions
in light of institutional realities,"
according to Professor Yale
Kamisar, the Clarence Darrow
Distinguished University
Professor of Law and a
nationally recognized authority
on the Miranda rule that the
decision attacks.

UNIVERSITY
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The appeals court decision,
handed down early this year,
takes the biggest swipe yet at
undoing Mil-anda v. Arizona,
the 1966 Supreme Court
decision that applied the
constitutional privilege against
self-incrimination to the
informal compulsion exerted
by police officers during
interrogations of suspects.
In a 2-1 decision, the
Fourth Circuit held that
Congress can "overrule"
Miranda - and did so in a
1968 statute - and therefore
that a confession obtained in
violation of Miranda should
have been admitted into
evidence. The Fourth Circuit
emphasized that the Burger
and Rehnquist Courts have
consistently referred to
Miranda warnings as
"prophylactic" rules that, as
stated, do not carry
constitutional protection.
The Dickerson ruling, in a
case brought by the Washington
Legal Foundation and the Safe
Streets Coalition, restores the
"voluntariness" test to
confessions through § 3501 of
the Omnibus Crime Control
Act, passed in 1968 to "repeal"
or "overrule" Miranda. Section
3501 says that a statement
"shall be admissible in
evidence if it is voluntarily
p e n . " The ruling came
despite opposition from the
U.S. Justice Department, which
never has enforced the 1968
law.
The Miranda rule was a
practical answer to a serious
problem, according to Kamisar.
"A prophylactic rule is not a
dirty word. Sometimes,"
observed Kamisar, "such rules
are necessary and proper. The

privilege against selfincrimination, no less than
other constitutional rights,
needs 'breathing space.' And
prophylactic rules may be the
best way to provide it.
"Miranda is based on the
realization that case-by-case
determination of the
'voluntariness' of a confession
was severely testing the
capacity of the judiciary and
that institutional realities
warranted a conclusive
presumption that a confession
obtained under certain
conditions and in the absence
of certain safeguards was
compelled. The pre-Miranda
'voluntariness' test was too
mushy, subjective, and unruly
to provide suspects with
adequate protection."
"And it was too timeconsuming to administer," he
added. "As Justice Hugo Black
expressed it during the oral
arguments in Miranda: 'If you
are going to determine the
admissibility of a confession
each time on the circumstances
. . . if the Court will take them
one by one . . . it is more than
we are capable of doing.' "
"Under any sensible
approach to constitutional
interpretation,"maintained
Kamisar, "the Supreme Court
must be allowed to take into
account its own fact-finding
limitations."
(These comments are based
on an op-ed page piece by
Kamisar that appeared in the
Los Angeles Times and other
newspapers shortly after the
Fourth Circuit decision.)

Eisenberg, Lyon add to Talk of the Nation
Two Law School professors
have become part of the Talk of
tllc Nation as guests on the
popular National Public Radio
program.
Professor Rebecca Eisenberg
was a guest on the show's
weekly science segment in
March, and Assistant Clinical
Professor Andrea D. Lyon was
a guest on the show in
February.
Eisenberg, a specialist in
patents on genetic information,
recently headed a National
Institutes of Health task force
to investigate problems in
scientists' exchange of research
tools. Also, she and Assistant
Professor Michael A. Heller last
year co-wrote a cover article in
Science magazine that discussed
patents as potential blocks to
research and new product
development, especially in
genetics. (An excerpt,
"Upstream Patents,
Downstream Bottlenecks,"
appeared in 4 1.3 LAW
Quadrangle Notes 93-97
[FalVWinter 19981. The full
article, "Can Patents Deter
Innovation? The Anticommons
in Biomedical Research,"
appeared in 280 Science
698-701 [May 19981.) On Talk
of the Nation, she shared
insights with Todd Dickinson
of the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office and Seth
Shulman, author of Owning the
Future.

Rebecca Eisatberg

"Is the patent system the
best way to deal with products
of our increasingly knowledgebased economy?"host Ira
Flatow asked in opening the
program. "Should anyone own
the right to genetic information
that other companies or people
might need to develop
treatments for diseases?"
Eisenberg said that patent
protection is especially
important as long as the
private sector produces most
innovation in human health
care. She added that "there's
been a quite fundamental
change" in attitudes toward
patenting governmentsponsored research results.
Some discoveries are
stepping-stones to others, and
patents on these forerunner
products can impede their use
in making further discoveries,
she noted. "Under those
circumstances, you have to ask
whether the inhibition of
research that arises from the
patent is greater than the initial

impetus to research as a result
of the promise of the patent,"
she said.
"We may be motivating the
discovery of DNA sequences
by allowing them to be
patented while inhibiting their
use in further research to yield
tangible products to the
improvement of human
health."
Lyon, founder of the Capital
Resource Center in Illinois and
former chief of the Homicide
Task Force of the Cook County
Public Defenders Office, joined
Talk oftl.1~Nation as part of
the show dealing with
misconduct by prosecutors.
The February 24 show followed
Clzicago Zihune publication of a

five-pan series called "Trial and
Error: How Prosecutors
Sacrifice Justice to Win."
Legal Affairs Writer Ken
Armstrong, a co-author of the
3ibune series, and kchard
Devine, states attorney of Cook
County, Illinois, also were on
the program. Host Ray Suarez
opened the show by noting
that "nothing can shake the
foundations of the public's faith
in the legal system more than
finding out that representatives
of the state, with their
tremendous power and
resources, abuse the system."
Lyon noted that "being a
prosecutor is very difficult"
because it means dealing with
two "competing commands":
"One is to try to do justice, to
do the right thing to make sure
that someone who is guilty is
prosecuted and someone who
is innocent is not. And the
other one, which is very
strong, is to win. And winning
causes people to step over the
line a lot."
In addition, many
defendants are given courtappointed attorneys, and
representation often is inept
and under-funded. "If what we
want is a system we can trust,
then we have got to be willing
to commit resources to the
defense," Lyon said. "That
doesn't just mean someone
with a law license. It means
somebody who is going to do
the work and who has the
ability to do the work. . . . If
we're going to make sure that
things happen properly, we
have to appropriate enough
resources that someone can
actually do the worl<."

Law and Econoqics Association

-

For pmfesso~swhosemrk focuses on
the intersection of law and economics,
being asked to present a paper at the
annual meeting of the prestigious American
Law and Economics Association (MW)is
like being asked to stand and be
recognized. Having five of your faculty
members on the program for a single
annual meeting -as the Law School did
at ALE& ninth annual meeting in May is a rare occurrence that khlights the
impact that bculty here are having.
Professors Omri Ben-Shahar, Peter J.
Hammer, '89, Ronald J. Mann, Adam C.
Pritchard, and Mark D. West each had
papers presented during the twoday
annual meeting held at Yale Law School.
Ben-Shahar, who joins the Law School
faculty fulltime in September after teaching

here during tye 1998-99 academic year as
a visiting professor from Tel-Aviv
Universiw delivered a paper on "~eliance!)
on Non-Enforcement," whicb he coauthored with Avery Katzia professor at
Georgetown University Law Center.
.
Ben-Shahar aljo is co-author of a paper
on "Revisiting Expectation Damages in
Repeat-Play Contexts" that was delivered 1
by his co-author, Lisa Bemstein, a professor
at Georgetown University Law Center.
Hamrner delivered his paper on "Testing
the Limits of Antitrust: The Challenge of
Intro-Market Second Best Tradeoffs."
M a d paper was on "Secured Credit
and Software Financing."
Pritchard is one of three co-authors of
the paper "Securities Fraud, Corporate
Performance and Mult%ple Board

Mann's new casebook
examines systems of payment
Assistant Professor Ronald J. Mann set
out to provide students with two things in
his new casebook: "The ability to see the
grand structure of the existing systems that
I cover and the ability to pick up and use
new systems that develop in the years to
come."
As a consequence, Payment Systems and
Other Financial Transactions (Aspen Law &
Business, 1999), covers the subject of
payment systems by starting with checking
accounts and progressing to electronic
money and commerce on the Internet.
M a d other two sections deal with credit
systems and systems for enhancing
liquidity
Mann's approach is to show how
commercial law fits with the commercial
systems that operate today and will emerge
in the future. "I want my students to see

Di~ctorships.~~
His co-authbrs are Stephen
E Ferris and ~uralijagamthan. Fenis ~t
and Jaganwhan are, mpectivel~~roffessot
and visiting professor in the Department of
Finance of the College of Business and 1 1
Public Administration, University-of
'\ 1
Missouri-Columbia.
West and co-author Curtis J. Mi?haupt,{
an aswciate p r o f e ~ o rwashngton
z
'
University S&ool of Law in St. Louis, didva
paper on "Organized Grhne as ulickt
:
Entrepreneurialism: The Dark Sjde of ,
Private Ordexing."

~
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the deep structural similarities of all the
different payment systems in our economy,
the parallel role of guaranties and standby
letters of credit, and the effectiveness of '
negotiability and securitization as substitute
'
devices for enhancing the liquidity of
payment obligations," he writes. "If my
students can understand the connections
among these different topics, they will be
better prepared to grasp the issues raised
by the new institutions and systems that
will develop during the course of their ,
careers."
He adds: "The book reflects the
philosophy that learning proceeds best
when students are given all of the
information they need to solve the
problems. The intellectual task is for them
to apply the matenal. Consequently,the
text is considerably more extensive than in
traditional casebooks, and at the same
time, excerpts from cases are considerably
less extensive."

I
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ACTIVITIES
Phoebe Ellsworth, the
Kirkland and Ellis Professor of
Law, presented a joint talk with
Thomas and Mabel Long
Professor of Law Sam Gross
on public opinion and the
death penalty in March. In
August she delivered the
)mote address to the 24th
ternational Congress of
plied Psychology; she spoke
on "The American Jury System:
What Should be Kept and
What Should be Changed?" In
July last year she spoke at the
University of Kyoto in Japan
and in October before the
Society for Experimental Social
Professor James C. Hathaway
February delivered a paper

obal iiefugee Policy" at an
ernational policy conference
on temporary protection of
refugees in Oslo, Norway In
January he was elected to a
two-year term as vice president
of the International Association
for the Study of Forced
James E. Krier, the Earl
Warren Delano Professor of
Law, served as the 16th annual
Higgins Distinguished Visitor
aL Northwestern School of Law,
Lewis & Clark College, in
Portland, Oregon. He and
Assistant Professor Michael
rkshops at Cardozo Law

Professor Deborah Malamud
taught at the University of

Assistant Professor Ronald
J. Mann in June taught classes
on intellectual property and
commercial transactions at the
University of Tokyo and
University of Kyoto, presented
a workshop on secured credit
and software financing at the
International Center for
Comparative Law and Politics
at the University of Tokyo, and
lectured on U.S. Supreme
Court practices at the
University of Kyoto.
Thomas M. Cooley Professor
Emeritus John W. Reed assisted
in the State Bar of Michigan
course for new lawmakers
early this year. Term limitations
for former lawmakers resulted
in a large number of new
legislators taking up lawmaking
duties in January, and the
course was designed to help
acquaint them with their new
role.
Donald H. Regan, the
William W Bishop Jr.
Collegiate Professor of Law,
and a veteran singer with the
University of Michigan Gilbert
and Sullivan Society
(UMGASS), went to the head
of the class in "The
Gondoliers," according to a
review of the UMGASS
performance in April.
"Especially for a law and
philosophy professor, Regan is
a polished comic actor and
carries off the traditional G&S
'patter' song 'In Enterprise of
Martial Kind' as if born to it,"
reviewer Bruce Martin wrote in
the Ann Arbor Navs.
Theodore J . St. Antoine,
'54, the James E. and Sarah A.
Degan Professor Emeritus of
Law, in June began his oneyear term as president of the
National Academy of
Arbitrators.

Professor Carl E. Schneider,
'79, sewed on the committee
of the Association of American
Law Schools (AALS) that chose
the best book of law written
over a three-year period to
receive the National Order of
the Coif Triennial Book Award,
which went to Gerald
Gunther's Learned Hand: Tlze
Man and the Judge. Schneider's
own most recent book, The
Practice of Autonomny: Patients,
Doctors, and Medical Decisions,
received high praise in nze
N a v England Journal of Medicine
in March as "the most
comprehensive, organized
summary and analysis to date
of the quantitative and
qualitative empirical research
on the actual process of
medical decision making."
Reviewer Marshall B. Kapp of
Wright Stale Un~versitywrites
of Schneider: "In place of the
current consumer-choice
model, he proffers detailed
advice on how to begin to
achieve the two aspects of the
consumer-welfare model that
he thinks most people would
prefer - namely, competence
and kindness."
The first hardbound volume
of the Restatement (Third) of
Property (Wills and Other
Donative Transfers), by
Lawrence W. Waggoner, '63,
the Lewis M. Simes Professor
of Law, was published in May
for distribution at the annual
meeting of the American Law
Institute. This is the first of five
and perhaps six volumes of
this Restatement.

James Boyd White, the
Hart Wright Collegate
Professor of Law, in June
presented the Margaret
Howard Lecture on Law and
Literature in London, England,
and last winter presented the
plenaiy address to the Worlung
Group on Law, Culture, and
Humanities at Wake Forest
University Next year he is to
give one of the plenary talks at
the celebration of the 575th
birthday of the University of
Louvain in Belgium. His book,
From Expectation to Experience:
Essays on Law and Legal
Education, is to be published
t h s fall by the University of
Michigan Press.

VISITING FACULTY:
Visiting professor Marc
Spindleman appeared on the
CNN show Burden of Proof in
March with attorney Geoffrey
Fieger to discuss the murder
trial of Fieger's fonner client,
assisted suicide advocate Jack
Kevorkian. Earlier in March,
Spindleman had two
commentaries on the issue
printed, "Flaws mar Oregon
report on dying law," in the
Detroit News, and "Report on
Oregon's assisted-suicide law
paints too rosy a picture," in
Legal Tinzes. In January his oped piece on the impeachment
of President Clinton, "Removal
arguments not totally
convincing," appeared in the
Detroit Navs.

Frost becomes assistant director of

Legal Practice Program

Philip M. Frost, '73

Clinical Assistant Professor Philip M.
Frost, '73, who has taught in the Legal
Practice Program since it began in 1996,
has been named assistant director of the
program.
In addition to teaching the Legal
Practice course, Frost has taught a course
for LL.M. students on research and writing
in the American legal system. He also is an
arbitrator for the American Arbitration
Association.
Before coming to the Law School, Frost
was a partner at Dickinson, Wright, Moon,
Van Dusen & Freeman in Detroit, where
he had a commercial litigation practice that
included trial, appellate, and alternative
dispute resolution work in antitrust law,
bankruptcy, business torts, contracts,
commercial transactions, and trade
regulation. While at Dickinson Wright, he
also chaired the firm's recruitment and pro
bono service committees.
Frost also chaired the State Bar of
Michigan Antitrust, Franchising and Trade
Regulation Section Council and has
lectured at seminars sponsored by the
Michigan State Bar and the Institute for
Continuing Legal Education. In 1998 he

Beckerman, Hills, Lyon

delivered a paper on "The Last Execution
in Michigan" at the annual meeting of the
Michigan Academy of Science, Arts 65
Letters.
He is admitted to practice before the
U.S. Supreme Court as well as state and
federal courts.
Frost received his B.A. in history from
Yale University At the Law School, he was
awarded the Order of the Coif and
graduated magna cum laude. After
graduation, he clerked for the Hon. Philip
Pratt of the U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Michigan.
"Phil has been an excellent Legal
Practice teacher," said Legal Practice
Program Director Grace Tonner. "His
talents and experience make him an ideal
assistant director, and his rapport with
students is exceptional."
First-year law students are required to
take both terms of the Legal practice
course, which is designed to teach legal
analysis by gving students hands-on
experience with writing memoranda,
briefs, and other legal documents. It also
introduces them to other aspects of the
practice of law, such as client relations,
negotiation, and oral argument.
Frost replaces Carolyn R. Spencer, who
has joined the Office of Career Services.
(See story on page 8.)

win L. Hart Wright Awards
Visiting Professor John Beckerman,
Asistant Professor Roderick M. Hills, and
Clinical Assistant Professor Andrea D. Lyon
won top honors from law students in the
annual vote for the L. Hart Wright Award.
The teaching award is gven each year to
one or more faculty members who are top
vote getters in balloting sponsored by the
Law School Student Senate. The awards
were presented in April during the Law
School Student Senate's annual talent show.
Beckerman has taught at the Law School
for the past two academic years. He taught
Legal Profession and Legal Ethics in fall
1998 and Civil Procedure and Enterprise
Organization in winter 1999. He has a
doctorate in history from the University of
London and a J.D. from Yale Law School.
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He clerked for the Hon. Jose A. Cabranes
of the U.S. District Court of Connecticut
and has practiced in New York City
Hills, whose research interests include
land use controls and local government,
holds bachelor's and law degrees from Yale
University. A former Century Fellow with
the Committee on Social Thought at the
University of Chicago, he was a member of
the Yale LawJournal and served as co-editor
in chief of the YaZeJournaI o f h w G
Humanities. He clerked for the late Judge
Patrick Higynbotham of the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.
Lyon, who joined the Law School in
1995, earned her J.D. at Antioch School of
Law. A specialist in capital defense cases,
she founded the Capital Resource Center in
Chicago in 1990 and served as its first

director. She has worked with the Office of
the Cook County Public Defender and
became chief of that office's Homicide Task
Force. She has fought more than 40 capital
cases and been involved in more than 130
homicide cases. Last fall she was one of
four recipients of a Justice for All Award at
the National Conference on Wrongful
Convictions and the Death Penalty at
Northwestern University School of Law.
The Wright Award is named after the
late L. Hart Wright, a tax specialist and
long-time member of the Law School
faculty who was revered by generations of
students. Wright's name also is
memorialized in the endowed chair held
by Professor James Boyd White.

Four from Law School
0

top fellowships
Four members of the Law School
c ~ r ~ ~ m u nhave
i t y been awarded prestigous
fellowshipsto advance their public interest
work. Ann Jochnick, '98, and Katherine
Weatherly, '99, each have won Skadden
Fellowships; Tracey L. Wheeler, '99, and
has won an echoing green fellowship; and
Steve Tobocman, '97, has won a fellowship
from the National Association for Public
Interest Law (NAPIL).
Jochnick, working through Greater
Boston Legal Services, was awarded a
Skadden Fellowship to provide legal
advice, educati~n,and representation to
low-income families at risk of losing their
homes due to expiring rent restrictions and
subsidies.
Weatherly will use her fellowship to
work with attorneys of the Native
American kghts Fund in Boulder,
Colorado, to provide legal services to
Indian tribes that want to assert tribal
control over state education plans. Her
work also will help tribes take a role in
hiring teachers, curriculum design, and the
teaching of traditional culture and language.
Sponsored by the Skadden Fellowship
Foundation through Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom LLP, the Skadden
Fellowships are gven to recent law school
graduates to pursue public interest work.
Law School Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81, is
a member of the Skadden Foundation
board.
Twenty-five fcllowships are awarded
nationwide annually and provide an
Important tsntre into public interest legal
\yorlz; one study revealed that, nine years
after their fellowships began, half of all
fellowship recipients still were working at
their orignal placements and that 90
percent of Skadden Fellowship recipients
qt111 were in public interest work.

Office of Public Senlice Director Robcrt Precht, left. is sliowii at a mcent rainion in Nazi York of Sltaddcn
Fellowship recipients from the Law School. With him.from left, are Susan Bcitler Plum, director of the
Sltadden Fellowship Foundation; AiinJochnicJz. '98; Bonita I? Tmneriello, '96 (foreground);Stez~eTobocman,
'97; Katllciine \Veatlierly, '99; and Deborah M . Golden, '98.

Wheeler's two-year echoing green
fellowship provides seed money for her to
establish an organization to help teenage
grls who are unlikely to be adopted or to
thrive in independent living settings. The
program 1111provide mentoring,
counseling, and other services.
The echoing green fellowship "applies a
venture capital approach to philanthropy
by providing seed money and technical
support to emergng social entrepreneurs
creating innovative public senice
organizations or projects that seek to
catalyze positive social chanse," according
to fellowship materials. The stipend is to be
used to start a new public senice
organization or to start an independent
project within an existing non-profit
organization. The fellowship awards are
open to graduates of more than 135
selected schools if they graduated no more
than 10 years ago.

Tobocman, a former Skadden
Fellowship winner who used his fello\vship
to fashion a program of community
development law through the auspices of
Michigan Legal Senices in Detroit, \\ill use
his NAPIL fellowship to explore legislative
and public policy initiatives that may be
employed in community development
work.
During his two years as a Skadden
Fellow, Tobocman established Community
Legal Resources in Detroit, which draws on
law firms to provide legal senices for
community development programs. "He
has created an infrastructure for
community development work that didn't
esist before," said Robert Precht, director of
the Law School's Office of Public Senice
(OPS).
OPS works closely with fellowship
applicants to find suitable placements,
fashion proposals, and complete
applications.

Women graduates share
their strategies for balance, success

Describing the "planned chaos" of her own life and
her t\lays of balancing pr@fossional,personal, and
familv concerns, lndiana Suprme CotlrtJustice
hlvra Selbv, '80. rminds participants in the
\Vomen's Professional Development \\brkshop that
"there is no quickJi~"/or achieving that balance.
Selbs, the program$ I:qnote speaker; ~lrgedwomen
larv stlcdolts and alumnae to be true to themselves
in choosing hotv thqv will balance their lives. "Don't
pretend," she said. "I don't think that pretending
gets you ahead in anv way. "

No one can tell you how to succeed as
well as those who have succeeded. That's
the attraction that has made the annual
Women's Professional Development
Workshop so successful - successful
women graduates returning to the Law
School to tell women law students how
they found professional and personal
satisfaction and to offer hints that others
may use.
The annual workshop, held at the Law
School in March, once again showed that
the roads to satisfaction are as different as
the women who travel them. For example,
the panelists who discussed "A Balanced
Life: Navigating Your Career," reflected
very different ways of finding the balance
that makes for happy li~es:
W "Don't be afraid to take risks. What
you need to do is what's right for
you," said Mary Snapp, '84, general
counsel for Microsoft Corporation,
where she finds the mix of hard
work, diversity, and informality ideal.
"Frankly, the best way to be
successful is to be personally happy
in what you do," she said.
W Leslie Newrnan, '94, director of
Proyecto Azterca in McAllen, Texas,
said that she always wanted to do
public interest work. Proyecto
Azterca, which she has headed since
1995, is a community-based housing
development organization that works
to improve living conditions along
the Texas-Mexico border and helps
low-income families build their own
homes.
It took a few years of legal practice
for Tracey Lessen Gersten, '89, to
understand that she would rather be
a psychotherapist. "I have a client
who taught me this wonderful
phrase: 'I knew it, but I didn't know
I knew,' " Gersten explained. "You
have a lot of choices if you give
yourself permission to follow them,"
she said. "Being true to yourself is
very important and the sooner you
learn that the better off you will be."
The career shift has not reduced her
workload, she added: "I work more
now than I did as a lawyer [but] I

feel blessed to work my five 12-hour
days. Balance is going to look
different for everybody"
Panel moderator Christina B.
Whitman, '74, U-MLaw School
associate dean for academic affairs,
discussed the balancing act of
combining motherhood with a
demanding career, the satisfactions
that the combination has brought,
and the flexibility and career choices
that it has required. Women were
just begnning to combine family and
legal careers when she graduated
from law school, Whitman said, and
"the greatest thing was that there
were absolutely no rules."

Leslie Ncwman, '94, executive director of Proyecto
Azteca in McAllen, Texas, tells of her satisfaction ill
her worlz as director ofa community-based housing
development organizafion that assists pcople along
the T i - M e * c o border Newman was one qf
neartv 20 women graduates who returned to the
Law School as presentel-sfor the Women's
Professional Development Worlzshop in March.
Behind her is panel moderator Christina B.
Whitman, '74, associate dean for academic affairs
at thc Law School.

From
The workshop's keynote speaker, the
Hon. Myra Selby, '80, a judge on the
Indiana Supreme Court, also dealt with
h e issue of balance. Selby said that when
she began work on her talk, called "A
Balanced Life," she couldn't help but ask
"1s it myth or reality?" It's real, she
answered by way of a variety of examples
from her own life - like her policy of
declining weekend speaking invitations,
her practice of eating lunch in her office at
least every third day and making herself
available to her staff then, and her joy at
being able to switch her attention from her
work to her family and back again.
"Finding the balance between your life
and your legal career will be different for
each of you," she said. "Some of you will
find it in career and family, some will not
have a family All this requires honest selfexamination and constant renewal."
"Women lawyers struggle from the time
we are in law school through our career in
the role of women lawyers. . . . I think it is
something that everyone grapples with
individually," she said.
"How can we encourage men to take
on more of the balance issue and to see it
as not just a women's issue?" a questioner
asked after Selby's talk. "The notion that
men seek balance is becoming more and
more apparent in today's workplace," Selby
answered.
The day-long workshop, which featured
nearly 20 speakers, also included panel
discussions on working in a law firm and
1.vorking in an "alternative" career. Small
groups devoted lunchtime to round table
discussions of health and fitness in the
\vorkplace, making career choices to
accommodate your life, working in an
international environment, workplace
issues that face women of color, and being
n solo practitioner.
Workshop speakers have "achieved
prominence across the entire range of the
profession," Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81,
noted in his welcoming remarks to
participan~s.
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J to writing books

Nancy King, '87, once recalled the Law
School as "a boring, tedious place, with
dark shelves, dusty books, legal talk, and
hard chairs." Now, elementary, middle,
high school, and two university degrees
later, she's a co-author with two of the bestknown professors associated with that
"boring, tedious place," Yale Kamisar and
Jerold H. Israel (A third co-author is the
University of Illinois Law School's Wayne
R. LaFave, regarded by many as the nation's
leading authority on search and seizure.)
Of course, if you were in first or second
grade and your mother brought you to the
Law School while she did her studying,
you might remember it the same way.
That's how it was for Nancy King, whose
mother, Jean Ledwith King, '68, graduated
to become a pioneer in securing equal
rights for women, often in athletics. The
younger King later joined her mother in
the legal profession and today is a professor
of law and - as of July 1 - associate dean
of research and faculty development at
Vanderbilt University Law School. In fall

1998 she was a visiting professor at the
U-M Law School; she taught Criminal
Procedure: Bail to Post-Conviction Review
and co-taught White Collar Crime with
another visiting faculty member, the Hon.
Paul D. Borman, '62, of the U.S. District
Court for the Eastern District of Michigan.
(For her part, Jean King has continued
to do what she does best - mobilize the
law and the political process to fight for
equal rights. A solo practitioner in Ann
Arbor, she recently was the subject of a
front-page feature in the Detroit Free Press.
Headlined "Playlng Hardball," the story
appeared on March 15 as part of the
newspaper's recognition of Womens
History Month. The story is available on
the World Wide Web at w7.freep.com. A
short sentence in that story tells as much of
Jean Ing's impact as a list of her
accomplishments: "As her reputation grew,
a phone call to a coach or an administrator
replaced lawsuits." The story ends by
quoting Ann Arbor attorney Barbara
Kessler: "People don't realize that many of
Continued on pagc 42

Nancv j . King, '87, rigllt, and her mothel; jcan Ledrvitli King, '68, cllat during tllc LL'c~rncn'sPrc$css~nnal
Development \Vorkshop at the Law Scl~oolin 1997. Nanc?, King, who has bem a visitingfact~lt? niml~er-at
the Univcrsitv of Mich~ganLarv School, is a professor and associate dean at Vandcrhilt Llnivc~rit?Law
School in Naslzvillc;Jcan King practices law in Ann Arbor:

Continuedfrom pag~+ A
the blessing that exin for young women in
sports today are there in large measure
because of the clanpg of the &ins by
Jean King. Not only has she worked for
equity for women in sportsand education,
but she has worked hand to advance
women in the legal profession. She is really
an example far us all:")
Nancy Kung is drawing similar praise for
her academic pursuits. Years ago she read
storybooks while her mother studied from
the second edition of Modern Criminal
Procedure. Today she has joined K a b r
and LaFave as co-author of the ninth
edition of the same text, out this year. She

is also a co-author of the second edition of
Israel and LaFave's Criminal Procedure
Treatise, slated for publication later this yearKing's contribu&onsto the ninth edition
of the casebook were "quite significant,"
said Karnisar, the Clarence Darrow
Distinguished University Professor of Law.
He especially praised King's new chapter
on sentencing and her thoroughly revised
and streamlined chapter on habeas cdhw.
Israel, the Alene and Allan E Smith
Professor Emeritus of Law and a fonner
teacher of King, was even more effusive.
"She saved my life because I doubt that
without her I would ever finish," he said of
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Law students and successsful law graduates meet
for convasatian at the periodic Dean5 F m m
luncheons that are held throughout the academic
year H m ,Lester L C o l m n 111, '68,vice pnsidmt
and general counsel of the Halliburton Co., right,
Mary E. Snapp, '84, general cowdfor Microsoft,
below, ri&t, and David Westin, '77, psident 01
ABC News,at 1ejt in photo berm, chat with
students prior to their D m S Forum luncheons.
Coleman visited the Law School in February, Snapp
visited in March, and Wesrtn visited in April. Srrap31
also adendesher s t q to partidpate in the Women3
Professionssr Development Workshop in March. (See
story page 40.) The Dean3 F o m programs give
selected studen& the opportunity tomke part in
injoml, small group convenations with graduates
o jthe Law School who have become exceptionally
wcessjil in tMrJieLk.

"

the multi-volume treatise on criminal
procedure. King did five of the treatiseQ22
chapters -o i appeals, habeq corpus,
sentencing procedure, double jeopardy, and
trials.
"She really came through for me, and I '
appreciate that," Israel said. "She gets
things done, done on time, and they're
interesting to read."
Besides, Israel added w$h a wink
toward his long-time fiend and colleague
Karnisar, "Doing casebooks is easy. A
treatise is a lot more work, and you don't
mqke moneY1like
you do on casebooks."
!

.

n o t e s

New Zealand Justice
Bradley Giles, LL.M. "74
Bradley Harle Giles, LL.M.
'74, a justice on the High
Court of New Zealand since
1997, died April 23 at age 55.
Giles, who Tlze National
Business re via^ called "one of
New Zealand's better jurists,"
had retained his interest in the
Law School since studylng here
during the 1970s and
remained in touch with Law
School officials.
Giles' career frequently put
him in the public eye. He
served as advocate general of
the Cook Islands after Premier
Albert Henry5 election was
overturned in 1978,
represented victims of a failed
law firm, and served as
attorney for the family of a boy
who was crippled in a railway
accident.
A tough taskmaster who
demanded as much of himself
as of his colleagues, Giles
considered the practice of law
a calling with few equals. "Brad
espected from others what he
gave of himself," one friend
said of the late justice.
"Aside from his courtroom
fame in criminal and grievance
cases, Mr. Giles was perhaps
New Zealand's pre-eminent
litigator in the area of maritime
law, a specialist area he first
encountered while studying at
the University of Michigan and
continued as a partner at
Russell McVeagh McKenzie
Rartlect & Co.," Nicholas
Bryant wrote of Bradley in the
dcath notice that appeared in
b w Zealand's National Business
pi-view on April 30.
Giles died of cancer. He is
:urvived by his widow and two
c ;:ildren.
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The class of 1949 reunion
will be October 1-3

1953
Stanley M. Fisher spoke at the
1998 National Academy of
Arbitrators Education
Conference in Kansas City on
the revised Uniform Arbitration
Act. Of Counsel with the law
firm Arter & Hadden L.L.F!, he
practices in the firm's business
litigation and ADR group. He
also has been reappointed b~7
Ohio Governor George V
Voinovich as a member of the
Ohio State Board of Uniform
State Laws for a term ending in
June 2001.

Class of 1954 reunion
[Thewill
be October 1-3

The Class of 1959 reunion
will be October 1-3

John W. Komes, of Phladelpha,
Pennsylvania, has enjoyed an
active career in private practice
since 1961 and has served his
city as assistant district attorney
assistant city solicitor, and as a
member of the License and
Inspection Review Board. He has
been listed in \Mlo's U41o in
Amciican Lnlv for more than 20
years, as well as other
publications, and is a member of
the Poetic Genius Society and
the Triple Nine Society, whose
members' IQs esceed that of
99.9 percent of the population.

1961
Abba I . Freidman has relocated
to Butzel Long's Ann Arbor office
from the firm's Birmingham
office. He specializes in
construction law, with a related
practice in commercial and
insurance law.
1963
Gen Kajitani, M.C.L., has been
appointed to the Supreme Court
of Japan and began senring as a
justice on the court in April. He
formerly practiced with Kajitani
Law Offices in Tokyo, where he
specialized in business and
corporation law, bankruptcy law,
and intcmational transaction
law. He also has served as
president of the First Tokyo Bar
Association and as \ice president
of the Japan Federation of Bar
Associations.
(Ed. Note: Itsuo Sonobe, who
lectured at the Law School in fall
1998 and was a research scholar
at the Law School in 1958-59,
retired from the Supreme Court
of Japan in April after sening on
the court for 10 years.)

L

The Class of 1964 reunion
will be October 1-3

1965
Danyl R. Cochrane has retired
from the practice of law and
become a business agent with
Local Union 406 of the
International Brotherhood of
Teamsters in Grand Rapids.

The Hon. Rosemary S. Pooler,
has been named to the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit in New York. Judge
Pooler formerly was U.S. District
Court Judge for the Northern
District of New York.

Kent F! Talcott has heen elected
to membership in the law firm
Dykema Gossett, F!L.L.C,in the
Ann Arbor office. A member of
the corporate finance and tax
practice groups, he concentrates
on corporate law, business
planning, mergers and
acquisitions, operations,
corporate finance, and
international transactions.
1366
Henry W. Ewalt has joined the
law firm Pepper Hamilton L.L.P
as a partner. Resident in the
Pittsburgh office, he concentrates
his practice on labor and
employment law. He was
previously vice president and
associate general counsel for
litigation with CBS Corporation,
Pittsburgh.

n o t e s
James F? Hoffa, president of the
Brotherhood of Teamsters, was
featured in an article in the Nezv
York Timcs on May 1 that
described his early efforts to
chart a new path for the union
that his late father headed from
1957-71. Hoffa "appears to be
simply going about his job,
strugling to unify and rebuild a
deeply d~v-idedunion that has
drifted rudderless for two years,''
the article said. Hoffa is working
12-hour days, supporting union
groups in their negotiations,
charting a bipartisan political
path, seeking to end federal
oversight of the union, and
wrestling with the issues posed
by the North American Free
Trade Agreement's opening of
the border to Mexican truckers.

Wisconsin Governor Tommy G.
Thompson has appointed Tom
Boykoff to the Tax Appeals
Commission for a term ending
in March 2001. The Tax Appeals
Commission decides disputes
between taxpayers and the
Department of Revenue. Boykoff
has worked for the past 14 years
as general counsel in the Office
of the Commission of Savings
and Loan. He resides in Madison
and has three children.
Richard D. McLellan of East
Lansing, Michigan, and
Ometrias Deon Long, '93, of
Orlando, Florida, were part of
an International Republican
Institute delegation that
monitored presidential elections
in the Republic of Nigeria in
February. This was McLellan's
third international election
mission; he also senred during
the 1990 Bulgarian elections and
the 1996 Bulgarian presidential
elections. A member of the law
firm Dykema Gossett, PL.L.C..
he practices in the areas of
government policy and election

matters. Long is founder and
president of the law firm Long
and Pryor. He also advises
Florida Governor Jeb Bush on
issues affecting African
Americans statewide, and was a
consultant to Governor Bush's
successful 1998 campaign.
1968
The University of Hawaii at
Manoa honored David Callies
for co-authoring the book
Propcrty Law and the Pllblic
Interest, published in fall 1998.
The casebook, designed for firstyear law students, deals with the
contemporary law of property
from both private and public law
perspectives.

Robert M. Vercruysse recently
participated in a panel
discussion on whether an
employer can pay strike
replacement wages different
from those it had paid to the
strikers, during the annual
Bernard Gottfried Labor Law
Symposium at Wayne State
University He is president of the
management labor and
employment law firm of
Vercruysse Metz & Murray

The Class of 1969 reunion
will be October 1-3

John W. Bryant, a former
shareholder of the law firm
Eames Wilcox, has joined the
law firm Dean & Fulkerson as a
shareholder. He has extensive
experience in major federal and
state court litigation involving
issues such as transportation,
international trade, antitrust,
energy, and commercial
transactions law. He also serves
as an arbitrator in commercial
law disputes and advises
business clients on immigration
and customs issues. Bryant
resides in Grosse Pointe Park
with his wife, Susan.
John J. McGonagle, managng
partner of The Helicon Group in
Blandon, Pennsylvania, is the coauthor (with Carolyn M. Vella)
of The Inter-net Age of Competitive
Intelligence, published in January
by the Greenwood Publishing
Group Inc. According to the
publication announcement, the
authors "have written the first
work to guide CI [competitive
intelligence] professionals
through the emergng literature
of their field."

Chan Jin Kim, M.C.L., an
attorney with CJ International in
Seoul, also is a member of the
National Assembly of the
Republic of Korea.
1970
Butzel Long has elected
Alexander B. Bragdon and
Gary W. Klotz, '77, as
shareholders. Bragdon prarti-c
in the areas of pension a
profit sharing law, emplc
benefits, ERISA litigatior
healthcare law. He is based in
the firm's Detroit office and is a
resident of Clarkston, Michigan.
Klotz specializes in labor and
employment law, and is a
resident of Troy, Michigan.

Simon N. Lome, former general
counsel for the U.S. Securities
and Exchange Commission and
former managing director for
Salomon Smith Barney, has
rejoined Munger, Tolles & Olson
LLP as a partner resident in the
Los Angeles office.

Lawrence A. Young, a partner
with Hughes, Watters &
Askanase, L.L.P in Houston, has
been elected to the American
College of Consumer Financial
Services Lawyers. He also is a
Fellow of the American College
of Commercial Finance Lawyers.

n o t e s
1976
Lynne E . Deitch of Butzel Long
has been elected to a four-year
term on the board of directors of
Lex Mundi, the world's leading
association of independent law
firms. She was also the first
woman in the organization's 10year history to be named to the
executive committee of Lex
Mundi. A shareholder at Butzel
Long, Ms. Deitch practices
primarily in the areas of labor
and employment law.

""71

avid T. Alexander is now a
partner in the law firm Omck,
Wenington & Sutcliffe L.L.P in
Sari Francisco, California. He
specializes in intellectual
property, antitrust, sports
higation, and other forms of
complex litigation.

Jeny R. Swift, a former shareholder of the law firm Eames
Wilcox, has joined the law firm
Dean & Fulkerson as a shareholder. He specializes in tort,
insurance, and commercial
litigation. He regularly handles
cases involving catastrophic
commercial vehicle accidents,
construction failure claims, and
commercial law disputes. Swift
resides with his wife, Donna, in
Farmington Hills.

25TH REUNION
I

The Class of 1974 reunion
will be November 5-7

-
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Neil1 T. Riddell, fom~erlya
shareholder of the law firm
Eames Wilcox, has joined the
law firm Dean & Fulkerson as a
shareholder. He practices
extensively in employment,
commercial, and transportation
law. He has wide experience in
matters involving personal
injury, tau, insurance, real estate,
and contracts, as well as
wrongful discharge and
discrimination disputes. Rddell
lives in Rverview with his wife,
Debra, and their three children.
q79

20TH REUNION
Clarence L. Pozza Jr.,a
principal in the Detroit office of
the law firm Miller, Canfield,
Paddock and Stone, PL.C., has
been reelected managng director
the firm. He also is chalrman
of the retirement benefits
cnmmittee, and is deputy leader
n' the commercial litigation
Dr\~cticegroup. He resides in
".nn Arbor.
cli

The Class of 1979 reunion
will be November 5-7

Brant A. Freer of the Detroit
office of Miller, Canfield,
Paddock and Stone, PL.C., has
been elected principal. He is the
leader of the firm's employee
benefits practice group and also
focuses on public law with
respect to federal income tax
aspects of public finance. He
resides in Birmingham, Michigan.
1980

Chicago Legal Clinic Inc. elected
G.A. Finch to membershp on
its board of directors. The notfor-profit Chicago Legal Clinic
provides community-based legal
services and education to
underserved and disadvantaged
clients in four neighborhood
offices. Finch is a partner in the
law firm Querrey & Harrow,
where he concentrates his
practice in corporate, real estate,
and employment law. He also
was appointed to Governor
George Ryan's transition team's
financial senices and regulation
committee.
1981
The law firm Whyte
Hirschboeck Dudek S.C. has
elected Bruce G . Arnold a
managng director and member
of its six-person management
committee, which is responsible
for the policy-setting and
direction of the 108-attorney
firm. A member of the firm's
compensation committee, he is a
shareholder whose practice
focuses on healthcare law,
bankruptcy law, and litigation.
Natalia Delgado has joined
Goldberg, Kohn, Bell, Black,
Rosenbloom & Moritz, Ltd., as a
partner. Delgado previously had
practiced at Jenner & Block
since 1984. She will continue
her focus on securities as well as
international transactional
matters as a member of the firm's
corporate, tau, and securities law
'PUP.

The law firm Bro\vn, Winfield &
Canzoneri, Los Angeles, has
added William Balderrama,
Esq., as an associate. Balderrama
previously was a sole
practitioner since November
1995. He is es~eriencedin
business, real estate, professional
liability, governmental liability,
employment law, and fair
housing and discrimination. He
resides in Alhambra, California.
David B. Sandalow, associate
director for the global
environment of the White House
Council on Environment Quality
and senior director for
environmental affairs of the
National Security Council, has
been nominated by President
Clinton to be assistant secretary
of state for oceans and
international environment and
scientific affairs at the U.S.
Department of State. Prior to
coming to the White House,
Sandalow was with the office of
the general counsel at the
Environmental Protection
Agency and in the private
practice of law. The assistant
secretary of state for oceans and
international environment and
scientific affairs directs, analyzes,
and evaluates issues associated
with scientific, technologcal,
and environmental issues and
advises the Secretary of State on
policy in these areas. Sandalow
is the son of Edson R.
Sunderland Professor of Law
Terrance Sandalow, a former
dean of the Law School.

n o t e s

Graduates named to
W e Best Lewyem in Ameripq
Graduates continue to Let us know of their own and others'
inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America 1999-2W.Mere
are the names of additional graduates whom Law Quadrangle
Notes has learned are included in the most went compilation:
Thomas H. Blaske, '76, of Blaske and Blaske, P.L.C., of Ann
Arbor and Battle Creek, Michigan. Blaske also recently was
selected Washtenaw Trial Lawyers Association Attorney of
the Year.

William J. Brennan has joined
Bissell Inc., of Grand Rapids,
Michigan, as vice president,
general counsel. He was
previously a partner in the law
firm Dykema Gossett EL.L.C.,
resident in the firm's Grand
Rapids office. He and his wife,
Susan VanZanten Brennan, have
three children.

Barry D. BougMon, '64, of Sinas, Dramis, Brake, Boughton
& Mclntyre, P.C., Lansing, Michigan.
Darryl R. Cochrane, '65, a business agent with Local Union 406
of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Grand Rapids.
Rober 2. Feldstein, '63, of counsel to Kemp, Klein, Umphrey
& Endelman and a solo practitioner of Robert Z. Feldstein, P.C.,
of Troy, Michigan, is included in the family law section.
C. Vernon Howard, '62, of Stroud, Willink & Howard, LLC,
Madison, Wisconsin.

Richard Z. Kabaker, '59, of Lee, Kilkelly, Paulson & Kabaker,
S.C., in Madison, Wisconsin.
Jesse 8. lehikawa, '80, of Michael, Best & Friedrick, Madison,
Wisconsin.
Also, seven graduates who are partners in the Detroit-based
Honigman Miller Schwartz and Cohn: Joel M r l m m , '67, in the
real estate Law department and CEO of the f rrn; David Foltyn, '80,
corporate law department; Stuart M. Lockman, '74, health care
law department; Cyril Moscow, '57, corporate law department;
Jowph M. Polfio, '75, chair of the environmental law department; Mark Shaevsky, '59, corporate law practice department;
and Michael 8. Shapim, '72, chair of the real estate tax appeals
department.
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Jodie King, vice president and
secretary of The Hearst
Corporation and secretary to the
two Hearst Foundations, has
been named a David Rockefeller
Fellow by the New York City
Partnership and the New York
Chamber of Commerce. "This
year's 12 David Rockefeller
Fellows are all senior executives,
nominated by their CEOs and
selected in a competitive
process, who are committed to
taking time away from their
desks to learn first-hand about
the challenges facing New York
City," said the announcement of
the selection. "Through a
program of discussions with top
city and business leaders, site
visits to city institutions and
neighborhoods, and seminars
and readings, the Fellows
explore one major issue each
month and learn how they and
their companies can be effective
corporate citizens in partnershp
with the public and non-profit
sectors."

Michael R. Lied has joined the
Peoria, Illinois, law firm Howard
& Howard Attorneys, PC.,
where he specializes in labor and
employment law and related
litigation and immigration'l a d '
He resides in Dunlap, Illinois,
with his wife, Cherlyn, and thyee
sons.

"5TH REUNION

i

The Class of 1984 reunion
will be November 5-7

David D. Knoll, LL.M., has
returned to private practice as a
barrister. He has joined "5
Wentworth Chambers" in
Sydriey,Australia. In Australia, as
in England, the profession is
divided into barristers and
solicitors. Barristers are specialist
advocates before the superior
courts. Knoll continues to
practice in the areas of antitrust
(trade practices), antidumping,
regulated industries, and general
commercial litigation.
David Koch has joined the law
firm Wiley, Rein & Fielding in
Washington, D.C., as a partner.
He previously was a partner with
Rudnick, Wolfe, Epstien &
Zeidman, also in Washington.
He specializes in franchising and
distribution.

1

1

C L A S S n o t e s

Daniel l? Schaack has left his
position as staff attorney for the
Arizona Court of Appeals and
returned to private practice with
the Phoenix, Arizona, law firm
Logan &z Geotas. He will
practice in general civil
litigation, with an emphasis in
cnil appeals.

Michael R. Shpiece 13 cofounder of the law firm Miller,
Shpiece & Andrews, PC. The
firm focuses on no-fault
insurance benefits, healthcare,
employee benefits, regulatory
matters, workers' compensation,
litigation, catastrophic personal
injury, freedom of information,
and corporate law. Shpiece has
an extensive background in
employee benefits, insurance,
and health law, and is an adjunct
professor at Wayne State
University Law School. He
previously was a partner at
Honigman Miller Schwartz &
Cohn, and for the past five years
was of counsel at Shapack,
McCullough &z Kanter.
1985
Emil Arca was selected for
inclusion in Euromoney's 1999
Guidc to tlzc World's Leading
Scailiti:ation LCI~yvcrs.He is a
partner in the New York City
office of Dewey Ballantine L.L.P

1988

Raymond Rundelli, a specialist
in intellectual property
protection and enforcement, has
become of counsel to Aarter Sr
Hadden LLP of Cleveland. Ohio.
1986
Thomas 0. Bean has been
elected partner in the litigation
department of the Boston law
firm Nutter, McClennen & Fish,
L.L.P He provides a wide range
of legal services related to
comples litigation, administrative
and regulatory law, and
bankruptcy. Bean previously
practiced bankruptcy law and
bankruptcy litigation with
Brown, Rudnick, Freed &
Gesmer, PC.
Donald J. Hutchinson was
named to the ad\isor>l board of
the Sixth Circuit Reviov, a twicemonthly publication that
provides late-breaking advisory
alerts on significant cases. A
principal in the Detroit office of
the law firm Miller. Canfield,
Paddock and Stone, PL.C., he
has an extensive bankruptcy
practice. He resides in Plymouth,
Michigan.
Howard Iwrey, a partner in the
law firm HoniLgmanMiller
Schwartz Sr Cohn, was
appointed to a one-year term as
\rice chairman of the State Bar of
Michigan's Antitrust. Trade
Regulation and Franchising
Section. He practices all aspects
of antitrust, franchising, trade
recgulation, and trade secrets law,
including litigation and
counseling. He resides in West
Bloom field, Michigan.

Kathryn A. Donohue, of
Philadelphia, Pennsyl17ania. has
been elected to partnership in
Pepper Hamilton L.L.l? She
concentrates on commercial and
intellectual property law, with a
focus on technology transfer.
David Ford has been named
senior associate of the labor and
employment practice group of
the law firm Whiteman
Osterman & Hanna, Albany,
New York. Prior to joining the
firm, he provided labor and
employment counsel to GE
Power Systems in Schenectady.
New York, and handled a variety
of employment issues for the
National Broadcasting Company.

The law firm Bricker & Eckler
L.L.P has elected Mark C.
Pomeroy as a partner. He is
chair of the firm's cyberlaw and
Year 2000 law practice groups,
practicing computer use and
network access law and helping
companies prepare for potential
Year 2000 problems.
Mary Jo Newborn Wiggins has
been appointed by United States
Supreme Court Justice William
H. Rehnquist to the United
States Judicial Conference
Advisory Committee on
Bankruptcy Rules. She is a
professor at the University of
San Diego School of Law.

Ronald Albert Jr. has been
elected to the Board of Directors
for Lawyers for Children of
America, a non-profit
organization that mobilizes legal
and other resources to provide
pro bono legal representation for
abused and neglected children. A
partner in the Miami, Florida,
office of Holland & Knight
L.L.P, Albert practices corporate
and securities law, including
mergers and acquisitions.
Gabriel J. Chin is the author of
the book Aprmntive Action and the
Colutitutiotz, published by Garland
Publishing in late 1998. Chin
edited and wrote introductions
for this three-volume anthology,
which reprints judicial decisions,
scholarly articles, and court
documents.

Brent C. T a g a r t h ~ been
s
named partner at the Columbus,
Ohio, law office of Vorys, Sater,
Seytnour and Pease L.L.P He
practices in the area of litigation,
including business and
commercial disputes,
emplo)ment law and civil rights,
employee benefits, products
liability, and toxic torts.

n o t e s
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The Class of 1989 reunion
will be November 5-7
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After five years with the
Immigration and Naturalization
Senlce, Lisa Batey left
Washington, D.C., in Apnl to
take a position with the
International Organization for
Migration in Vienna, Austria. In
this position, she combines her
immigration ek~erienceand her
knowledge of the Russian
language and legal system to
work on issues involving
migration policies and practices
in the former Soviet Union.

Sandra Miller Cotter has been
elected to membership in the
law firm Dykema Gossett
PL.L.C., in the Lansing,
Michigan, office. A member of
the government policy and
practice group, she concentrates
on insurance and environmental
regulation and legslation, public
policy litigation and legslation,
liquor licensing and regulation,
and general corporate work for
profit and non-profit corporations.
Frank Emmert, LL.M., has
become professor of European
and international law and dean
of the law school at Concordia
Internat~onalUruversity in
Eston~a.

Ann D. Fillingham has joined
the Lansing, hrl~chlgan,office of
the law firm Howard & Howard
Attorneys, PC. She specializes in
public finance and transactional
work for corporations and
financial institutions. She resides
in Holt, Michigan, with her
husband, Brian, and two
children, Erin and Jacob.
Albert E. FowerbaughJr., and
Damon N. Vocke ha~rebeen
elected partners in the law firm
Lord, Bissell & Brook, Chicago,
Illinois. They concentrate in
business litigation.
Nancy L. Little has been elected
to the Board of Directors and to
the office of \ice president for
the Lansing, Michigan-based latv
firm Fraser Trebilcock Davis &
Foster, PC. She is the first
woman to senre as vice president
in the firm's 116-year history
Little specializes in probate,
estate planning, estate and trust
administration, guardianships
and conservatorships. She
recently co-authored the book
Michigan Prohatc Litigation for the
Institute of Continuing Legal
Education, and is presently coauthoring another book entitled
P u t Administration in Michigan.

1990
Harold R. Burroughs has been
elected to partnership in the St.
Louls, Missoun, office of the law
firm Byan Cave L.L.P He is a
member of the bankruptcy
restructuring and creditors'
rights, corporate finance and
securities; lending and business
finance; and real estate
development, construction and
project finance client senice
LqoUpS.
Michael J . Roche has been
elected to partnershlp in the law
f~rmBaker & Hostetler, L.L.P,
Beverly H~lls,California. He
concentrates his practice in
general litigation.
Gail C. (Bent) Saracco has
become a partner at the law firm
Mayer, Brown & Platt, Chicago,
Illinois, where she practices
corporate and securities law.

Jill M. Wheaton has been
elected to membership in the
law firm Dykema Gossett
PL.L.C., in the Detroit office. A
member of the litigation practice
group, she concentrates on
products liability defense,
particularly cases involving
drugs and medical devlces. She
also represents clients in patent
and trademark disputes and
commercial litigation, including
secunties, antitrust, and contract
cases.

Colin J. Zick recently authored
two articles on healthcare issues,
"The Continuing Dilemma of
Compliance with Requests for
Health Information," Boston Bar
Journal (Maygune 1999) and
"Compensation for Telemedicine
Senices: Current Issues and
Future Prospects," 2 Journal of
Mcdicinc and Law 117 (Spnng
1998). Zick also continues to
practice In the litigation and
healthcare practice p u p s of
Foley, Hoag & Eliot, Boston,
Massachusetts.
1991
Sheila M. (Brennan) Conroy
and Kevin T. Conroy announce
the birth of their first child,
Meghan Conroy Mr. Conroy is a
partner with the law firm
Pattishall, McAuliffe, Newbury,
Hilliard & Geraldson, Chicago,
Illinois, where he concentrates
primarily on trademark,
copyright, and Internet law. Mrs.
Conroy specializes in labor and
employment law w t h the law
firm Franczek &JSullivan.
Steven E Ginsberg has been
elected to partnershlp in the
Chlcago, Illinois, office of the law
firm Katten Muchln & Zavls, in
the real estate department. John
R. McElyea also has been elected
to partnership, in the corporate
department at the Chlcago olTlce.

Julia A. Goatley and Kevin M .
Hinman have been elected to
membership in the law firm
Dykema Gossett l?L.L.C. Located
in the Lansing. Michigan, office,
Goatley is a member ol the
government policy and practice
group, concentrating on
insurance regulation, public
finance, liquor licensing and
legislative issues. Hinman is
located in the Bloomfield Hills
office and is a member of the
intellectual property practice
group. He concentrates on patent
and trademark prosecution and
licensing.
Jeffrey D. Shewchuk was
elected shareholder in the
intellectual property law firm
Kinney Sr Lange, PA.,
Minneapolis, Minnesota. He will
continue practicing primarily in
the areas of patent and
trademark prosecution and
patent litigation.

Todd A. Schafer has been
admitted as a member of the
Bloomfield Hllls, hlichigan, law
firm Dawda, Mann, h4ulcahy &
Sadler, PL.C. Formerly an
associate w t h the firm, he
concentl-ates h ~ practice
s
in the
areas of real estate and corporate
law.

Teresa Snider has been elected
to partnership ~n the Ianr firm
~ u t l e r ~, u b i n -Saltarelli
,
& Boyd.
Chicago, Illinois. She
concentrates her practice in the
arbitration and litigation of
reinsurance disputes.
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5TH REUNION
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The Class of 1994 reunion
G will be November 5-7 -

1995
Lorena Ortega has jo~nedthe
Orange Count): Califomla, office
as an associate
of Lyon hnhandllnq comples buslness
l ~ t ~ g a t ~matters
on
She was
pre\iously an associate at
Gartner &z Young specializing in
employnent discnmmat~on
l~tigation

Glenn Forbis h s been elected
as a member of the intellectual
property law iirm Rader,
Fishman &z Grauer, PL.L.C.,
Bloomfield Hills, hlichigan. He
1ir3spreviously an associate.
Forbis' practice focuses on
patent, copyright, trademark,
trade secret, and computer
litigation, including trial and
appellate practice. He resides in
Commerce Tonnship, h lichigan.

Marcy R. Matson has reloined
the law firm Fraser Trebilcock
Davis & Foster, PC., nrhich has
offices m hnsln,g and Detroit.
She \till be working primanly in
the areas of medic31 malpractice
and chi1 litigatior;, as well as the
firm's appellate primice.

1996
Cecile Tournaye. LL $1 , \\.as
appointed associate legal officer
at the International Cnmmal
Tnbunal for the former
Yugosla~iaat The Hague.
Netherlands. She 1s wvorking as a
law clerk for Judge Xlmiro
Rodn_guez (Portugal). a member
of the Tnal Chamber I In that
capaclty she is drafting
ludLgmentsconcerning war
cnmes committed in the former
\'ugosla\ia after 1091.

Michael Thomas authored the
article "Arrest~ng\Irithout a
\irarrant Potential Problems in
liisdemcanor Pomestlc \'iolence
Gses," I\-hich .~ppeat-edin the
u-tnter 1 W 1 Issue of the Arc\\#
h fc\~coBill.Joumil2 Thomas
present117 works in the
Albuquerque office of the New
hTeqio Public Defender
Department. and 11e p r e ~ ~ o u s l y
prosecuted domestlc ~lolence
cases In Sil\~erCity New Meslco

Nancy
1997 E. Vettorello of Ann
Arbor has joined the Ann Arbor
office of the Ian7 firm hliller.
Canfleld. Paddock and Stone,
PL.C. As an associate in the
healthcare department, she \\ill
be in~vohredin local and national
healthcare matters. She was
pre~iouslya law clerk for the
Hon. Bettj~B. Fletcher of the
Ninth Circuit, United States
Court of Appeals, in Seattle,
IVashington.
1998
John E. Benko has joined the
Detroit oflice of Butzel Long as
an assoslate practicln2 in the
areas of htigation, medla law,
and probate

Kevin B. Hirsch has lorned the
13\11firm \krcruysse hietz &
hlurra!; B ~ n g h ~Farms,
m
hllchlgan, as an associate. He
praitrces in the areas of labor
and emplo~mcntlitigation on
behalf of pnvate and public
sector emplo~rers.

Christopher R. Herter has
joined the Bloomfield Hills,
Michigan, office of ,he law firm
Howard & Howard Attorneys,
PC.,
where he practices in
business and transactional la\v
Several 1998 graduates have
joined Michigan offices of the
law finn Dykema Gossett as
associates:
Tiffany N. Daugherty joined the
firm's litigation practice group in
Detroit. and Claire S. Pouget has
joined the litigation practice
group in Ann Arbor. Their
praclices focus on commercial
and produc~liability litigation
and all other inajor areas of
litigation, including the defense
and prosecution of a broad range
of civil and criminal cases.
Ronald E. Hall Jr. joined the
corporate and finance practice
group in Detroit. His practice
centers on mergers and
acquisitions, corporate and
healthcare financing, and
securities law
James D. Oegema joined the
government policy and practice
group in Lansing, where his
practice focuses on govelnment
contracts and procurement,
lobbying, and public policy
representation.
Christopher S. Olson joined
the real estate practice group In
Detroit. His practice focuses on
li~igationand transactions
involving real estale.
Douglas S. Parker joined the
corporate and finance practice
group In Bloomfield Hills, where
he concentrates on mergers and
acquisitions, securities offerings,
and mutual funds.
Correction:
The slory about Visiting
Professor Gennady Danilenko
that appeared in 42.1Law
Quadral~gleAroLes 39 (spring
1999) failed to mention that
Danilenko is a professor of law
at Wayne State University Law
School. La\+>Quadrangle Notes
regrets the omission.
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Elmer L.Stephenson
S. Brooks Barron
John SMar
Joseph 6 . Alexander
Carney Matheson
Mentor A. Kraus
Burton Marks
Alvin G. Dahlem
Warren W Kennerly
Walter D. Herrick
Walter H. Allman
C. Gamtt Bunting
Royal E. Thompson
Nicholas M. Spoke
Granville 6. Vail
James H. Wiles
James M. French
Frederick H. Greiner
Gail H. Haddock
Rex B. Martin
George 0.
Nichols
Thomas G. Holcomb
James L. McCrystal
James A. Tolhuizen
Edwin C. Boos
Edwin F: Uhl
Walter R. James
Lome S. MacDonald
Thomas H. Green
Rchard G. Smith
Francis E. Lindsay
Joseph E. Stevens
Patrick J . Kinney
Anthony J. Knerly
William E. Guthner
Edwin R. Johnson
Arvid Frihagen
Kent E. McKee
Alan Murray Sinclair
David C. Nicholson
Peter A. Meilke
Bradley Harle Giles
Mark Quenlin Schmitt

April 20,1998
January 4,1999
July 12,1998
July 1,1998
June 15,1997
December 24,1997
December 12,1998
December 6,1997
December 23,1998
January 30,1999
May 10,1998
December 13,1998
December 2,1998
December 22,1998
February 27,1999
Apnl3, 1998
March 28,1999
August 20,1998
October 5,1997
December 21,1998
January 10,1999
February 1, 1999
May 2,1998
November 26,1998
November 8,1998
February 27,1998
Febmary 24,1999
June 24,1998
December 4,1998
December 19,1997
December 18,1998
July 24,1998
January 12,1999
January 19,1999
August 23,1997
November 20,1997
April 1,1998
April 5,1999
February 1,1999
April 23,1999
April 17,1998

A Statement
from the Dean

From Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '8 1:
As this issue of Lnw Quadrangle Notes
goes to press, the United States District
Court for the Eastern District of Michigan
is considering cross-motions for summary
judgment in Grutter v. Bollinger et al.
Should the Court deny the motions, a
bench trial will begin on August 30, 1999.
The lawsuit is a class action challenge to
the constitutionality of our admissions
process. It was brought by the Center for
Individual hghts (CIR), a Washington,
D.C., advocacy group. (CIR also brought a
separate lawsuit challengng undergraduate
admissions at the University of Michigan;
that suit will go to trial later this fall.)
The question of affirmative action in
university admissions is one of the most
widely debated public issues of our time,
an issue where people of good will are
found on both sides. Because of this
litigation, Michigan has, over the course of
the past year, assumed a prominent role in
the discussion. In this statement, I would
like to share with you my thinlung about
our policies.
First, I believe that the Constitution
permits us the discretion to use the
admissions process that we have in place. I
was a member of the 1992 committee that
drafted the current policy. I am confident
that our work satisfies the requirements of
the Fourteenth Amendment as set forth in
Regents of the University of Calffornia v.
Bakhe.
In Bakke, the California Supreme Court
enjoined the University of California from
considering an applicant's race in the
admissions process. The United States
Supreme Court reversed that judgment and
lifted the injunction. Part VC. of Justice
Powell's opinion, joined by a clear majority
of the Court, held that such an injunction
cannot be sustained against "a properly
devised admissions program involving the
competitive consideration of race and
ethnic orign."
Four other Justices joined Justice Powell
to reject the notion that the Constitution
requires a university to blind itself to the
role that race plays in American society At
Michigan, we gve race the careful,
appropriate consideration that the Court
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"It is important to recognize
that, within our admissions
policy, racial diversity is a
secondary interest,
subordinated to our primary
interest in admitting only
students who promise to be
excellent lawyers, who will
bring honor to the school and
the profession."

has authorized. We consider each applicant
as an individual. We look at indicators of
likely aptitude for law school, such as
grades, test scores, undergraduate
institution, difficulty of undergraduate
cuniculum, essays, and letters of
recommendation. We receive applications
from many more students qualified for
enrollment than we can admit. From
among the qualified applicants, we try to
select a class whose diversity has the
potential to enrich everyone's education.
Second, I believe that we have applied
the policy with sensitive, case-by-case
judgments, exactly as intended, gving
attention to race as an important but not
overriding consideration. Over the years,
the racial composition of our entering class
has varied. This past year, we had an
entering class of 34 1 students. The vast
majority of first-year students (263) were
Caucasian. Another 31 were Asian
American. And whereas the plaintiffs'
lawyers contend that thousands of
applicants were injured by our admissions
policies, in fact only 24 students in this

past year's entering class were African
American, 16 were Latino, and 7 were
Native American.
While a class that is almost 80 percent
Caucasian might not seem racially diverse,
the class would have been even less
heterogeneous if race had not been taken
into account. Mandatory colorblindness in
California and Texas resulted in an
enormous, highly publicized plunge in
minority enrollment at those states' most
competitive universities. Recently the New
York Times suggested that the first-year
drop was counteracted by a "jump" in
minority enrollment the following year.
The truth is, even after that "jump,"
undergraduate enrollment of
underrepresented minorities at U-C
Berkeley remained 44 percent below
what it had been two years earlier. And
Berkeley's Law School, Boalt Hall, included
only nine African Americans in this past
year's entering class.
Third, I believe that the considerations
that justified the 1992 policy remain
pertinent today Indeed, in the course of
preparing for the litigation, we assembled
an outstanding set of expert reports that
explore those considerations with great

care. I would be happy to send interested
graduates a copy of the reports, or they may
be reviewed on the World Wide Web, at
~vvw.umich.edu/-newsinfo/Admission
/Espert/toc.html.
I speak often about the lawsuit, and
even our most sympathetic supporters
sometimes wonder whether it is still
necessary to consider race in order to have
an integrated, racially diverse law school
community. The unfortunate fact is that, in
America at the end of the twentieth
century, race still matters. Housing remains
segregated, and opportunity, including the
22 years of educational opportunity that
prepare students for law school, remains
unequally distributed. While the gap in
academic preparation has narrowed over
time, it is nowhere near the point where
the most selective law schools can be well
integrated without trylng to be so.
Why does having an integrated
classroom matter? In America in 1999, race
remains a uniquely salient social force.
Americans of different races have different
experiences that predictably lead them to
bnng different insights to the study of legal
issues as diverse as property law, contract
law, criminal justice, social welfare policy,
civil rights law, voting rights law, and the
First Amendment. At the same time, racial
background does not preordain one's
views. When a class includes a critical mass
of minority students, they may express
themselves without feeling personally
responsible for defining and defending the
views of "their" race or culture. A diverse
student body allows all students to
appreciate better the complex social reality
that there are differences between races and
differences among races.
Students at the University of Michigan
Law School cultivate an essential
intellectual quality: the ability to
understand an issue from many
perspectives at the same time. They do so
through their interactions with the faculty
i~ndwith one another, inside the classroom
2nd outside it. Racial integration nourishes
[hose interactions in a vitally important
way

Each year, the Law School receives
many more applications from wellqualified students than we have room for
in the entering class. In the end, we are
required to turn away literally thousands of
applications from students of all races who
enroll at other law schools and become
successful attorneys. I appreciate the
genuine sense of disappointment that
Ms.Grutter and the many others who are
like her must feel in not being admitted to
our law school.
The ultimate measure of our success,
however, is not the large group of students
to whom we must deny admission, but the
small group whom we enroll. Every
member of that group is extraordinarily
talented. It is important to recognize that,
within our admissions policy, racial
diversity is a secondary interest,
subordinated to our primary interest in
admitting only students who promise to be
excellent lawyers, who will bring honor to
the school and the profession. We reject
the vast majority of applicants, minority as
well as majority Each student who is
admitted is highly talented and eagerly
sought after by other law schools.
The judgment we exercise in Law
School admissions is vindicated by the
achievements and contributions of
graduates of all races, after they leave Ann
Arbor. Michigan graduates have achieved
renown throughout society, as holders of
federal and state elective office, judges and
justices, senior business executives, and
partners in major law firms. A study just
completed by Professors David Chambers
and kchard Lempert, and Research
Scientist Terry Adams (see page 60)
confirms that these accomplishme~zts
extend to graduates of all races. Data from
that study corroborate that there is no
statistically significant difference by race in
bar passage rates, income, and satisfaction
with the profession.

I share the desire to imagne a world in
which an individual's race would have no
impact on his or her opportunities,
academic preparation, life experiences, or
institutional relationships. I believe,
however, that construing the Constitution
to prohibit a law school such as Michigan
from using its discretion to select its own
racially diverse classes in 1999 would
significantly undermine or reverse progress
towards such a world.
In defending this lawsuit, the University
of Michigan Law School will defend the
ability of law schools to make appropriate
use of racial diversity as one of many
factors in admissions. In doing so, we shall
defend our goal of providing our society
with lawyers who are fully equipped to
serve as reflective and completely educated
leaders.
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"How did I get here - I ponder that
relatively often. It certainly isn't n direction
I would have taken."
kchard E. Spatz, '50, is the chainnan
and chief esecutive officer of PresenTation
Technologes Inc. (PTI), based in Cranberry
Township near Pittsburgh. PTI specializes
in presening books and documents by
neutralizing the acids in paper that, left
untreated, will eventually make the paper
crumble into dust. For Spatz, heading the
company is his third career.
PTI is the result of Span's ability to
recognize a need as a business opportunity
and then develop a product to meet that
need. "My law education has been an asset
to my career even though I left the practice
of law many years ago," he says, referring to

ar
his first career as a lawyer.
taught to analyze facts differently You
,
out facts and choose from various options
-whether it is law or business, you
analyze things the same way"
The bulk of Spatz's second career was
spent at Koppers Company, now called
Koppers Industries Inc. He joined Koppers'
legal department in 1952; a few years later
he moved to the management team, and
eventually became the president of the
company's Forest Products Group, which
developed products to preserve lumber.
When product p w t h slowed in the '70s,
Spatz went searching for a new product to
boost sales.
At that same time, Spatz read an article
in the New Yorh Times addressing libraries'

.,

problems with books deteriorating.
Ironically, very old paper ages well, but the
mass-produced wood-pulp papers in use
since the mid-nineteenth century have an
acid additive to help ink adhere. Eventually.
after as little as 30 to 50 years, the acid
causes the paper to become brittle and
eventually to simply fall apart.
Spatz recognized that his division's
experience with wood preservation might
transfer to paper preservation. He assembled a team to pursue a solution - the
result of their efforts was patented in 1985
and is now known as the Bookkeeper
process. Koppers, however, chose not to
invest in a production plant to put the
1
process to use.
I

RONICALLY,

VERY OLD PAPER AGES

VELL, B U T T H E M A S S - P R O D U C E D
'JOOD-PULP P A P E R S I N U S E S I N C E
-HE MID-NINETEENTH CENTURY HAVE

, N AClD ADDITIVE TO H E L P I N K
\ D H E R E . EVENTUALLY,
L I T T L E AS 30 T O

50

A F T E R AS

YEARS,

T H E A C l D C A U S E S T H E PAPER T O
SECOME B R I T T L E A N D E V E N T U A L L Y
TO S I M P L Y F A L L APART.

continued on page 59

Clnistina Detchclncnd?, carcful!v checlts the
floxibilitv of a page. Ever? boolt in the lihl-aly is
being checked and its condition i-egistcrcd in
a database. Thcrc arc 300,OOO bool:s in nced of
treatnlcnt at tlze Lntv Library.

Tltis papel- is nlrcad?~so biittlc tl~atthe comer of
the page snaps q f f ~ v h e nit is tested.

"OUR

TREATMENT EXTENDS

T H E L I F E O F A B O O K T H R E E TO
F I V E TIMES T H E EXISTING L l F E
O F T H E B O O K I F I T WEREN'T
TREATED.

THE PROCESS C A N

B E REPEATED, B U T PAPER
DOESN'T

HAVE A N I N F I N I T E

L I F E , SO AT S O M E P O I N T I T
WON'T B E WORTH REPEATING
T H E PROCESS."

WHAT T H E

BOOKKEEPER
PROCESS DOES
I S GIVE L I B R A R I E S MORE T l M E

-TlME

TO D E C I D E W H A T TO

D O NEXT, OR FOR C O N T I N U E D
IMPROVEMENTS I N
PRESERVATION TECHNIQUES.

R~chardE . Spat:, '50

A temporary repair and a
cautionary tag remind researchers of
thefraglity ofthe books.

PUTTING BOOKKEEPER TO W O R K
~bacmtkewaysthr~ookkeeprpmassa~benpp~~~~~
too, set it aside.
'

asldng about the paper
Ipmcess. OTA staffers came to
for a demmtration and liked

saw. Spatz then gathered his team
eople he had known at Koppc~~
foundation for PTI.
began visiting libraries to
the Bookkeeper process, he
red that it needed the endorsement
of Congress (LC) before other
d consider using it. After more
two years of testing by an LC techzucal
PTI received the necessary validation
fhag with its first contract with the Library
T m hundred thousand books later, PTI
,&ss p w i n g client list that includes
d e r s i t y libraries throughout the United
States,as well as libraries and records
clikts in Europe and Asia. "In addition to
the LC, two of our biggest supporters to
date have been the University of Michigan,
an$the Law Library," Spatz says.
Margaret Leary, director of the Law
bbrary would like to see all of the Library3
ook~~~resenred
through thissystem. It is a
hunting project. She estimates there are
300,000 books in need of treatment with a
cost of $6 rnilhon to treat them all. The
foreign law collection numbers about
150,000 volumes with a treatment cost of
$3 d o n .
"Rightnow we have allocated $15-201000
a year, which allows us to send 750-1,000
books per year for treatment," Leary says.
:Our foreign-lawcollection is our top
b r i y at the present -it contains many
laceable books whch, if they do exist
other libraries, are at s d r risk. The
b i g n law collection is one of the most
$gnificant features that distinguishes our
school from all but Harvard, Yale,
!and Columbia."
Other solutions to this problem include
'niicrofilming,at a cost of about $80 per
book, or copying, which costs about the
same.Simple math shows that the
Bookkeeper process is much less expensive
-- at about $20 a book, which includes the
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Nancy Marshall is information Oficerfor
the Law School. Shejoined the Law School in
1998 and previowly h a done public relations
and plblic information writingfor a private
firm in Southfield, Michigan, a d the nonprofit
Hktorical Society of Michigan in Ann Arbor
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dc3aments.
Tlw; h is for treatmeat dbroIrs that b v e intact b d i n p so they cm be placed onto

ancLthrtall~~~thc~~ertoLa~u~~nccthebook;s~scaucd,th~whi
hold a total of eight bsob, is put into an upright cyliuder that is then repled. Four
cylindm comprise aae s y s ~ r mwit, a d thc c y W m are cfomtxted so that the
dispersion liquid aa be pumped b a t me q M e r to the next as each cylinder finishes
its process.

Three components make up the dispersion fluid:
magnesium oodk (MgO) particles, which bond with thc ~ W c t u r eof the papa and
act to neutralize the acid in the p a p
perfluomalkane, the liquid cam= that ~uwpom
the M e ,d imprtandy b not
o chanical that depletes the ozone layer
a dispersant that keeps the MgO partides horn c1umpw together and helps the
particles penetrate the paper.
Once the liquid is pumped into he Bnt q W e r d n i b w g o the book,the books
axe gently r n d up and down in the fluid u, &atthe MgO can penetrate rU of rhe
paper. This step lasts about M minuter. At the end of that time, tbe fluid is dnfaed fEMn
thc firucylhdcrinta thenatone,.vhlfhhrsbeenp~pdth rumway as t h e m so

t b c p m o a s i s m ~ ~ t e d i a t h i r m m n e r - p r o ~ ~ h & ~ t l & o f t hbur
e
cybtders. When the auid is dnincd from the Bnt h t w *n vacuum i s applied and the
b o d s are dried. The entin process takes abut t#ro hours per q b d t r go mrnplc&eC
I A secoad treatment method uses the same fmula, but is applied by moviag loass
papers in a horbntll!motion in &d cylinders. 'Zhis system ~ O W for
S ttlass~ m ~ a t
of archival documents and ovensize books.
.
. - .
I me tbitd matmei1t rne&wi3wing ume ebemi.q is applied by n t i o A s gmoe
spray rylitmm. Tbir option allows currnn rmrment 06 individual dwumcm, or btyk
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labor costs of packing and shipping along
with the treatment process -as well as
time effective. Even as you read this article,
books are deteriorating past the point
of treatment.
"Our treatment extends the life qf a book
three to five times the existing life of the
book if it weren't treated," Spatz says. "The
process can be repeated, but paper doesn't
have an infimte life, so at some point it
won't be worth repeating the process."
What the Bookkeeper process does is give
libraries more time -time to decide what
to do next, or for continued improvements
in preservation techniques.
Spatz says future plans for PTI include
more treatment facdities in various parts of
the country As its reputation grows, the
value of regional locations is obvious. Right
now PTI treats about 500 books a day Its
operation is active 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. According to Spatz, there is no
limit to how many books PTI can prock.
With thoughts of growth on his mind,
new products coming out for the consumer
market, and a desire to consta~tlyimprove
the process, even at age 73, Spatz has too
m+my plans and is enjoying himself too
much to think of reti$ng. And besides, he
says, "I'm kind of gab over books."
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The careers of

I

minority and
white graduates
of the University
of Michigan Law School,

Ithe more than 1,000 law students attending the University of

lichigan Law School in the spring of 1965, only one was African
lmerican. The Law School faculty, in response, decided to develop a
lrogram to attract more African American students. One element of
his program was the authorization of a deliberately race-conscious
rdmissions process. By the mid-1970s, at least 25 African American
rtudents were represented in each graduating class. By the late
1 9 7 0 ~Latino
~ and Native American students were included in the
rkogram as well. Over the nearly three decades between 1970 and
898, the admissions efforts and ooals have taken many forms, but,

I

all, about 800 African American, 350 Latino, 200 Asian American,

nd nearly 100 Native American students have graduated from the

aw School.

What has been the ex~erienceafter law
school of this large group of minority
lawyers?
Have they practiced law successfully?
Provided valuable senice to coimunitles?
Have their career paths been similar to or
different from those of their white
classmates? In tlze last few years, affirmative
action in higher education has faced
increasing legal scrutiny in part because of
doubts about the knds of graduates these
programs produce. A few years ago, tve and
some of our colleagues at Mlchigan started
asking whether we could learn the answers
to these questions about the careers of our
graduates. The Law School already
possessed considerable information about
our minority graduates - from the suiveys
tve have conducted each year for over
30 years of our alumni five and 15 years
after graduation. But, while the annual
sunrey asks many questions about careers
and career satisfaction, it is not mailed to
graduates less than five years or more than
15 years out of the Law School. And, svhile
the sui-vey has long asked a few questions
about discrimination based on race, it did
not ask other q~~estions
- for example,
about the race and eihnicity of clients
served - that svould permit us to ek~lore
other possible differences in the ex~eriences
of minol-ity and white graduates.
Thus, in the fall of 1996, the three of us
began d e s i p n g a sunrey of all of
Michigan's living African American, Asian
American, Latino, and Native American
graduates through 1996, togedier 1vitl-1a
stratified random sample of our white
graduates from 1970 through 1996. We
worked to devise a questionnaire that
explored many aspects of our graduates'
professional eqeriences, including matters
relating LO gender, race, and ehnicity It is
nomi nearly three years later. The sunrey has

"Law School Admission Test (LSAT)
scores and undergraduate grade
point averages (UGPA) . . . seem to
have no relationship to achievement
after law school, within the range
- of

1

admitted Our Law
School, whether achievement is

measured by earned income, career

I

satisfaction,orservice
contributions. For both our minority
and white alumni those numbers
that 'Ounted
much at the
admissions stage tell little if
anything about their later careers."

/

admissions program since the 1970s.
We have included all these alumni, even
though, in any gven case, the race of any
one of these graduates might or might not
have made a difference in whether she or
he was admitted. We refer to these groups
as "minority" alumni. We draw
compansons pnmanly w t h our whlte
a l u m . In later publicatons, we w111report
on our Asian Amencan alumni, the great
majonty of whom have graduated in the
1990s

I

been mailed, and all the questionnaires we
are going to receive have been returned.
Much of the data has been analyzed. T h s
article reports what we have found so far
and seeks to repay especially those alumni
whose cooperation made our findings
possible. Because of their participation, we
have been able to assemble more
information about the minority graduates
of one school than has ever previously been
assembled in the United States. We have
also assembled a great deal of information
about one school's white graduates as well.
For purposes of this article, we have
concentrated on our African American,
Latino, and Native American graduates,
the three groups whose race or ethnicity
has been consciously considered in the

" Readers unused to the notion of
"statistical significance" may be surprised in
loohng at some tables to find instances
where differences in means appear large but
are said to be "not statistically significant."
The means represented in the tables are
based on the sum of all the responses to a
question by the individuals in each group
(for example, their eamed incomes), and
there is often considerable variation in the
responses. Statistical significance is a
measure of the extent to which two
distlibutions (sets of data points, e.g., the
reported incomes for each minority group
respondent and each white respondent) are
likely to have been produced by random
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Wehavetwoprincipalandrelated
findings to report. The first is that our
African American, Latino, and Native
American alumni, though, on average,
admitted to the Law School w t h lower
numerical entry credentials than those of
whites, have fully entered the mainstream
of the American legal profession. As a
group, they earn large incomes, perform
pro bono work in generous amounts, and
feel satisfied with their careers. The initial
and current job choices of minorities and
whites differ somewhat, but across time the
achievements of the minority graduates are
quite similar and very few differences
between them are statistically significant."
Our second finding is related to the first.
It is that although Law School Admission
Test (LSAT) scores and undergraduate grade
point averages (UGPA), two factors that
figure prominently in admissions decisions,
do correlate strongly with law school
grades, they seem to have no relationship to
achievement after law school, within the
range of students admitted to our law
school, whether achievement is measured
by eamed income, career satisfaction, or
service contributions. For both our

sampling from a single u n d e r l p g larger
distribution. (The "P" values p e n in the
tables are a measure of the probability that a
given difference occurred at random.) This
probability, in turn, is a function of the
extent to which the two distributions
overlap each other and of the number of
cases in each distribution. (Imagine, for
example, two groups, A and B. Each group
has 100 members. Group P;s members all
earn between $9,000 and $11,000. All
group B's members except one also earn
between $9,000 and $11,000, but one of
group B's members earns $1 million. The
mean income of group A, letS say, is around
$10,000. The mean income of group B is

minority and white alumni those numbers
that counted so much at the admissions
stage tell little if anything about their later
careers.

METHODS
In the minter and spnng of 1998, we
malled a seven-page
- survey to 2,196 alumni
- 755 of whom were Afncan Amencan,
300 Latino, 60 Natlve Arnencan, 154 Aslan
IAmerican,and927white-who
graduated between 1970 and 1996 After
three maillngs and a telephone reminder,
we received responses from 51 4 percent of
the mlnonty alumni (approximately the
same for each of the three mlnonty groups)
and 61 9 percent of the whlte alumni
Response rates of minonty and white
alumni are closer m each succeeding
decade, and among graduates of the 1990s,
the difference in rates is not statistically
significant Even though the overall level of
response that we achieved was
commendable for a mall survey of busy
profess~onals,we were womed that there
might be important differences between the
iespondents and nonrespondents that
would compromise our findlngs We
examined this posslbllity using information
on both respondents and nonrespondents
that were contalned m Law School records
and developed in our own independent
search of lawyer directones like MarkndaleHubble Through these directones, we
located a current place of employment for
87 percent of our minonty graduates and
91 percent of our sample of white
graduates
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around $20,000, twce as much But the
d~ffei-ence
between groups A and B would '
not be statlstically slgn~ficantbecause nearly
all of b o ~ hgroups' members are in the same
range On the other hand, nearly all of
group As members earned between $9,000
and $11,000, and nearly all of group B's
members eamed between $19,000 and
;
$21,000, the means of Income m~ghtagain
be $10,000 and $20,000, but the difference
In incomes between the two groups would
be highly significant statlstically because ,
there is no, or almost no, overlap be~ween
the incomes of members of the two
1
groups )
1

'

1
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Extensive checking indicates that within
our minoiity and white samples, the
respondents and nonrespondents are veiy
much alike across the characteristics
important in the study and thus that our
findings are not substantially distorted by
biases in nonresponsc. We do think it likely
that a somewhat higher proportion of our
nonrespondents than respondents are not
currently practicing law (and thus not in
any readily available attorney directory) and
that we may have a somewhat lower
response rate from those least happy with
their Law School experiences, from those
least satisfied with their careers, and from
hose who have the most frantic schedules,
but we have little reason to believe that
these differences are significantly more
prevalent among our minority than among
our white nonrespondents. We do know
that the minority and white nonrespondents
include large numbers of almost certainly
high earning persons. For example, from
our own address lists and from lawyer
directories, we leanled that at least 167 oi
the minority persons we sought to survey
currently work in law firms of 50 or more
lawyers. Of this group of 167, 41 percent
were nonrespondents, nearly as high a rate
of nonresponse as in the minority sample
as a whole.

ACHIEVEMENTS
AFTER LAW SCHOOL
The experiences of our minority and
white graduates after law school have varied
depending on when they graduated from
[he Law School. The graduates of the 1970s
are not simply older and out of law school
longer. They also entered a profession that
was very different from the profession today
- one that included few women, few
minorities, and fewer large law firms. Thus,
in the discussion that follows, we generally
group our graduates by the decade in
which they graduated.
We do not, however, focus in this article
on the differences in the experiences of
women and men, but gender differences
hetween minority and white graduates need
to be mentioned. Women represent a larger
proportion of our minority graduates than
of our white graduates (38 percent of our
minority respondents are women, in
conirast wid1 27 percent of our white
respondents) and, of the differences that we

report between minority and white
graduates, some are attributable in part to
the fact that more of the minority
respondents are women. As a broad
generalization, minority graduates' career
experiences differ from whites' career
experiences in the same directions that
women's career experiences differ from
men's. Thus, for example, when we report
that more whites than minorities work in
private practice, the reason is due in part to
the fact that women, both minority and
white, are more likely to chose to work in
settings other than private practice and
there are simply more women among our
minorities than among our whites. In
greater part, however, gender and
race/ethnicity seem to operate
independently in explaining the situations
of our alumni and often neither is part of
the explanation. In other articles based on
this study, we will report at greater length
on the role of gender.

PASSAGE OF THE BAR
As Table 1 (page 64) reveals, across all
three decades, almost all minority alumni
who responded to our survey passed a bar
exam after graduation. Overall, 97.2
percent have been admitted to the bar of at
least one state, and many have been
admitted in two or more states. We do not
know how many, if any, of the 2.8 percent
who have not joined a bar (15 individuals
out of 552 responding minority graduates)
attempted to pass a bar examination and
failed and how many chose from the
begnning employment that did not require
bar membership. We do know that as a
group these 15 view their non-law careers
today with high satisfaction (somewhat
higher, in fact, than the respondents who
are bar members) and that two-thirds
reported on the survey that their legal
training is a "great value" to them in their
current employment. (For comparison, the
proportion of white graduates who have
ever been admitted to the practice or law is
98.7 percent, a higher figure, but the
difference between groups across the three
decades taken together is not statistically
significant.)

THE CAREERS OF THE GRADUATES
OF THE 1970s
Three hundred minority students
graduated from the University of Michigan
Law School during the 1970s. This group
of graduates took career paths very lfferent
from those of their white classmates. As
Table 1 reveals, the members of both
groups nearly all joined the bar, but while
the great majority of white graduates froin
this decade began their legal careers in a
firm, the great majority of minority
graduates did not. Far more of the minority
graduates began work in government or in
legal services or public interest work. The
world of practice our white and minority
graduates entered was largely but not
completely segregated by race. The great
majority of the minority graduates of the
1970s found an initial workplace in which
there was at least one other minority lawyer
(that may explain in part the attraction to
them of government agencies and very
small firms), but 60 percent of whtes took
jobs in settings in which there were no
minority lawyers at all.
To some extent, the pattern set by their
initial job settings has continued to the
present. At the time of our survey, the
graduates of the 1970s had been out of law
school between 18 and 27 years. Many
minority graduates from that decade have
never worked in private practice, and most
are not in private practice today As many
are in business and government (taken
together) as are in private practice. (See
Table 2, page 64.) About half of those in
government work for the federal
government. Those in government today
are often in positions of high responsibility
A remarkable 13 percent of all minority
graduates of the 1970s serve as judges or
public officials or government agency
managers (in comparison to 4 percent of all
white alumni). On the other hand, private
practice is also an appealing setting for the
minority graduates of the 1970s. More
work in private practice than in any other
single setting. Most of the minority lawyer
private practitioners are in solo practice or
in films of 10 or fewer lawyers, while white
lawyers are substantially more likely than
minority lawyers to work in mid- or largesized finns. Unsui-prisingly, those minorities
and whtes from the classes of the 1970s
who are in private finns are nearly all
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University of Michigan Law School
Bar Passage and First Job Settings

Minorip
N= 146

White
N=240

Ever admitted to the Bar
Judicial clerkship
I

First job (not counting clerkship)**
Private practice
Solo or firm of 10 or under

I

I
Firm of more than 50

Government

Business
Other

I

-

Differences are statisticallysignificant (p<.01).
* * Diierences in tendenciesto have first jobs in various settings are statistically significant in all three decades (p<:Ol).

Table 2
University of Michigan Law School
Current Job Settings as of 1997*
Classes of the
1970s
Minoriv

&I46

White
k246

Solo or firm of 10 or under
Firm of 11-50

For each decade, the dflerences m currentjob patternsare stabsticallyslgn~ficantwhen private practice Is br0~0noow into
three groups by firm size (pcOl)

I

partners, and those who are in
organizations other than private firms have
typically risen to positions of supervisory(or
managerial responsibility
For the graduates of each decade, we
have three sorts of measures of
achievements and service in adhtion to
what we know about their job status. These
are: their satisfaction with their work; their
income; and their unremunerated services
to others.
As to career satisfaction, the minority
graduates of the 1970s a n a generally
satisfied group, fully as satisfied as their
white classmates. (See Table 3, page 66.)
We asked all our respondents t~~indicate
their overall career satisfaction on a '/-point
scale. We report as "satisfied those who
answered our question with one of the
three hghest scores on the scale, eien
though a "3"on our sple probably signified
I
only "somewhat satisfied while a 1
indicates "extremely satisfied." As Table 3
reports, 79.2 percent of our minority
graduates from the 1979sreport satisfaction
with their careers.,(Across all three decades
of graduates, 14 percent of minorities and
11 percent of whites put themselves into
the hghest of the seven categories of career
satisfaction; 35 percent of minorities and 41
percent of whites put themselves in the
second highest; and 26 percent of
minorities and 28 percent of whites in the
third highest. Those who do not put
'themselves into one of these highest three
categories nearly all place themselves in one
of the next two, not in either of the bottom
.
two. Only five percent of minority
graduates and four percent of whte
graduates place themselves in the lowest
two categories, the categories we consider
to indicate serious dissatisfaction.)
We also asked the graduates about their
satisfaction with various aspects of theix
careers, including their satisfaction with
solving problems for clients, their income,
the intellectual challenge of their work, the
value of their work to society, their
relationshrp with coworkers, and the
balance between work and family Among
these aspects of work, the minority and
whte graduates of the 1970s express the
greatest satisfaction with their solving of
problems for clients and with the
intellectual challenge of their work and the
least satisfaction with the balance between
their family and their professional lives. The
only area of their careers in whch a
statistically significant difference appears in

the satisfactions of [he mli-ionties and
whites is w t h regard to the soclal value of
their work Our minonty graduates are
slgnifican~lymore likely LO report
satisfact~on7~1ththeir work's social value
AiIichlgan's minoilty giaduates from the
1970s eain very high incomes - a mean of
$141,800, a median of $101,500 (See
Table 4, page 66 ) To put these figures into
perspective, the median income of
Michigan's ininonty alumni who graduated
between 1970 and 1979 places hem in the
top 8 percent of total ho~iselzoldIncomes In
thc United States even ~f they had no other
l-iouseholdincome or non-job sources of
income Ii we add spousc's income and
non-job sources of income to respondent's
job mcome, minonty graduates from the
1970s had household incomes in 1996 in
the top 3 percenl of Amencan households
The incomes of white graduates, as a group,
are somewhat higher - a mean of
$177,700, a median of $135,000 - and
the difference m d i ~ t ~ b u t i oofn incomes is
statlstlcally significant,but by any standard
our minonty graduates from the 1970s are
extremely successful financially
The minonty and white graduates of the
1970s have also proxrlded a remarkably
high level of semce to others (See Table 5,
page 69 ) Nearly all report that they have
served as mentors to other lawyers Indeed,
on average, the minonty graduates have
served as mentors to eight attorneys over
their years since graduation The minolity
giaduates are also deeply involved in
community senrlce Over half senre now or
have recently seived on the governing
board of a nonprofit organlration A gieat
many serve on two or more such boards
Forty percent are also involved in some
inanner in electoral or nonelectoial issue
poll~lcsThe pnvate practitioners are also
deepl~~
involved in pro bono legal work,
contnbutlng an average of 132 hours of
law-related seimce dunng the year The
ABPS Model R ~ ~ l of
e sProfessional Conduct
urge lawyers to peifonn at least 50 hours of
plo boizo semce each year S~xty-fivepercent
of the minonty pilvate practitioners report
50 or more such houls As Table 5 reveals,
rninonty graduates pro~rldesomewhat more
servlce in each of these areas than the white
giaduates, though only the mlnonty
lawyers' higher partlcipatlon on nonplofit
hoards differs from that of lhelr white
Counteiparls at a statistically significant

THE CAREERS OF THE GRADUATES
OF THE 1980s

the most coinmon single setting for work.
About half of the minoiity graduates of the
1980s work in private practice, and of
those
in private practice about a third work
A great change in job opportunities and
in
firms
of more than 50 layyers. About the
job choices began to occur near the end of
same
proportion
of white graduates work in
the 1970s and continued throughout the
praclice,
but
n-iore of those who do
private
1980s. Large law finns in the United States
Somewhat
fewer of the
work
in
large
firms.
grew at a rapid rate. The gap in starting
minorities
than
whites
from
the
1980s
salaries between jobs in government and
working
in
firms
are
partners
as
of 1997,
legal services and jobs in private firms grew
but
the
primary
reason
for
this
lower
wider and wider. And the graduates of the
proportion appears to be that more of the
University of Michigan Law School, both
minority than white graduates of the 1980s
minority and white, found themselves in
began
work in their current fum recently
high demand from large finns. More white
and
more
of the minority than white
and minor it)^ graduates took initial jobs in
graduates
were
1988 and 1989 graduates
large firms, fewer took initial jobs in
who,
at
they
time
they answered our
government, barely any took jobs in legal
questionnaire,
were
just reaching the stage
senices and publlc interest settings, and die
when
promotion
commonly
occurs.
differencesbetween the initial career
Table
3
reveals
the
career
satisfaction of
choices of white and minority graduates
the classes of the 1980s. Again, we see that
greatly diminished. (See Table 1.)
the great majority of minority graduates are
The changes between decades were
satisfied with their careers. The differences
particularly striking for the minority
here
that seem most strilung are not
alumni. In the 19705, only a third of
between
minorities and whites - there are
minonty graduates took initial jobs in
no
significant
differences in this respect private practice (after any judicial
but
between
graduates
of whatever race in
clerkship). In the 1980s, nearly threeprivate
practice
and
graduates
in other
quarters took an initial job in private
settings. Those who work in private
practice. And whereas during the 19705,
practice are significantly less satisfied with
the minority graduates who took jobs in
their careers, a pattern that y e have been
firms ovenvhelmingly found work in small
observing
for several years now in the
and mid-sized firms, duiing the 1980s over
responses
to our annual Alumni Survey As
60 percent of those talung firm jobs began
was
the
case
with the 1970s graduates, the
in firms of more than 50 lawyers. This was
only
aspect
of
career satisfaction for which
an enormous shift. The one pattern that
there is a significant difference between
remained much the same was that, whle
white and minority lawyers of the 1980s is
the proportions of minority and white
that minoiity lavq~ersare more likely than
graduates taking initial jobs in government
whites to be satisfied with the value of their
declined sharply, minorities were still
work to society
considerably more likely than whites to
Like their predecessors of the 19705, the
take an initial position in government.
graduates
of the 1980s earn high incomes.
In 1997, when the minority and white
(See
Table
4.) Minority lawyers earn an
graduates of the 1980s had been out of law
average
of
$104,500 and a median of
school for between eight and 17 years,
$85,000. Their average household incomes,
many fewer of the members of these classes
despite their relative youth, are in the top
were still working in private practice. (See
7 percent of all American households. The
Table 2.) About 40 percent of both whites
incomes
of whte graduates are, on average,
and minorities u7ho had begun in privale
somewhat
higher - a mean of $127,700, a
practice had left to work in business or, to a
median
of
$110,000. This difference is in
lesser extent, in government. The net effect
large
part
due
to h e high incomes of those
of initial choices and shfts has been that
firnls. As Table 2 reports.
who
work
in
large
the minority lawyers not in private practice
remain substantially inore lilzely than u~hite a higher proportion or the white graduates
graduates to work in goveinment, while the than minority graduates work in large
firms.
while lamyers not in piivate practice are
inore lilzely to work in business. Still, for
both groups, prisiate practice remains by far

As Table 5 shows, both minority and
white attorneys have typically served as
mentors to several less experienced lawyers.
They also perform a great deal of
unremunerated community service - .
mentoring younger attorneys, serving on
boards, working on political campaigns and
performing pn, bono work. The minority
graduates perform somewhat more of this
community work than the white graduates,
?jut the ddferences are not statistically
significant.

Table 3
University of Michigan Law School
Career Satisfaction in 1997'
(Proporlion placing ulemselw in top 3 of 7 cdegories)
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THE C8OF THE CRAWlRLS
.-OF 1880 THROUGH 1886

Firm of more than 50

I

1; the early p r s of the 19905, more ''d

Government
Bus~ness
All respondents
In wmpansons ol pan of nunow and whites in any work setbng m any decade, none of the differences a statrsbcallyslgnilicant

Table 4
University of Michigan Law School
Mean Earned Income in 1996*

minority and white students than ever \ '
before took judicial clerkshps, and, as \$.
the 1980s;whether they had a clerkship or
not, nearly all passed a bar and most began
work in a private firm.In the country in
general at this point, many of the largest
firms were hiring fewer neFhwyers than
they had in the late 1986s.As Table 1
reveals, however, Michiganh graduates, both
minority and whte, continued to enter
large firms in very large numbers. As in the
earlier decades, of those who did not enter
firms, far more of the minority graduates
than whites chose to start their careers in
government.
q t the time of our survey. only one to
seven years after they,graduated,most of
our graduates who began work in a large
law firm are no longer w o r h g at that firm
-65 percent of minority graduates and 53
percent of white graduates have left their
initial position. As Table 2 reveals, however,
large numbers of recent minority and white
graduates continue to work in large finns.
Many have simply moved from one large i
firm to another. About 10 percent of both
minorities and whites in private practice
have already become partners in their firms,
mostly in firms of small and mid-size. Of
those in nonfinn settings, a greater proporhon of both wlute and minority
graduates work in business and in
government than worked initially in these
settings and about 15 percent af minority
graduates and no whte graduates report
themselves workmg as supervising or
rnanagrng attorneys.
A s with the graduates of prior decades,
the great majority of the graduates of the
1990s report overall satisfaction with heir
careers, and again somewhat (but not
:-~:;;~j!$'~~;,:.
:-.,.,d;Al, - - . L-:..L(:;;.;<;
.':,;:-+J<,T
- ' <Ti

I
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' The differences between the earned incomes of all minonty and all white respondentsfrom the 1970s and again from the 1980s
are mistidly significant (pc05). None of the other pain of incomes differ significantly. In most cases where diierences seem
large (e.g., the incomes of minonty and white graduates of the 1990s in small firms or in business), the numbers of individuals
are small and the variabons in individual incomes are quite wide. See note on page 62.
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significantly) fewer minorities than whites
report such satisfaction. (See Table 3.) Once
more, both white and minority lawyers
working in mid-sized and large firms are
substantially less satisfied than those
working in other settings. When we look at
the components of satisfaction, the only
area of satisfaction in which there is a

"For the most recent graduates
surveyed (the classes of 1990 to
1996), the average debt on
graduation for the minority
graduates was $57,200 and for
white graduates $34,600 . . . .
By the graduating classes of 1995
and 1996, half the minority
graduates left law school with
debts of at ieast $70,000."
difference between minorities and whites is
wth regard to satisfaction with coworkers,
where whites are significantly more likely
than minorities to express high satisfaction.
(Minority attorneys are not dissatisfied with
their co-worker relationships; for reasons
we do not yet understand, the white
graduates of the 1990s are simply
extraordinarily satisfied with these
relationships in comparison to white and
minority graduates of prior decades. Ninety
percent of them express satisfaction with
their coworlter relationship in comparison
to 76 percent of the minority graduates.)
Most of these recent graduates are
probably earning more than their parents'
wildest expectations. (See Table 4.) For
50th white and minority graduates the
median income is $65,000, and the average
around $68,000, placing them shortly out
of law school in the top 15 percent of
earned lncomes for all American
households. At the same time, the graduates
of the 1990s are saddled with much higher
educational debts than were the graduates
of earlier decades - about twice the
average debt of the graduates of the 1980s
2nd about six or seven times the average
debt of the graduates of the 1970s. In all

three decades, the mean educational debts
of minority graduates have been much
higher than the debts of white graduates.
For the most recent graduates surveyed (the
classes of 1990 to 1996), the average debt
on graduation for the minority graduates
was $57,200 and for white graduates
$34,600. As time passes, debts continue to
become more and more onerous in absolute
dollars and in relation to initial year
earnings. By the graduating classes of 1995
and 1996, half the minority graduates left
law school with debts of at least $70,000.
Thus, for many graduates of the 1990s,
particularly for the mlnority graduates,
paying off their law school loans with aftertax dollars has probably cut into the high
standard of living that their earnings permit
them.
Unremunerated contributions are also
substantial among the graduates of the
1990s. (See Table 5). Many, even in their
first years out of law school, have served on
the boards of nonprofit organizations and
most have already served as mentors for
other attorneys. The amount of pro bono
work performed by those in private practlce
is particularly noteworthy, with minority
graduates in private practice performing an
average of 90 hours in the preceding year
and whites performing an average of 59.
The difference is statistically significant but
both groups report much higher
participation in pro bono work than is the
case with lawyers in the United States in
general.

MINORIN LAW TEACHERS
ACROSS THREE DECADES
Insufficient numbers of our graduates
teach law for us to report on them
separately by decade, but they are a group
that, taken together across the decades,
deserve discussion. Roughly 6 percent of
the minority graduates of the classes
between 1970 and 1996 work today in the
field of education. Most of this group - 25
minority graduates in all - are teachers of
law. Since our survey focused primarily on
those who practice law in some setting, we
did not learn much about the professional
life of law teachers - what or where they
taught, for example. But the numbers are
important. Michgan is among the 10 law
schools that provide the largest numbers of

law teachers for American law schools. At
the begnning of the 1970s, there were
almost no African American, Latino, or
Native American law teachers at
predominantly white law schools in the
United States. Together with the minority
graduates of the other teacher-producing
schools, Michigan's minority graduates have
played an important role in bringng
minority group members onto the faculties
of law schools in the United States. White
alumni are similar to minority alumni in the
frequency with which they choose careers
in education and about the same
proportion of those who choose careers in
this sector enter law teachng.

Up to this point in this article, we have
grouped our African American, Latino, and
Native American graduates together as our
"minority alumni." What differences are
there, if any, among these three groups with
regard to the aspects of their careers that we
have been reporting? Some, but very few.
Within each decade, we have such limited
numbers of Native American respondents
that almost no differences between them
and the other two minority groups have
statistical significance. (The one exception is
that the 14 Native American graduates of
the 1980s are more satisfied with their
careers overall than the 170 African
American and Latino respondents from the
same decade, a pattern that does not
continue for the graduates of the 1990s.)
The numbers of Latino and Ahcan
American graduates in our sample are large
enough to look for significant differences,
but the differences between them are in fact
quite small. African American and Latino
graduates have made somewhat different
initial career choices. During the 1970s and
1980s, many more African Americans than
Latinos took a first job in government (25
percent of African American graduates of
those two decades, 7 percent of Latino
graduates), but during the 1990s, the
pattern was reversed (12 percent of African
Americans took a first job in government,
25 percent of Latinos). For none of the

decades are there substantial differences
between African American and Latino
respondents in their current work settings,
in their current earned incomes, or in their
overall career satisfaction. Nor are there
significant differences in the amount of
pro bono work they perform or in their
sen.ice on nonprofit boards. Thus, what we
display in the tables as the achevements of
"minority graduates" is close to the
achievements of African American and
Latino graduates separatel~r.

our survey include a somewhat higher
proportion of persons who are not satisfied
with their careers, it may well be that the
actual proportion of dissatisfied persons
among our graduates from these classes is
higher, with somewhat more minorities
than whltes among the dissatisfied. Still,
comparing our findings with studies of
satisfaction in the bar in the country as a
whole, Michigan's graduates, minority and
white, are much more satisfied in general
than most other American attorneys report
themselves to be.

1 SUMMARY OF THE DECADES
The minority graduates of the 1970s
entered a world of practice in whch there
were few other minority lawyers and law
firmswere highly segregated by race. Most,
regardless of their initial setting of work,
have gone on to highly successful careers.
The minority graduates of the next two
decades found work in finns of all sizes, in
government, in business, and in t e a c h g ,
and have also become part of the main
currents of the American legal profession.
Across all three decades, Michigan's
minority graduates have gravitated toward
work in government to a greater extent
than their white classmates. Over 40
percent of the minority graduates have
worked in government at some point since
law school, and many from the 1970s and
1980s are now judges, elected officials, or
agency managers or officials. Half of those
now worlung in government work for the
federal government.
Across all settings of work, the minority
lawyers are generally satisfied with their
careers. As a group, they earn lots of money
They contribute to the public good by
mentoring younger lawyers, by serving on
nonprofit boards, by doing elective and
nonelective political work, and by
contributing their legal services on a
pro bono basis. Of course some minority
graduates are not satisfied with their
careers, earn far less than the average
among our graduates, and make few
contributions to the community That is
true also with our white graduates. As we
pointed out above, 5 percent of our
minority respondents and 4 percent of our
white respondents reported themselves in
the lowest two of seven categories on our
scale of overall career satisfaction. Since it is
also probable that the nonres~ondentsto
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OF CLIENTS
A very high proportion of the clients of
our minority and white graduates in private
practice are whte, in large part, we assume,
because white people make up the majority
of Americans and white people and the
organizations they run are, in general, more
able than minorities to afford attorneys. At
the same time, our alumni, regardless of
race, disproportionately serve clients.of
their own race. A higher proportion of the
clients of our African American graduates
are African American than is the case for
our whte or Latino graduates, and a higher
proportion of the clients of our Latino
lawyers are Latino than is the case for our
African American or whte graduates. This
pattern holds both for our graduates'
individual clients and for their contacts
with organizational clients, such as
corporations. (See Table 6, page 69). There
is also a strong correlation for lawyers of
each ethnic group between the proportion
of same-race attorneys with whom they
practice in the same firm and the
proportion of their clients and their
organizational contacts who are also of that
race: for example, African American lawyers
working in largely African American firms
serve more African American clients than
do African American lawyers in firms that
are predominantly white.
From one point of view, this
distribution of client services among private
practitioners can be regarded as a part of
the success of Michigan's program of
training more minority lawyers. A school

such as Michigan wants its graduates, taken
as a group, to serve well all segments of the
public, and our program has surely
increased the numbers of our graduates
providing services to African American and
Latino individuals and businesses. (Our
African American and Latino graduates of
the 1970s and 1980s also provide more
services than whites to low and middle
income mdividuals.) From another point of
view, the implications of the race-linked
pattern of clients are more ambiguous, a
sign of the persistent salience of race in
American society However the pattern of
services is viewed, it is a reflection that in
our culture, as in nearly all others, people
seek out people whom they perceive as like
themselves. Clients seek lawyers with
whom they expect to be comfortable.
Lawyers seek out as colleagues and as
clients people to whom they have access
and with whom they, too, expect to be
comfortable.

AV~RIBUTABLETO A~F~RMATIUE
ACTION AFTER GRADUATION?

At the same time that the University of
Michgan Law School was making efforts to
bring more minority lawyers into the Law
School, other institutions in American life
- first, government agencies, then firms
and corporations - were begnning to
make the same sorts of efforts. To what
extent is the success of Michigan's minority
lawyers after graduation due to the
affirmative action of others rather than to
hiring, promotion, and compensation
standards that disregard race entirely?
We are limited in our ability to answer
this question. We did not survey the
employers who hired our graduates. Nor
did we ask our minority or our white
graduates whether their ethnicity played a
role in the jobs they were offered either
immediately after law school or later. Had
we asked, we do not think that most
respondents would have known. We also
believe that there are subtle issues here that
a few survey questions would not have
illuminated. As previously all-white
institutions throughout society committed
themselves to racial integration, they
understandably viewed the social value of a
diverse work force as an appropriate
component in assessing how well their

work force as a whole would perform.
We do not believe, however, that over the
c o d e of any given employee\; career
many employers would permit such
considerations standing alone to make
up for sipficant deficiencies in job
Still, for whatever relevance it is seen as
having, our data do contain some clues
about the degree to which employers might
have been taking race favorably into
account in making hiring and retention
decisions. Large law firms, for example,
generally attach significant weight to law
scnool grades when malung initial decisions
about hring law students. In each of the
three decades, our minority graduates hired
by large f i n have had, in general,
significantly lower law school grades than
their white classmates hired by the firms of
the same size. This is a strong sign that, in
general, large firms have assigned positive
weight to increasing the racial diversity of
their staffs. One cannot, however, conclude
from these data that firms hiring minority
graduates were hiring less qualified persons
than they would have if they had not taken
race into account.
Throughout the period we studied, a
high proportion of the permanent job offers
firms extended were to students whose
abilities the firms knew first hand because
the firms had observed them as summer
clerks. This has been especially true in the
1990s. When firms offered long-term jobs
to students, they almost certainly believed,
based on actual observation, that he or she
showed promise of performing well.
In an effort to learn whether or not this
confidence on the part of firms was well
placed, we asked our respondents how
many years they worked at their first jobs
(not includingjudicial clerkships) in the
belief that less able people would be asked
or encouraged to leave. At the time of our
survey, most graduates of the 1990s had not
been out of law school long enough for
meaningful assessment, but the graduates of
the 1980s are a good group to examine.
The many minority graduates from the
1980s who took a first job in a firm of 50
or more lawyers spent an average of 4.2
years at that firm. By comparison, the whte
graduates in our sample who took a job in
a large firm spent an average of 4.7 years at
the firm. Seventeen percent of minority
alumni and 21 percent of whte alumni

University of Michigan Law School
Unremunerated Contributions as of 1997

for private practitioners (mean)

"

Differences are statistically significant (pc.05).
Differences are statistically significant (pcOl).

Table 6
University of Michigan Law School
Classes of 1970-1996
Proportion of Clients/Contacts Who are of Various RaciallEthnic Groups
Individual Clients
(of private piactitionenwho spend at least

20 percent of their time serving mndividuals)

Hack Cliank'

Latlno Clknts*

M i t e Clients*

11%

P996

53%

Black Graduates
Latino Graduates
White Graduates

5%

Organizational Contact Persons
(of private piactitionenwho spend at least
20 percent d their time serving organ~zations)

Black Graduates
Latino Graduates
White Graduates
Statistically significant (p<.01).

I a l Contaclc'

Lailno Contacts*

Whlte Contacts*

spent 7 or more years at their first large
firmjob. These dfferences are slight and
not statistically si,pificant. (There are, of
course, many reasons other than lack of
capacity to e,uplain why an associate would
leave a firm after a few years. In inalung this
comparison, we have assumed that the
dissatisfactions that might lead minority
graduates to leave after a few years are
essentially the same as those that might lead
white graduates to do so. In fact there are
reasons, as David Wilkns of Harvard has
ably explored, why a minority person who
is a s competent as h s or her whte
colleagues might be generally less happy in
work settings that, like nearly all large
firms, are predominantly white.)
A quite different place to look for
whether success is due to affirmative action
is among experienced lawyers who are on
their own or in small firms, a group
unlikely to benefit significantly in their
current practice by affirmative action.
Income is a common, even if contested,
measure of ability As Table 4 reported, the
minority lawyers we surveyed from the
1970s who are in solo practice or in small
firms had average incomes in 1996 of
$154,400. Their median income was
$95,000. The minority graduates of the
1980s in solo practice and in small firms
averaged $78,500, with a medan of
$76,000. (Whte graduates from the 1970s
in solo practice and small firms average
somewhat less than their minority
classmates; white graduates from the 1980s
average somewhat more.) To be sure, all
lawyers are hired from time to time for
reasons other than their abilities or their
reputations for ability - they are golf
buddies of the client or are married to a
client's cousin. But, on average, one would
expect that most clients with a legal
problem look for someone with a
reputation for competence and that most
lawyers who do not develop such a
reputation will eventually pay a heavy
financial price. From any economist's
perspective, these solo and small firm
minority practitioners have demonstrated
their competence in the marketplace.
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PREDICTING SUCCESS
IN PRACTICE FROM ENTRY
CREDENTIALS
Nearly all law schools, including
Michigan, rely heavily on applicants' scores
on the Law School Admission Test (LSAT)
and on the applicant's undergraduate grade
point average (UGPA) in m a h g decisions
about admissions. We examined the
relationship between these two figures and
the grades the graduates earned during law
school as well as the relationship between
these figures and achievement after law
school. Do h g h LSATs and UGPAs actually
predict better performance in law school?
Do they correspond with more achievement
after law school?
What we find is that there is a strong,
statistically significant relationship between
EAT and UGPA, on the one hand, and
grades at the end of three years of law
school on the other, but no significant
relationshp between the LSAT or UGPA
with regard to what matters much more the achievement of students after
graduation.
The University of Michigan Law School
receives far more applications for admission
than it has places to fill, nearly always at
least 10 times as many applicants as there
are positions. In deciding whom to admit,
Michigan, like all other highly selective law
schools, considers such hard-to-quantify
indicators of ability as applicant essays and
letters of recommendation, but it also pays
considerable attention to LSAT scores and
the UGPA. Critics of minority admissions
programs typically point to disparities
between minorities and whites in these
quantifiable indicators and not to disparities
m other indicators of ability to support their
claims that race-conscious admissions
programs admit people who are less
competent academically, less able to benefit
from their education, and less likely to
succeed after school than rejected white
applicants.
The flaw in this argument in the Law
School context is that the usefulness of
EAT scores and the UGPA as law school
selection devices has been demonstrated
solely with respect to first-year law school
grades, rarely examined wit11 regard to
grades over the full three years of law
school, and never, before this study,
examined for their relationshp to
achievement in the practice of law.

In order to measule the relatlonsllip
between the LSAT and UGPA and
performance d ~ ~ n and
n g after law school,
we combined each graduate's LSAT and
UGPA by ranking the respondents
according to their LSAT scores and thelr
UGPAs and adding thelr percentile rankings
on these LWO dimensions, yleldlng an Index
w t h the potential range of 0 LO 200 We
refer to this measure as the "index," even
though it is not the actual index that [he
1
University of Mlchigan Law School has
used m the application process (The Law
School has computed an index based on
LSAT and UGPA to predict Law School
1
grades for applicants It has been
constructed in different ways over tlme, and I
some of the formulae for earller years are no
longer in the Law School files ) We also
,
constructed three Indexes of post-LawSchool achievement an Index of satisfaytion
that combines overall satisfaction w t h the
vanous components of satisfaction, a
measure of lncome that uses log of lncome
I
to reduce the effects of a few very high
lncome responden~s,and an index of
I
community semce that combines
mentonng, pro bono work, and involvement
on nonprofi~boards All three ind~ceswere
created before looklng at their relationship
to the admissions lndex or to law school
grades
The comblned LSAT and UGPA
adrmsslons index does a good job of
pred~ctingfinal law school grade polnt
averages Students w t h high indexes tend
to earn higher grades than students w t h
lower Indexes For all students, considering
eacl~decade separately, the correlations
range from 62 to 66, whlch means that
between 38 and 43 percent of the vanance
in Law School grades can be explained by
the admissions index alone (For minorities
considered separately, the correlation ranges
between 48 and 58, foi whites separately,
the relationils somewhat weaker but still
substantial j
I
Given this strong relatlonshlp between
Law School admissions cntena and graded
Law School performance, one mlght expect
that these quantifiable admisnons cntena
would also positively correlate to success in
practice Our examination, however, reveals
no such relationsl~lpFor no decade's
graduates IS there a statistically signif~cant
relationship between the admissions index
and ei~herthe log of lncome or our index oi ,
careei satlsfac~lonThose w t h
I

i

I

comparatively low admissions indexes earn
;IS much on average as those with high
lndexes and are as satisfied with their
careers. There is a significant correlation,
however, between the admissions index and
our index of service: in all decades those
with higher admissions index scores tend to
contribute less unremunerated senice to
society, as measured by our service index,
than those with lower indices, and this
negative relationship is statistically
significant among graduates in the 1970-79
and 1990-96 cohorts. Why there is this
mildly negative relationship between the
admissions index and community sen.ice is
unclear. It may possibly be due to the fact
that Michigan seeks to recruit students who
subscribe to the legal professionk
aspirational norms of service and so admits
applicants who appear committed to
serving others on somewhat weaker
numerical records than they require of
those who seem less interested in service.
One can easily overinterpret our
findings about the absence of a positive
relationship between numerical admissions
credentials and later achievement. It might
be tempting to conclude that the skills that
predict~law~school
grades don't matter in
practice - or to conclude that our
graduates would do as well in practice if we
admitted all applicants without regard to
their undergraduate grades and LSAT
scores. Neither of these interpretations
correctly understands our data. In the first
place, our measures of achievement after
law school - satisfaction, income,
unremunerated service - do not measure
the full range of competence of a good
lawyer. For neither our white nor our
minority graduates did we conduct a survey
of clients to determine how well the clients
believe they have been served. Nor, of
course, did we ourselves observe our
graduates at work or review the products of
their work. It is possible that, had we done
so, we would have reached some
conclusions about their skills that would in
turn have correlated with the numerical
admissions credentials. Second, and more
fundamentally,ours is a study only of the
students whom the University of Michigan
LWSchool Admissions Office actually
chose to admit. The Michigan students who
are admitted, minority and white, fall
wthin a narrow band of skills and
performance, a band of high achievement.
\I1 that we have found is that, within that
1 '.and, the skills measured by the EAT

and UGPA do not predict differences in
career achievements when those skills are
considered as part of an admissions
process that also considers letters of
recommendation, nongraded
accomplishments, and other indicators or
ability and achievement. One cannot
extrapolate from that conclusion to the
conclusion that any randomly chosen group
of applicants, including persons with very
low LSAT scores or undergraduate grades,
would have done as well as the applicants
that Michigan admitted.

CONCLUSION
The University of Michigan Law School
considers race in admissions in order to
achieve a diverse student body for
educational purposes. We believe that
diversity is important to the learning
experience. A question on our survey that
we have not discussed earlier indicates that
most minority graduates and many white
graduates, including about half the School's

white graduates from the 199% believe
that the ethnic diversity they found at
Michigan added a great deal to their
classroom experience. Most of us who teach
in the classrooms of the University of
Michigan Law School have had the same
experience.
What this survey has demonstrated is
that in addition to the values that the ethnic
diversity of our students have contributed
to the Law School environment, our
minority graduates, like our white
graduates, have gone on to make significant
achievements in the profession after law
school. They have fine jobs and they do
good works. They earn a lot and they
contribute a lot. Thus, we have found a
clear answer to one of the central questions
that orignally motivated our research: the
University of Michigan Law School's
admissions program has brought into the
profession large numbers of minority
lawyers who have become financially
successful, happy with their careers, and
generous with their time through
community service.
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Haw do legal, regulatory, and organizational systems affect the
emergence and development of corporate extortion?The
question arises whether the extortionist is a potential plaintiff
seeking settlement, a labor union threatening t o strike, o r the
lucky finder of the mouse-in-the-soda-bottle of urban legend. In
each case, including those in which extortion may be lawful and
even desirable, the extortionist's threat and the corporation's
response depend on the institutional context in which the
extortion takes place.

In the Japanese system, corporate extortion by sokaiya gangstep
racketeers appears t o be widespread. Although sokaiya (literally,
"general meeting operators") take several forms, a sokaiya
typically is defined as a nominal shareholder who either attempts
to extort money from a company by threatening t o disrupt i t s
annual shareholders' meeting or works for a company t o suppress
opposition at the meeting. Surprisingly, Japanese executives pay
sokaiya despite the fact that payment can result in civil and
criminal liability not only for sokaiya, but for the executive as well.

Recent scandals in\~olvingsome o[
Japan's largesl and no st prestigious
financial institutions have ~ h m s sokaiya
t
into international headlines and vividly
illustrate some of the problems of the
Japanese andlor Asian economic systems. In
spiing 1997, prosecutors revealed thal DaiIchi Kangyo Bank (DKB), the filth-largesl
corporation in the world, had paid sohai~~a
Ryuichl Koike a total of $96 million for his
services. Koike chen adlnilted that he used
these funds lo acquire a stake significantly, for exactly the number of
shares needed to give him the light to make
proposals at shareholders' meetings - in
each of Japank "Big Four" securities
brokerages. The brokerages subsequently
paid Koike a comb~nedtotal ol nearly $6
million to keep their meetings quiet. The
"Kolke scandal" led to mass board
resignations, to the arrest of 35 executives,
to the suicide of a former DKB chairman,
and ultimately lo the dissolution of
Yamaichi Securities and the collapse of the
Japanese stock marliel. SLYmontl~slater,
eight esecutives of Hitachi, Toshiba, and
three Mitsubishi group companies were
arrested (and as of this writing, all but one
have been conmcted) for paylng sohaiya
amounts ranging froin $16,800 to $72,000
- ostensibly for tlze use of a beach house to lzeep their lneetlngs quiet. Fewer than siu
months after that, prosecutors revealed that
the exorbitant brochure-advertising fees that
certain Mitsubislzi group companies had
paid a foinler fllght atlendant were actually
disguised payments to her husband, a 30year sol:alya veteran, to keep meetings
quiet In A u p s t 1998, two extortionists
were arr-estedfor leasing oflice plants (at
prices to make a florist blusl?) to Japan
Airlines in eschange lor meeting protection,
and Toyota and Nissan soon admitted cha~
they had done the same.
These recent incidents appear to be part
of a much larger phenomenon. Since
criminal penalties were clearly imposed on
payments to sol:niyn in 1982, executives of
31 cosyorations - almost all of which are
household names in Japan, and only one of
which is not listed on the Tokyo Stock
Eschange - have been convicted of
making paynents to solpcriyc?. In 3 1997
survey of large Japanese firms including
giants such as NTT,Toyota, 2nd Matsushila,
nearly 90 percenl indicated thal they had
been approached by solzaiya n l ~ h
extol-lionis[ deinancls ol one lziizcl or
anolher. iI11ot11ei- recenc survey ol 2,0110
firms (1,200 responding) found chat 77
percent had paid sol:niya This generous
~0111oratesupport is said to keep in

Estimates of how much money companies actually pay sokaiya vary. One study
finds that typical sokaiya earn $20 t o $200 per firm, twice a year. One firm's general
affairs department chief states that his company's regular policy at one time was
t o pay small-time sokaiya $1 00,000 (about $800) per year, and t o pay its "expert"
sokaiya Y300,000 t o ~500,000($2,400 t o $4,000) per month, with bonuses of
SF2 million t o SF3 million ($16,000 t o $24,000) around the time of the meeting.
The firm's annual sokaiya budget was SF500 million (about $4 million) for 2,000 ;i
sokaiya, which results in an average payment of $2,000 per sokaiya.

business 1,000 sokaiya who hold stock in
nearly 12,000 companies.
Some commentators have argued that
sokaiya are a cultural phenomenon, a
reflection of the importance of harmony,
politeness, and respect in Japan. After
extensive research, including numerous
interviews of Japanese managers, attorneys,
prosecutors and sokaiya, I reach a different
conclusion. In this article, I argue that a
better explanation for the behavior of
extortionists and managers in Japan lies in
the choices that are determined by
institutions. Specifically,I argue, first, that
Japanese institutions lead to low levels of
corporate disclosure. Because extortion
correlates positively to secrecy, inadequate
disclosure creates blackmail opportunities
that can be used by solzaiya at any time.
Second, I show empirically that long
shareholders' meetings in Japan send
negative market signals that lead to stock
price drops. Japanese executives pay sokaiya
to avoid these negative returns. Concisely
stated,Japanese firms choose to pay sokaiya
because the Japanese system makes paylng
sokaiya less costly than the alternative.
I. A CORPORATE EXTORTION PRIMER
The question of why sokaiya successfully
extort Japanese cclmpanies in spite of the
law while solzaiya apparently do not arise in
the United States, even in the absence of
legal prohibitions, principally involves
three factors: sokaiya, corporations, and
corporate law.

A. Sokaiya
Although soka~yaplay a variety of roles,
they usually come in one of three vaneties
Flrst, there are fighters Japanese managers
have long known that one of the easiest
ways to ensure an orderly shareholders'
meeting is to hire thugs to intimidate
shareholders who want to speak This renta-thug Image is fueled by well-pubhclzed
melees of the early 1970s at Chisso
Corporation, where sokaya physically
suppressed environmental actlvlsts, and at
Mitsubishi Heavy Industnes, where soka~ya
fought to a bloody finish w t h shareholders
who protested the company's production of
milltary weapons for the Vletnam War
Relatively few incidents of physical
shareholder repression have surfaced slnce
that time, perhaps because soha~yamoved
into other more profitable lines of busmess,
perhaps because shareholders began to get
[he message through more subtle hints
of vlolence

Second, a few elite sokaiya are paid to
keep other more dangerous sokaiya away
from meetings. These sokaiya use various
means to accomplish the task: intimidation,
influence peddling, or outright payment.
These sohaiya sometimes become corporate
insiders, advising companies on how to
deal with other troublemakers, how to
organize meetings, and how to circumvent
the law. As one such sokaiya (who prefers
the title "consultant") told me, "Sokaiya
problem? What sohaiya problem? I show
up. I gve advice. I help. I do the same thing
that a lawyer would do. And I'm cheaper,
too. What's the problem with hat?"
Finally, and most commonly, many
sokaiya make a living through blackmail.
Sometimes sohaiya blackmail by threatening
to reveal sensitive information at the public
forum of shareholders meetings. Sometimes
the blackmail is not related to meetings at
all. A favorite sokaiya tactic is to request that
a corporation subscribe to magazines
published by the solzaiya; the underlymg
threat being that if the company does not
subscribe, scandalous stories about the
company will appear in the magazine.
Other popular tactics include organizing
expensive golf tournaments, leasing potted
plants, and holding karaoke singng
contests.Japanese police arrest
approximately 200 sokaiya (and related
actors) each year on various extortion
charges, but blackmail persists.
Blackmail lniglzt flourish in Japan - not
just among solzaiya but in society as a whole
- because of broad legal and social
differences. But this does not seem to be the
case. In a recent stud><Judge Richard
Posner found only 124 reported published
opinions (among 3 million in the Westlaw
database) in blackmail cases in the United
States in the last century I have serious
doubts - as does Posner - about the
reliability of using the number of judicial
opinions as a measure of blackmail activity.
But because good alternatives are scarce,
and a comparison would be nice, I adopt a
similar approach for Japan. I searched for all
blackmail opinions in Hanl-ei Taihei, a tendisc CD-ROM database that is the Japanese
functional equivalent of Westlaw. After
reading through all the extortion cases
returned by the search, I was only able to
classify 15 of them as informational
blackmail - a small number indeed, and
easily comparable with the U.S. number
gven the disparity in database size.

B. The Companies
When confronted by a sokaiya,
companies have two options: pay or resist.
1. Pay A company's general affairs
department usually handles payments to
sokaiya. Before 1982, many companies had
their affiliated sokaiya form a queue at the
door of that department on the day of, or
the day before, their shareholders' meeting.
All in line received envelopes fullof cash
Recent compensation schemes are more
so~hsticated.The 1997 Koike scandal
involved off-the-books loans to a company
owned by Koike's brother (by DKB),
purchases and repurchases of expensive golf
club memberships (Daiwa Securities), and
compensation for losses incurred through
Koikek discretionary "VI.Enaccount
(Nomura Securities), futures accounts
(Nikko Securities), and Singapore
International Monetary Exchange Nikkei
Index accounts (Yamaichi Securities).
Estimates of how much money
companies actually pay sohaiya vary. One
study finds that typical sohaiya earn $20 to
$200 per finn, twice a year. One firm's
general affairs department chief states that
his company's regular pollcy at one time
was to pay small-time sokaiya Y100,000
(about $800) per year, and to pa17 its
"expert" sokaiya Y300,OOO to Y500,OOO
($2,400 to $4,000) per month, with
bonuses of Y2 million to Y3 million
($16,000 to $24,000) around the time of
the meeting. The firm's annual sokaiya
budget was Y500 million (about $4 million)
for 2,000 sohaiya, which results in an
average payment of $2,000 per sokaiya.
Other evidence comes from the amounts
companies spend on subscriptions to
magazines published by sokaiya. The Koike
scandal brought to light that Nomura
Securities had been paymg Y70 ~~ullion
($560,000) annually for subscriptions to
700 magazines. Subsequent investigation
revealed that each of Japan's luge city banks
subscribed to an average of 1,000 such
magazines at a cost of Y100 million
($800,000) annually
One way to estimate the amounts
companies pay is to calculate the average
amount cited in court cases. From 1983 to
1998, Japanese courts sentenced executives
from 36 firms who made payments to a
total of 133 sokaiya. The total amount of the
payments to sokaiya by these 36 firms is
Y474.4 million (about $3.8 million),
representing a disbursement of about Y3.57
million (about $28,000) per sohaiya or
Y13.18 million (about $105,000) per fiml.
The highest amount received by a single
sohaiya was Y94 million ($750,000); the
lowest, Y50,000 ($400). On one hand,

Enter the sokaiya.
A skilled sokaiya
can expertly
deconstruct a
balance sheet,
querying
discrepancies,
errors, and
omissions. Though
the same may be
true of analysts in
the United States,
sokaiya have more
secrets to expose
in Japan because
less information is
initially disclosed.
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The revisions imposed clear civil and
criminal penalties 011 both sohaiya and
managenlent. The new code also
introduced clear criminal penalties - up to
six months' impiisoninent or fines of up LO
M300,OOO ($2,400) for both the orignator
of the benefit (management) and the
recipient (soltaijm).
The "sohaiya provisions" of the
Commercial Code create incentives against
payments to solzniya, and may have
contributed to the dec!ine in the estimated
sol:aiya population from about 6,000 pre1982 to about 1,000 in 1997. But the
provisions have at least three readily
apparent problems. First, the sk-month
sentence specified by he code carries a
statute of limitations of only three years.
Second, the presumption that a benefit, if
gratuitously offered, is made in connection
with shareholders' rights, only arises if the
payment is made to a shareholder. Third,
the sol?oi)ia provisions do not address the
solmiya magazine subscription
plienomenon, which can be a significant
sphere of soltaiya activity
The Japanese judiciary has added an
additional reason why the sohaiya
provisions may not have the full impact
that they otherwise could. In the scores of
cases adjudicated since the sohaiya
provisions took effect, only three sohaiya
(in the Noritake, Ajinomoto, and Mitsubishi
group cases) actually were sentenced to
prison. All others received suspended
sentences. In no case did any of the
executives convicted in those incidents
receive jail time - they all received
suspended sentences. This is not an
aberration from the Japanese criminal
justice system as a whole, which sends
fewer than 5 percent of its suspects to
prison, compared to over 30 percent in the
United States, but it does show that the
soltaiya provisions are not being enlorced to
their fullest extent.

II. INFORMATION
Some soltaijla blackmail has nothing to
do with sl~areholders'meetings. This is
clearly evidenced by year-round sohaiya
magazine subscriptions and implied in
relevant case law. To put it another way
what would be the expected result if
holding Japanese shareholders' meetings
suddenly were made illegal? After
executives sobered up from the tremendous
parties that they surely would throw in
celebration, sohniya activity would continue
as usual. Information with blacliinail
potential would still be available, and
execuiives would still be vulnerable. The
solzaiyas' broadcast of infoimation would
simply switch to some other forum.

A. Types of Iizfolnzalio~z

The U.S. corporate governance system
and U.S. corporate law regime, defined
broadly to include regulatory institutions,
makes available inore useful information to
independent investors, reducing the
marginal costs to investors of information
acquisition. In contrast, the Japanese system
often keeps such information - most
importantly, negative information - secret.
Sohaiya normally blackmail corporations
with three types of information: financial
and accounting data, potentially scandalous
information relating to corporate
malfeasance, and pnvate information about
management,
1. Financial and Accounting Data. It is
wdely recognized that Japanese
corporations do not disclose as much
information as their U.S. counterparts. First,
a Japanese corporation's annual report
contains no mention of management
compensation, as required in the United
States. Second, Japanese reports do not
break down sales by industry or business
line, so it is difficult to determine a film's
profitability. Thlrd, assets a Japanese iirm
holds in the form of securities are booked at
the price at which the firm bought the
shares, not the current market price. Finally,
a Japanese financial statement usually is not
specific about the method the company
uses to depreciate its assets. The aggregate
result is that the annual report, which is
mandatoly in both systems, contains
significantly less useful information in Japan
than in the United States.
A recent sunrey by the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) furtl~erillustrates the point. The
OECD studied the consolidated financial
statements of several large public
corporations and rated their disclosure of
operating results relative to OECD
guidelines as full or partial. Of 53 U.S. f i m
studied, 34 had full disclosure, and 19 had
partial. The 25 British firms in the sunrey
ranked similarly with 19 full, 6 partial. Of
the 23 Japanese films surveyed, the results
were nearly opposite: only 2 firms had full
disclosure, while 2 1 firms had partial
disclosure. A similar suivey by the Investor
Responsibilitj~Research Center found that
011 average, Japanese listed corporations
were required by law to disclose only 40
percent of the infolmation that is required
i11 the Uniied States.
Enter the sokaiya. A skilled solzaijia can
expertly deconstruct a balance sheet,
que~yingdiscrepancies, er-rors, and
omissions. Though the sanle may be tiue

of analysts in the United States, sohaiya
have more secrets to expose in Japan
because less information is initially
disclosed.
2. Past Bad Acts. More often, solzaiya use
illformation regarding past corporate
misdeeds to blackmail corporate executives.
Sometimes the acts are illegal; sometimes
they are merely einbarrassing. A list of bad
acts that solzaijia typically use for blackmail
would include silently settled product
liability claims, hring and employment
issues, bid-rigging, poor management
practices, and other unreported liabilities.
It is difficult to determine whether
Japanese firms on average commit more
"bad acts" than U.S. firms or if inore bad
acts s~mplyare kept secret. If the former LS
true, it is probably because Japanese
overregulation creates incentives for firms to
commit bad acts. An obvious case is that of
now-defunct Yamaichi Securities. Yamaich
competed in what is perhaps the most
heavily regula~edsector of the Japanese
economy: the secunties industiy. Unlike the
United States, where brokerage fees were
deregulated in 1975, cominissiolls on
securities transactions in Japan remained
fked until 1998. In order to maintain the
accounts of its largest customers. Yanlaichi
agreed to perform "tobash" transactions,
the illegal practice of repurchasing losses
that have been shifted so that favored
customers do not have to report losses.
Sol:aijia learned of the arrangement and
used it to blackmail Yainaichi.
3. Personal Information. Sometimes the
information that solzaiya use to blacknlail
companies is purely personal in nature an executive's extramari~alaffair, a directors
criminal son, a manager's questionable
background - all make excellent blackmail
fodder and payments are usuaIIy made by
the coiporation, not the individual.
B. b$oinzatioiz Co~zceal~~zent:
The Role of Govei-nment mtd Govenzance
What elements would a regine need to
facilitate the non-disclosure of negative
informaiion? First, it would need an
organizational sj~stemthat would tend to
prevent negative dormation from being
unwillingly released. Second, it would
require minillzal enforcement of disclosure
requirements so that firms would (a) not
get caugl~tkeeping secrets and (b) if caught,
would not be too severely punished. Third,
it would need some mechanism through
which economnj~-wide(or at least industi-ywide) unraveling effects could be deterred.
In Japan, firms appear to benefit froin all
three elements.

1. Maintaining Secrecy. Three aspects of
the Japanese corporate governance system
help to maintain secrecy better than in the
United States. First, the cross-shareholding
(keiretsu) system common in the Japanese
economy lessens the need for market-wide
disclosure. If a small number of institutional
shareholders hold a large percentage of a
con~pany'sstock, there is lessened incentive
to share information outside of that
limited group.
Second, most large Japanese firms are
affiliated with a main bank. Main banks are
in some ways similar to non-financial crossshareholders because their inside position
reduces the need for public disclosure.
Finall): Japanese boards of directors are
composed almost exclusively of insiders.
The lack of outside directors may result in a
reduced flow of information to sources
outside the firm.
2. Enforcement. The Japanese disclosure
regime is characterized by a lack of
enforcement of disclosure laws by civil or
criminal means relative to the level of
enforcement in the United States. The U.S.
Secunties and Exchange Commission
investigates an average of 150 to 200 cases
annually. By contrast, from 1992 to 1995,
the Japanese Securities and Exchange
Surveillance Commission (SESC)
investigated only six.
Virtually no securities fraud litigation,
civil or criminal, occurs in Japan. Japan has
no class action mechanism. Another
potential enforcement mechanism, the
shareholder derivative suit, has only
recently become active, as a result of a 1993
Commercial Code amendment that made
the mechanism moderately more accessible.
However, because of reliance on the
business judgment rule, in cases involving
listed companies, the only shareholders
u7ho have litigated successfully have been
those whose directors committed illegal
acts. Japan's judge-centered civil law
discovery system also may yleld less
corporate information than the U.S.
adversary system.
3. Detening Disclosure. Even in the
absence of mandatory disclosure provisions,
competitive markets should still produce
something close to the right level of
information to investors. Firms with
positive outlooks have every reason to
disclose their rosy futures. Those firms with
the next most favorable information then
disclose, and the unraveling process
continues until all firms disclose except for
those firms.with Ihe worst information. At
this point, investors can draw inferences
about those firms' financial outlook from
their silence. In Japan, this "unraveling
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effect" appears not to occur as frequently or
as deeply as it does in the United States.
The broad range of Japanese corporate
secrets may limit unraveling as investors
cannot be sure what type of information to
seek. Some deterrence to the unraveling
effect probably also results from direct
coordination among managers of
"competitive" firms.
But most importantly, corporate Japan
may have mitigated the unraveling effect by
relying on an institution - the bureaucracy
- to monitor firms and keep disclosure at
preset levels, in effect creating an
"information cartel." Although bureaucratic
influence may come from a variety of
different sources, 1 focus in particular on
the most prominent ministry (particularly
in recent sokaiya scandals), the Ministry of
Finance (MOF). MOF serves as regulator,
protector, and promoter of the financial
services industry and securities markets. In
many cases, MOF chooses protection and
promotion over regulation. Examples
abound; two recent events from January
1998 tend to confirm what had always been
widely suspected:
Xvo MOF financial inspectors were
arrested on charges that they took
bribes from Sumitomo Bank, TokyoMitsubish Bank, Sanwa Bank, DaiIchi Kangyo Bank, Asahi Bank, and
Hokkaido Takushoku Bank in return
for revealing inspection plans to the
"MOF-tan" (a manager in charge of
MOF relations) at those banks.
During and after a subsequent
investigation, a senior investigator
committed suicide, the minister and
vice-minister were forced to resign,
and 112 officials were disciplined for
"excessive" wining and dining.
Koichi Miyakawa, a former MOF
financial inspector, admitted to
prosecutors that he learned of illegal
loans by Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank to
sokaiya Ryuichi Koike in 1994 and
deleted information regarding those
loans from h s official report.
The reasons why MOF might withhold
information are ~lentiful,and suggest that
the incidents recounted above are not mere
aberrations. Sometimes the goal may be
market stability. Sometimes MOF may
withhold information in order to prevent
firms from failing - a goal that can be
observed in the United States in cases like
the 1979 Chrysler Corporation rescue or
the 1998 Long-Term Capital bailout -but
that is supported more openly and invoked
more Frequently in Japan. Private interest,
rather than public policy, is also likely;
recent scandals suggest that bribery, at least
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in the form of lavish entertainment, if not
cash, may be widespread. Even if outright
bribery is limited to a few high-profile cases
(which, unfortunately, appears not to be the
case), it is no secret that bureaucrats' careers
are determined by legislators, who receive
large contributions from large corporations.
Also a potential contributing factor is the
practice of amakudari, through which
former bureaucrats, especially in heavily
regulated industries, retire to high-paying
positions in the very companies that they
formerly monitored, supported, and
promoted.
The case is easy to overstate; I do not
intend to imply that MOF or any other
agency purposely limits disclosure as a
matter of policy (though they might). But
through small steps and individual actions,
MOF and other agencies can be effectively
employed as institutional solutions to
collective action problems, ensuring that
"excessive" disclosure does not occur, and
allowing all firms to profit while
maintaining minimum disclosure policies.
C . Information Acquisition:
Organized Crime Syndicates
A blackmail threat is only credible if the
blackmailer has sensitive information and
the means to expose it. Sokaiya are often
able to acquire both by means of
relationships to the yakuza or boryukuden
Uapan's organized crime syndicates) and
related groups.
Yalzuza are more numerous and more
pervasive in everyday Japanese life than
their Mafia counterparts in the United
States. The general explanation for this in
the socioeconomic literature is that Japan5
overregulated economy, layered bureaucracy,
and slow-moving court system create an
environment in which it is often quicker
and easier for corporations, individuals, and
occasionally government itself, to turn to
the yakuza than to legtimate organizations.
In the corporate context, firms turn to
sokaiya to handle activities that they either
are not equipped to handle or are not
willing to undertake directly. Companies
can hire yakuza to enforce judgments, a
skill at which gangs appear to be more
adept than the legal system. Construction
firms reportedly use yakuza to monitor bid
rimng for public works projects. Such
firms also turn to yakuza to bypass strict
immigration laws so that Southeast Asian
immigrants can be used on constmction
projects. For securities firms, one common
use of yakuza is said to be in the
manipulation of stock prices, especially in
the ramping of prices for new issues. For
real estate fimn~s,yakuza can be used to

inM&~
S ~ b b o mh o l d ~ OWIETS
~f
inro
\lacam8hnd at a low prim, a niche created
at least in part by Japamsehdord-tenant
law, which heavily favors tenants. For
lendeis, sb~kiyacan &t with debt
colieytion or may even purduse bad ,debts
so that banks do not have to write them ~8
(jrakwucan then make the debtors offers
that cannot be refused).
The p m b l for
~ the corporation is that
once it turn to the ycdmza for pvate law
enforcement, the yukwa, via sokaiya, can
then use information gathered in
performing the services to blackmail the
company. And the company knows that the
yakuzu/sokaiya car^ follow through on the
threa~of exposure -after all, it is the
y&aS expertise in such manm that leads
corporations to turn to them in the first
place.
The foregoing is not meant to suggest
that all firms hire yakwa to do their dirty
work The degree of involvement varies by
industry, and it is doubtful that every firm
in any industry would turn to the
underground. These services are more
available in Japan, and because of their
sheer numbers, most firms -or at least
vulnerable secret-holding employees of
those firms -are likely to encounter
organized crime representatives.
Mob ties help sokaiya in other ways.
First, and perhaps obviously, yakwa can
impose occasional threats of physical
violence when necessary. Second, mob ties
also help sobya maintain their monopolv
over information that has blackmail
potential.
As noted earlier, not all sokaiya are
involved in blackmail. Some fill importany:
roles of silencing dissenters, whether they
are shareholders or other sokaiya. In this
sense,yakwdsolgiya are classic racketeers,
rnixing extortion with enforcement of illegal
monopolies. Many yakuzdsokaiya, rather
than working against the company simply
reinforce existing collusion between
managers and laige shareholders,providmg
services for which many rnanakers pay
Nor do all sokaiya have organized crime
connections. A small group of sokaiya
intelligentsia makes its living blackmailing
corporations with information derived from
standard securities analyses of firms'
financial statements and other public
documents. Tim group, whch even
includes a couple of corporate law
professors, makes money more on
analytical acumen than mob ties. Their
tactics are more subtle, as they ohen send
their written f m h g s to the corporations,
with attached coyer letters suggesting that
'

Firms with positive outlooks have every
reason to disclose their rosy futures.
Those firms with the next most
favorable information then disclose, and
the unraveling process continues until
all firms disclose except for those firms
with the worst information. At this
point, investors can draw inferences
about those firms' financial outlook
from their silence. In Japan,this
"unraveling effect" appears not to
occur as frequently or as deeply as it
does in the United States.
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perhaps the companies might wish to
purchase the information in lieu of more
widespread publication.
D. Infomation, Reputation,
and Regulation
Sokaiya choose their targets k n o w
that Japanese corporate secrecy has a dual
effect First, the lack of publicly available
information in Japan means that the secrets
that sokaiya can unearth have more
blackmail potential thammore public
"secrets" of the United States. Second, the
non-availahllity of information means that
the release of such information poses a
greater threat to the Japanese corporation
than to its U.S. counterpart, as investors in
Japanese markets should be more likely to
attach meaning to relatively immaterial
,\
information than they would in U.S.
markets.
This analysis implies that sokaiya will
target Grms with specific characteristics. A
list of f m that pay sokaiya should be
composed largely of (1) firms with secrets
and (2) firms to whom the release of
information would be the most damaging.
Of course there is no such list. But a
substitute does exist -a list of finns
implicated in sokaiya payment scandals.
Since 1982, executives of 36
companies hawe been
L sentenced for lokmiya
L payments (a 100
L Dercent conviction
rate). Executives
of one other
firm (Nomara
L securities)
mve been
arrested and
pleaded
guilty and
ameed to pay

h

,

i-iizpiz

' damages. Of
~hese
37 total
r,
I brms, seven, or
-1early 20 percent,
, are very large food,
convenience, and
Aepartment stores. Another
,
, or almost 30 percent, are
-ncial
institutions. Combined, these
two industry categories account for 18 of
the 37 -roughly half -of sokaiya arrest
incidents. The same industry categories
account for only 13 percent of Tokyo Stock
Exchange firms, and for an even smaller
percentage of all public Japanese f i m .
This industry breakdown shows that
reputation plays an important role in
,

determining which firms tend to pay
sokaiye Game -theoryshows that "the power
of reputation seem to be positively relate&
to its fmgility" Finns whose reputations are
most easily shattered will value reputation
more hghly than other fim will. The , .
applicability to financial institutions is clw;
they operate in a highly competitive
industry in which public trust is essential to
success. Department stores in 'Japan
function under s w a r constrain^. Japanese
depart-gent stores sell food, a commpchty in
which trust is essential. Moreover, the
margins in retail in Japan, and especially in
food retail, are comparatively very thin, and
the market is quite competitive: In Japan,
there are 120 retailers and 46 food retailers
per 10,000 persons; in the United States the
corresponding numbers are 59 and 7 per
10,000. T ~ th-margin
E
environment in
which multiple competitors are often selling
idenqical products may lead some Japanese
department stores to value their reputation
more highly than corresponding U.S. fi .
The degree to which industry is
regulated also seems to determine sokaiya
targets. MOF plays a predominant role in
the financial services industry. In the retail
industry, the Ministry of International Trade
and Industry (MITI) is in cETge, heavily
regulating retail stores with inefficient
requirements relating to floor space,
vacation days (a minimum of 24 days per
year), and even requiring local merchant
consent to the creation of new large stores.
Heavy regulation may lead to quqtionable
practices, the knowledge of which can be
used for subsequent blackmail, or it may be
a conduit for deterring the lnforrnational
unr
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E. Usesfor Negative Information,
or Why Don't They Just . . .?
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Why do sokaiya choose to blackmail
executives with negative information as
opposed to using it to profit in some legal
manner? While extortion-like uses for
negative information can arise in all
,
systems, institutions determine the form of
the extortion. In the United States, three
potential uses for negative information securities lawsuits, financial instruments,
and publication -are readily apparent. In
Japan, however, these sources of profit are
much more limited, and holders of negative
information thus turn to extortion, wh
as sokaiya or by selling mforrnation Q
sokaiya.
4,
1. Lawsuits. Negative information in th
United States is often used for profit by
securities plaintiffs, or more specifically, by
their attorneys. In the United States, as a
congressional committee noted, securities

-

class litigation is "lawyer-driven" and often
carlied out by "professional plaintiffs" who
own noillilia1 interesls in many different
companies and who stand willing to lend
heir names LO class actions in exchange for
all extra "bounly" payment upon
settlement. In such a system, nominal
professional plaiiitilfs perform the same
economic function as sohai-ya:They simply
exercise their claim legally ai~erdisclosure,
while sohaiya make their claim illegally
before the information can be disclosed.
In Japan, the class action syslem does
not exist. The Japanese derivative suit
mechanism creates little monetary incentive
either for sliareholders or their attorneys.
Without a legal mechanism througli which
to p-ofit from negative information, an
illegal one emerged.
2. Financial instruments. Investors can
~ r o f ion
t undisclosed negative infomiation
by the use or financial instiumen~ssuch as
put options or short sales. But due to heavy
regulation, options and short sales are more
difficult, more costly, and much less
popular in Japan than in the United States.
Regulation aside, in the Japanese system,
sohai)ja blackmail has at least three
advantages over trading. First, income
earned from either short sales or options is
a one-shot affair, while income earned from
blackmail can be repeated at least once a
year with continued threats of exposure. Of
course, blackmail and trading are not
mutually exclusive. A solzaiya could
blackmail the company, short the stock,
announce the information, and reap a dual
profit -but then he would be unable to
reap future profits using either method.
Second, sohaiya blackmail may be less
risky. A holder of a short position or a put
option has no way of determining whether,
when, or to ~vliatextent market prices will
actually fall. Shoi-t-sellersface additional
iislzs. "Uptick rules that prohibit short sales
in a falling market prevent soltaiya from
shorting afier the release of the inroi~nation.
If multiple soltaiya attempt to short-sell,
purchases required to cover tlieir repayment
obligations can actually drive piices up.
Blackmail, on [he other hand, iiivolves
almosl certain payment, and the iislz of
arrest is miiiinial.
Finally, in a market of low infonllational
availability, many companies may actually
prefer blackinail to the use of financial
lnstizunenls. Shorting is a viable investment
sirategy only if negative information is to be
released. Companies have no desire to see
negative infollnation released. Accordingly,
some should be willing to pay potential
shoi-t-sellingsokiya significant sums not to
short.

3. Publication. When cooperalion leads
to efficiency gains hat the market fails to
capture, "private order" economic
institutions will emerge. Perhaps the
cooperation of sohaiya with managers
conslitutes such a "private order"
institution. But if there is so much valuable
negative information out there, wliy don't
securities agencies, newspapers, or some
other third parly profit from it legally by
selling it to investors?
Part of the answer may lie ill the players
in the game. The most likely disliibutors of
the iniormation would be secuiities houses
and their affiliated research groups. These
groups may not always have the proper
incentives to research and convey to
customer's negative information. Japanese
secuiities firms traditionally earn the bullz
of their profits througli commissions rather
than from trading on tlieir own accouiits.
Accordingly, their goal is to influence
customers to buy more securities and pay
more commissions. Moreover, as recent
scandals have shown, the securities houses
themselves are often so deeply mired in
solmijia activity that pointing out the
mistakes of others could simply be a
suicide request.
The media may constitute another
source of negative information
distributorship. But the Japanese media has
long been known for its press club that
rewards positive publicity for the news
source over espose reporting. Moreover,
many Japanese media with enough capital
to publish news of hidden corporate
wrongdoing are often owned and affiliated
substantially with the very large
corporations on u7honi they would be
reporting.
This leaves one particular group of
actors with enough capital and consumer
trust to fill the gap - foreign securities
firms. Athougli foreign firms have been in
Japan since 1961, their activity was
relatively limited until the bubble economy
that began in tlie mid-1980s. As new
entrants to the niarke~,establishing a
reputation among Japanese securities
customers was relatively difficult, and such
firms were forced to be much more active
in trading for tlieir own accounts than their
Japanese counterparts, who could rely on
churning alone. But as foreign films lured
foreign customers to Japanese markets, and
developed reputations in Japanese domestic
markets, that picture began to change, and
now the top four foreign finils conduct
more retail trading than do the Japanese
top four.
These foreign firms already may have
affecled s o l ~ a i yactivity. The decline in

solzaiya from 6,000 pre-1982 to about
1,000 in 1997 is often cited as a resul~of
enlorcement of the 1982 sohaiya provisions.
But very little actually changed in 1982 solzaiya activity was illegal before 1982, and
a handful of arrests in the following years
does not amount to rigorous eniorcement.
A better explanalion for tlie decline of
solzaiya may be tlie relatively unbiased
dissemination of information by foreign
f i m in Japan. With fewer ties to listed
firms and an initial reliance on trading
wholesale rather than retail for profit,
foreign films are often said to be less
reluctant to distiibute (true) negative
infom~ationabout listed firms. Foreign
firms can make legitimate use of negative
infonnation on which solzaiya would
otherwise profit. As the foreign retail
presence increases, tlieir distribution of
negative information to investors may
further diive sohaiya out of business.
F: A Brief Comnparative Test

If institutions determine ho\v negative
information is used, we would expect to see
soitaiya-like actors in similar institutional
environments. As it turns out, solzaiya-like
actors are not unique to Japan. In South
Korea, cl1o1zgl1eogguizare "hecklers" who
demand money from companies in
exchange for pro-management seivices or
speeches duiing shareholders meetings.
Althougli not identical, the siniilaiity
between Japanese and Korean institutions
and organizations is more than cosmetic.
Korean firms are arguably even inore
heavily regula~edthan Japanese firms.
Korean clzaebol look a lot like Japanese
keiretsu and other cross-shareholding
ar-rangements, and chaebol is written w t h
the same Chinese characters used in
Japanese for zaibatsu, Japan's pre-war
conglomerates. Similar institutions lead to
siinilar results.
It could be that sohaiya simply plague
Asian systems. But how, then, could Italian
"dishu-batoii"be explained? Distui.batoii are,
Herald Ti-ibulle has
as die I~zteinatio~zal
reported, "professional claques that get paid
under the table not to dislupt a company's
annual sliareliolders' meeting" - in other
words, Italian sohaij~n.Italy has no labels
like keiretsu or chaebol for its corporate
system, but its largest organizations are
structured in the form of pyramidal groups
of financial and operational firms. As in
Japan and Korea, the stale plays an
inordinate role in corporale governance,
and cori-~iptionscandals occur ~vi~1-1
soiile
regularity. The Malia parallel LO yalzuza is
inescapable.

Ill. FILIBUSTER BLACKMAIL
Shareholders' meetings seem to play a
critical role in the sokaiya framework.
Magazine subscriptions aside, most of the
payments to sohaiya come just before a
finn's shareholders' meeting. . h d sokaiyas'
use of slzitsunno~jo-a written list of
expository questions to be raised at he
meeting that sohaiya submit to management
to induce payment - also underscores
meeting importance.
Xvo reasons explain the annual
concentration of sokaiya payments. First, if
management had to pay solzaiya year-round,
accounting would be more difficult, and the
rislz of detection would increase. Second,
annual payments are a mechanism by
which the solzniya can precommit to limited
extortion. The sohniyak implicit message to
the firm is "pay me this one time and you
w-on't see me again until next year."
Why shareholders' meetings? Don't
firms know that in most cases, a
shareholders' meeting is nothing but, as
A.A. Berle Jr. aptly described it in Economic
Power and the Free Society (1957), "a kind of
ancient, meaningless ritual like some of the
ceremonies that go on with the mace in the
House of Lords?" Why do managers pay
sokaiya to keep their meetings short and
quiet? Who cares if a "meaningless ritual" of
a meeting runs long?
A. The Role of Slznueholders' Meetings
In both Japan and the United States,
shareholders' meetings are usually
meaningless iltuals that have all the
entertainment value of watchng wet paint
dry. In Japan, however, meetings take on
heightened si,snificance. Almost all Japanese
corporations hold their shareholders'
meetings on a designated "meeting day" in
June. In 1998, 2,325 firms, including
95 percent of all firms listed on h e first
section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange, held
their meetings on "meeting day"
Meeting time in Japan is all-important.
The top story of the evening news on
meeting day is usually the length of large
firms' meetings. After their meetings, each
of Japan5 large commercial banks must call
the Bankmg Department of MOF to report
its meeting time. As the manager of one of
those ban& general affairs depanments
told me, "This really puts us in a bind. If
our meeting is too short, MOF thinks it's
because we're paying sokaiya. If it's too long,

they say, '\Nlzat's wrong? You got bad loans
outstanding or something. ' " Asa
consequence, most firms try LO hit the
magic n~lnlberof 30 nlinutes for their
meetings - and most succeed. In 1997,
average meeting length on meeting day was
29 minutes, ovei- 95 percent of meetings
ended in less than an hour, and no
questions wer-e asked at 87.5 percent
of meetings.
Companies employ a variety of strategies
to keep meetings short. Some, of course,
pay sohaiya. This tactic seems to work;
firms that pay sokaiya tend to have short,
orderly shareholders' meetings, while those
that do not pay have long ones. Three
recent stories illustrate the point. Fmt,
Sony, often held to be a model of good
corporate governance practices in Japan,
publicly announced in 1983 that to comply
with the new sohaiya provisions, it
unequivocally would have no further
relations with sokaiya. Sokaiya responded by
questioning Sony executives for over
13 hours at its 1984 meeting. The market
responded negatively "chilling" a twomonth rise in Sony5 stock price. Second, in
contrast, Nomura Securities' most
potentially volatile meeting was its 1995
gathering, in whch it (1) announced a
record $500 million loss and (2) reinstated
as directors its former chairman and
president, who had resigned four years
earlier to take responsibility for sohaiya and
loss compensation scandals. Nomura paid
sohaiya Ryuichi Koike for his silence at the
firm's 1995 meeting. The meeting lasted
half an hour. Finally, department store
Matsuzakaya's 1994 and 1995 meetings
lasted 4 hours and 3 hours, respectively.
Matsuzakaya executives began paying
solzaiya in 1996. Its 1996 meeting lasted 19
minutes; its 1997 meeting, 38 minutes.
Executives in any country would prefer
short meetings to long ones - even
General Motors has measures in place to
keep its meeting short, and almost all firms
have policies to control unruly parties.
B . An Enzpirical Test
I hypothesize that if long meetings are
more damaging than short meetings, on
average, firms that have long meetings will
have significantly negative stock returns.
To test the hypothesis, I use the following
method. A publication named Slziryobalz
Slzoji Hornnu (loosely, Corpomee Data Book)
publishes an accurate list of the length of
the shareholders' meetings of virtually every
large Japanese firm - 1,927 firrns in 1997,
and a total of 12,301 observations lor the
period 1990-97. From these lists, I
consti-ucted a dataset of all long meetings

held on nleellng day (when 95 peicenl ol
firnzs hold their annual meetings) by firstscction Tokyo stock exchange [inns dunng
the eight-year penod fiom 1990 to 1997 I
define "long" as one hour or longer My
ievlew of the Sha3robm1Slzoho Holnu data
ylelded 285 such long meetings Of the
firms that held these 285 meetings, all but
five lzad complete stock pnce data in the
Datastream electronic database, yleldlng a
total of 280 obsei-vations I then used
financial economics inethodology to
conduct an event study designed to test the
pnce effects on the firms' stock in the year
of their long meeting for the two-day peiiod
begnnmg tlze day of the meeting
The results were as Eollows The average
marlzet adjusted returns foi the entire
sample of 280 firms wth mcetings of ovei
one hour were relatively unexcltmg, they
showed a statistically insignificant decline of
06 percent Perhaps investors only care iI a
firm has an extl aord~nnnlylong meeting To
test this hypothesis, I split the 280 firms
that had long meetings Into two groups,
those whose meetlngs lasted from one to
two hours, and those whose meetings
exceeded two hours Again iesults were not
veiy exciting and mosc were not statistically
significant
Finally, I spht the sample Into two
groups repeaters and non-repeateis I
define "repeater" as those firms in the
dataset of long meetings whose meetings m
the year prevlous preced~ngtheir long
meeting also exceeded one hour All other
films are non-repeaters The reasoning
behlnd thls dlvlsion 1s that if a firm
regularly has long meetings, Investors
eventually learn that there 1s no information
being slgnaled by the length of the flim's
meeting Electilcal utilities, for instance,
almost always have very long meetings,
they were the only repeatel fl1-ms in 1991,
1992, and 1994 to have meetings longer
than two hours But these meetings run
long because of anti-nucleai protests, not
sokalya And some meetings of Japanese
firms w t h good investor relations progranzs
run long foi che same planned reasons that
they m~ghtin the Unlted Stales speeches,
entertainment, and hors d'oeuvres Realzing
this, the market should not react to the
length of iepeaters' meetings
I11 fact, in my study, iepeaters on average
showed a slight, though msigficant Increase
in market adjusted retums dunng thc
meeting day wndow The suipnsing story
111 my experiment was the set of hrms that
have long incetings out of the blue, that is,
the ulon repeaters In the year of tlzelr long

meetings, these firms, on average, had
statistically significant market-adjusted
returns of -0.59 percent. Stated concretely,
the data show that during the period
1990-97, if a company that did not
regularly have long meetings suddenly had
a long meeting, that company lost, on
average, 0.59 percent of its value (adjusted
for market risk and variation in the Tokyo
Stock Price Index) during the two-day
period begnning the day it held its
meeting.
Faced with these stock price effects, how
might each actor - managers, sokaiya, and
shareholders - behave? Managers have
incentives to pay sokaiya to keep meetings
short, whether the payments are made to
keep sokaiya quiet at meetings or as
comperlsation for sokaiya suppression of
"legtimate" shareholder voice. Sokaiya
clearly have incentives to disrupt meetings,
and given negative returns for long
meetings, it may not be necessary that all of
iheir information is always true or even
always secret, so long as they can make the
meeting run long and collect enough true
information over time to maintain the
signal's validity Finally and somewhat
perversely, investors should in some cases
welcome payments to sokaiya, as sokaiya,
for a relatively trivial fee, can prevent an
average loss in shareholder wealth of
0.59 percent.
Investors thus tend to buy the stock only
of those companies that have short
meetings. Of course, this pleases companies
that usually have short meetings. But some
companies -presumably those with such
low information disclosure that
shareholders can only acquire relevant
information by asking lengthy questions at
shareholders' meetings -will tend to have
long meetings. These companies have clear
incentives to pool with (mimic) companies
that have short meetings. Payng sokaiya
helps them do so.

CONCLUSION
Why would rational executives of highly
successful Japanese firms pay sokaiya
racketeers to keep their shareholders'
meetings short? This article has shown that
sometimes they pay sokaiya for blackmail,
which is hardly a uniquely Japanese
phencmenon. But sometimes the blackmail
actually does center around shareholders'
meetings. The econometric data I have
cathered suggest that because meeting
sngth is correlated to share prices,
qayments to sokaiya to keep meetings short
...In increase shareholder wealth.
This wealth maximization potential is a
t:rect product of Japanese corporate law,

regulation, and corporate governance,
which facilitate barren information markets.
Sokaiya - often armed with mob
connections that make their threats
perfectly clear - simply take advantage of
the fact that little information is
disseminated. U.S. corporate blackmail
apparently does not reach the scale of that
of Japan because the U.S. federal system,
relatively unfettered by inefficient corporate
law, heavy regulation, and other anticompetitive institutions, makes publicly
available more information with blackmail
potential.
The sokaiya payment institution persists
because, gven other existing institutions,
almost all actors have reason to choose it
over alternative choices. Obviously sokaiya
can profit with little chance of detection.
Managers and shareholders benefit, too.
The Japanese press sometimes describes
sokaiya-payng managers as gutless and
cowardly Managers counterattack with cries
that they bravely pay sokaiya "for the good
of the company" On this issue, managerial
and shareholder interests are aligned. Given
that the system is one of ncn-disclosure,
shareholders (and perhaps society as a
whole) may derive further benefit from
sokaiya activity, as sokaiya may serve as
monitors of management behavior, forcing
managers to calculate the cost of sokaiya
bribes into the cost of their actions. And if
MOF wants to prevent firms from failing, it,
too, may have incentives to support sokaiya
activity
The institutional incentive structure
implies that recent Japanese legslative
efforts to curtail sokaiya activity may be of
limited efficacy. In November 1997, the
Japanese legslature enacted revisions to the
Commercial Code designed (once again) to
eliminate sokaiya. The new provisions
increase criminal penalties for payment
from imprisonment of 6 months or a
$2,400 fine to 3 years and $24,000; impose
criminal liability for sokaiya who demand
payment (as opposed to liability only for
receiving payment); and increase penalties
for related wrongdoing such as money
laundering and makmg false statements to
regulators. This legslation may have some
margnal effect. But even after the law which ignores the institutional dynamics
discussed in this article -was enacted
(and several months after the most
publicized scandals), 60 percent of

surveyed directors, 79 percent of auditors,
and 75 percent of managers still said that
they would be unable to cut sokaiya ties in
10 years.
Despite these recent legslative attempts
at reform, sokaiya influence remains
pervasive. On a recent and utterly
unscientific walk around Tokyo's Kabutocho
securities brokerage district, I saw three
types of freshly-inked posters in brokerage
windows. Eight firms' posters warned
sokaiya and other unsavory types to stay
away. Four firms' posters apoloped for
their recent sokaiya scandals. Three firrns
had posters announcing the dissolution of
the firm. Breadwinning calligraphers and
poster-printers can take comfort. Unless
and until the incentive structures created by
corporate law, corporate governance, and
regulatory policy change to encourage more
"stay away" signs, demand for sokaiya
apology signs, and perhaps dissolution
signs as well, is likely to persist.
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j ~ h i sexcerpt is aclaptedfronz the upcoming book
physician-Assistecl Suicide, to be p~lblished in
October 2000 and copyriglited by University of
Adiclligan Press. Tlze fortlzcon~ingbook, edited
slid witlz an introduction by Professor oj Law
Carl E. Sclzneide~;'79,incorporates papers
delivered at the conjevence "Cotirting Deatlz: A
Constitutional Rigllt to Suicide," lzeld at tlze Law
Sclzool in November 1997.The conference was
devoted tojolloiw-LL~
disc~~ssion
of two decisions
in ni~nnier1997 in iwlziclz the U.S. Supreme
Court rcjected tile riglzt to pl~ysician-assisted
suicide, Washington v. Glucksberg 11 7 S Ct
2258 (1 997),and Vacco v. Quill 11 7 S CL 2293
( 1997).Tlze following excerpt appears with
perniissionjroni University of Michigan Press.

The conflict surrounding assisted suicide is symptomatic of a profound
disequilibrium in the way society faces death and dying. The sources of this
imbalance are many. Technology has drastically changed the physical setting in
which dying occurs, forcing us to formulate new understandings of life and death.
What it means to be alive or to be dead is no longer clear, nor is the exact moment
of passage. The structure of modem medicine further contributes to the imbalance:
As health care has become more institutionalized, specialized, and routinized, so
h a dying. Machines regulate and control life and death, maintaining heartbeats
and breaths, reducing a person to a series of vital signs. Life is meted out and
measured, regulated and controlled. Quantity, defined in hours, days, and years,
often displaces quality as the objective to be pursued. Grieving and burial have also
been reduced to commodities by a funeral industry equally committed to masking
the real face of death. At the same time, the families and communities responsible
for nurturing life and consoling death have been severely strained. Family
structures at the nuclear and extended levels have become more fractured, and our
circle of immediate friends and loved ones has become more geographically
dispersed. As a consequence, death is often faced alone i11 a cold, technical
environment, divorced from family and mends, surrounded by strangers.

The problem of assisted suicide forces us
to carefully assess the meaning of death and
dylng (and by implication the meaning of
life and living). This assessment is hard
because death typically provokes more fear
and denial than contemplation and
reflection. The fear is of the unknown, of
pain, suffering, and debility. The denial of
death can be motivated as much by a sense
of emptiness in life as by an actual fear of
dylng - or perhaps by a heightened fear of
death because of a felt incompleteness in
life. Still, it is clear that death retains an
importance and significance that is as
profound as it is unavoidable. Death is a
stage in life holding many of its own
lessons. Moreover, the manner in which
death must be faced can influence the
choices made during life, just as how we
live will have implications for the manner
in which we d e . Death can bring us back
to a sense of community, both by coalescing
a group that provides support and comfort
and by b r i n p g to the fore the legacy we
will leave behind, a legacy often defined in
terms of the contributions we have made to
others.
111 our passive acquiescence to the
medcalization of death and dylng, il is not
0111~7death that is being denied. There is a
denial of life. There is a denial of the
individual as an integrated being. There is a
denial of meaning and human dignity
Finally there is a denial of comnuniv Add
to this tlze reallty of individual huillan
suffering, pain, disability and dementia,
and it is easy to see how recourse to suicide
may look individually rational. Whle
substantial attention has been paid to the
role of pain in decisions on whether to
commit suicide, similar atlention has not
been paid to the role of community The
issue is whether suicide is, for some, an
ind~viduallyrational response to death or
an individually rational response to the way
people are presently living and dying. The
movement for assisted suicide may be
symptomatic of larger problems in society
and an indictment of the absence of
meaningful community Ironically, ratiCying
a right to assisted suicide and recognizing
the ascendancy of tlze I-for-me rationality at
the end of life may be the ultimate step in
commodifying lice and death and may
furtlzer shift the balance away from the
community and toward the increasingly
isolated individual.
As the assisted suicide debale moves
from the courthouse to the s~atehouse,we
must re-examine the argumenls that
surround it to detei-nline bvl-iich elemeiz~s
are essential and which might bend in
establishing a network of coemsting beliefs.

The I-for-me perspectives of the plaintiffs in
Glucl~bulg(Walzington v. Gltichsberg, 117 S
Ct 2258 [1997]) and Quill (Vacco 11. Quill
117 S Ct 2293 [1997]) hghlight the
importance of respecting individual
autonomy and self-determination,
particularly as these qualities relate to
engendering an appropriate sense of
personal dignity and control in the face of
death. Moreover, the reality of the pain and
sufferingexperienced by these individuals
must be directly confronted. The we-for-me
arguments of opponents of assisted suicide
remind us that the scope of individual
autonomy and self-determination is
necessarily circumscribed in the presence of
defects in individual decision malung, and
that it is appropriate to place limits on
personal choice when those choices have
adverse effects on third persons. The wefor-us perspectives hghlight the fact that
the community is a collective entity with its
own needs and interests. There are times
when these collective interests maj7
legtimately trump those of the individual.
The community, however, must also be
sensitive to the growth, development, and
self-actualization of its members.
While there are positive aspects to these
viewpoints, there are shortcomings to each
perspective as well. The plaintiffs' claims in
Gluchsberg and Q~~ill
are arresting, but they
have limitations. If we ask the dymg why
they consider suicide, they frequently speak
of pain and suffering. But a number of
other themes also emerge. One is a desire
for control, another a desire for dignity
W e the desire for control is understandable,
the important question is what type of
control is appropriate and how that control
should be manifested.
Proponents of assisted suicide argue for
control in the form of being able to
individually determine the moment and
manner of death. T h s is the type of control
of a Hollywood director, a fllm editor, or
Ronald Dworhns author writing her life's
last chapter. (R. Dworlun, Lfee's Dominion:
An Argun~entabout Abortion, Euthanasia, and
Individtial Freedom, Knopf, 1993). T h s is
not the only type of individual control that
can be envisioned. Being ill and clylng
entails an inevitable loss of control. That
loss is compounded when doctors expect
passive compliance with their e'qertise and
authority But while many aspects of dy~ng
are beyond human control, numerous other
aspects are not. Individual con~rolcan be
manifested in many ways short of assisted
suicide. Letting people participate in what
they can affect is one way for them LO assert
control and to assuage feelings of

helplessness and anxiety Participation can
help people distinguish those parts of dyng
that are controllable from those that are not,
and help them to accept the inevit2,ble loss
of control they have over their bodies and
existence. Dylng must involve an
appropriate combination of taking charge
and letting go, engagement, and resignation.
Just as the desire for control requires a
balanced understanding of what can and
cannot be influenced, so the desire for
dignity requires an understanding and
acceptance of different forms of
dependence. In our culture, dignity is often
defined in terms of independence and selfsufficiency A common fear among the
dymg is of becoming dependent upon
others. Put bluntly but succinctly - "I
want to be able to wipe my own butt."
While every one can empathize with this
sentiment, "dignity" need not be
understood that way Infants do not lack
dignity because they need their diapers
changed, nor must changng them be
burdensome. Dignity is inherently a
relational concept, defining the person with
respect to her community Illness and dyng
are necessarily an assault on self-sufficiency,
a reminder of one's vulnerability, weakness,
and dependence. As illness physically
changes the person, it calls for a continual
redefinition of one's self and of one's sense
of dignity
Confronting incapacity whle retaining a
sense of self-worth is like accepting loss of
control over the uncontrollable and yet
remaining engaged and retaining control of
the dyng process. A static image of self and
concepts of dignity defined solely in terms
of strength, independence, and autonomy
are ill-suited to prepare a person for a
protracted illness or prolonged death.
Justice Stevens speaks poignantly about
people's interest in influencing the memories
they will leave behind, but no life is a
snapshot. A life is a complex story, with
many chapters and phases. Just as the
concern about memories is a concern about
how others see us, so the concern over
d i p t y is at its heart a fear that our inability
to accept the loss of our independence and
our control over our bodies will be shared
by others. Feelings of indignity are largely
fears of rejection by our community Such
fears not only invite, but demand, a
communal response.
It is interesting but not surprising to
note how tracing the individual's interest in
maintaining personal dignity has necessarily
led us from viewing the individual in
isolation to understanding the individual as
a member of a community Other emotions

and fears surrounding death - such as
fears of abandonment and feelings of
isolation - confirn~that it is impossible to
speak of the dying individual without also
speaking of the living community The
individual and society are intimately
interconnected. The decisions of family,
friends, and the community will affect the
environment in which death occurs and the
levels of fear, anxiety, and meaning that are
present. Coming to terms with death
requires coming to terms with one's self and
one's community A discourse focusing
exclusively upon individual autonomy and
I-for-me rationality is insufficient unless the
concept of self it engenders leads the
individual back to a sense of community
The presence, attitudes, and actions of
family and friends, of doctors and nurses,
and healthcare providers will have as much
to do with finding dignity and meaning in
death as the medical condition of the
dying person.
This criticism is not limited to I-for-me
perspectives. Similar deficiencies can be
found in the we-for-me policy arguments
raised by opponents of assisted suicide.
Rather than addressing the central issue of
the individualk relationship to the
community and the community's
obligations to its members, opponents focus
on decislon defects and slippery-slope
concerns. These are surely important, but at
another level they are simply distractions,
for they do not address the human
dimension of the dylng person's needs or
the overall needs of society Worse, these
arguments are frequently a pretext to
camouflage a debate that is really about
social norms. Those favoring a strong norm
in favor of the sanctity of life often invoke
substantial and irremediable decisionmahng defects and a steep and inescapable
slippery slope. Their opponents deprecate
these concerns. The failure to address the
central conflict between individual and
collective rationality is not only
disingenuous, it is self-defeating. Decisiondefect and slippery-slope arguments involve
contested, empirical claims. Empirical
claims invite emprical resolution. Debate
will inevitably drift toward "how" to
regulate and not "whether" to regulate. In
this process, a right to assisted suicide
could too easily be adopted incrementally
without openly addressing the underlyng
normative concerns.
We-for-us arguments face their own
challenges and limitations. The concern
over the sanctity of life can delegtimate
itself if pursued so oppressively that it robs
individual lives of their meaning. Any

~ f w h j o with
n the nee& of itlj
indi
a
' & members>The sanctity of Iife
c m t be a wooden or artificial princip1e.
TO1
these coneems, the Ninth
w
t advocated using a sliding scale
sm&dto etssess the value of life (in
-C
in Dyng r WaskSrzgbn, 850 F
supp 1454 twD Wuh 19941):'[Elven
though the protection of life is one of the
sate's most important functions, the state5
m m t is dramatically climirwhed if the
person it seeks to protect is terminally ill or
pemmently comatose and has expressed a
wish that he be permitted to die without
further medical treatment. . . . When
patients are no longer able to purme liberty
or happiness and do not wish to pursue
Me, h e state's i n t m t in forcing them to
remain alive is clearly less compelling."
Unfortunately, this analysis mises its own
slippery-slope concerns. If the soclally
determined value of a life dimhishes as
people near death, haw will the debates
over voluntary and involuntary euthanasia,
or the rationing of healthcare be affected?
Era* or chipping away at the intrinsic
value society attaches to the lives of its
individual members can have profound and
disturbing consequences. The use of a
s l i m scale in which the value of a life is
worth less depending on its objective
circumsmces motivates the opposition to
the legalization of assisted suicide of many
associations of handicapped and disabled
people. In fairness to the Ninth Circuit, the
court tries to make the sliding scale depend
upon the dying person herself, The
distinction between the in&vidualS
assessment of her life's value and society's
assessment, however, is di-fficult to maintain
as a practical matter and almost impossible
to implement as a matter of policy To be
given legal effect, the individual's evaluation
must ultimately be ratified by the state.
If the sliding-scale valuation of human
life is not a good way to prevent a rigid
version of the sanctity of life from burdening
the dying, how should collective concerns
over the intrinsic value of life be tailored to
address the needs of the terminally ill? A
policy that can provide a satisfactory answer
to this question will effectively mediate and
potentially resolve the tensions between
individual and collective rationality that
&vide camps in the assisted suicide debate.
While I do not claim to &a
definitive
answer to this question, a satisfacto~y
resolution would seem to minimally include
the following elements.

cum&.z~to the smyti&of lift is thr vduc of
c o m p m . A society that claims to respect
the i n M e value of life is obligated to
respond compassionately to the physical
and emotional needs of its dying memben,
including the use of aggressive palliative
-

& when necessary to ameliorate
indzyidual pain and suffering. Respect
for the sanctity of 'life without the
correspondingvalue of compassion a n
become a hollow mdr potentially
oppressive principle.

Second, development of an appropriate
vmabzrlary to operatiodize the principles

associated with preserving the sanctity of life in
order to help guide the mahing of end-of-life
decisions. I often prefer speaking of a
"reverence for Menrather than the "sanctity"
or "intrinsic valuenof life, and
operationalizing dm principle by requiring
that individual decisions be life-affirming.
Choice of terminology, however, should not
obscure the fact that life must remain an
end in itself, and that end-of-life decisions
should be made in accordance with dm
principle. The danger in the Ninth Circuit's
sliding scale and in efforts to adopt a
"quality of lifenrhetoric is that both can too
easily slip in directions that fail to respect
life as its own end. A rhetoric grounded in
reverence for life and a requirement that
end-of-life decisions be M e - a b i n g helps
avoid this trap, and yet should be capable
of achowledging that the object of life and
medicine is not simply the preservation of a
series of vital signs.
Third, &ouraging individual selfdetermination and e m p r i n g individuals to
exercise control over thezr lives and medical
care within a dominant ethic of k e m e for
liJe, including reverencefor their anz lives.
Individuals should be permitted to
structure a sub-tial
range of end-of-life
alternatives, includmg alternatives other
than dying in an institutionalized medical
setting. While I would empower greater
indvidual autonomy in malung end-of-life
decisions, I would deny the individual the
option of suicide on the ground that such
an act is not life-affirming and fails to
respect the intrinsic value of life that should
be symmetrically held by the individual
and society
Although approaclng the problem from
,
a substantially different perspective, these
principles are in general accord with the
Supreme Court's results in C w a n v.
Directar, Missouri Dept. of Health 497 US
261 (1990) and Cluckberg. Individuals are
providqd substantla1 freedom in denying
unwan d medical care, and yet are also
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denied the right to assisted suicide. The
estension of choice in one area and the
denial of choice in another may appear
contradictory, but it underlies an important
paradox. Sometimes the esercise of
mdividual freedom can be realized only in
the presence of esternal constraints. The
freedom is the ability to actively shape and
influence the manner in which death and
dylng occur. The constraint is the
prohibition of suicide. The individual and
the community may be better able to
negotiate the delicate balances these
decisions require if they do so within a
setting in which both the individual and the
state share a mutual commitment to the
sanctity of human life.
But what of the challenge of I-for-us
reasoning7 Is a norm prohibiting suicide
but expressly achnowledgng society's
obligation for compassionate palliative care
and othenvise permitting individuals
substantial self-determination in making
life-affirmingend-of-life decisions consitent
with the dictates of I-for-us rationality?
Could that norm be embraced by the
plaintiffs in Gluclzsberg and Quill not
necessarily as a matter of individual
rationality, but as part of what they could
think of as collectively rational? Justification
for such a norm could come from two
sources. First are the aspirational arguments
in favor of a symmetric commitment to the
sanctity of life as an essential aspect of our
definition of society If these arguments
present a persuasive picture of how we
conceive of ourselves and our community,
then a norm prohibiting assisted suicide
could fall within the category of I-for-us
norms essential to the sunival and integrity
of the community The arguments against
the sliding-scale value of life suggest some
of the dangers associated with failing to
embrace such a norm.
The second possible justification would
be in terms of norms designed to facilitate
individual development. A norm against
assisted suicide could be justified if dylng,
like primary education, is an important
developmental stage in life - a stage that is
capable of substantively transforming
individual preferences and beliefs. Death is
undeniably an important stage in life,
potentially no less significant than other
development stages such as childhood and
adolescence. Death and dylng may afford
unexpected opportunities and lessons for
each of us, lessons [hat would be lost if
death is short circuited or denied. This
contention is not limiled to the lessons
inherent in the djlng process. Equally
important is the fact that knowledge or how

we must face death can filter back and
influence decisions throughout our lives.
Moreover, it is not only the dylng who lea
through death. The actions and decisions
we make in dying teach those around us
particularly members of our family, about
life and death.
If these I-for-us arguments are not
persuasive, then the issue of ass~stedsuici,.
is reduced to a set of empirical questions
regarding the significance of various
we-for-me concerns. Appropriate policy
should then be based upon the assessmer,
of state legslators about the pervasivenesr.
of individual decision defects and the
seriousness of potential slippery slope
problems. The significance ~f resoliing th
debate in this manner, however, should nc
be lost. Assisted suicide raises important
constitutive questions. Rejecting the
aspiration arguments in favor of the sancti
of life involves the adoption of a different
set of aspirational claims and beliefs that
cvill equally define us as a society My poin
is that in making constitutive decisions thz
vd1 define who we are, we should collective
pause and gve careful consideration to wlwe want to be.
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